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SCSl-2 is at your command with 
Rimfire" 6600 Series Parallel Disk 
Array Controllers. 

Discover unmatched performance 
and data integrity for mass storage 
applications - the Rimfire 6600 series 
of Parallel Disk Array (PDA) Controllers. 

The first array controller offering 
SCSl-2 as its host interface, as well as 
the first offered as a board level pro
duct, the Rimfire 6600 Series supports 
four data drives plus a single redundant 
drive. Because all disk data transfers 
occur in parallel , the a1 1 ay aµµears to 

the host as a single SCSI drive. For 
you, that means excellent performance. 
Transfer rates and capacity four times 
that of an individual drive. And excep
tional data availability. 

In addition, the flexibility of the 
PDA controller allows the OEM to 
select drives from many vendors. It's 
compatible with SCSI, operates with 
off-the-shelf host adapters and is priced 
significantly lower than other solutions 
of equivalent capabilities. 

For detailed information on the 
Rimfi re 6600 Series, or other SCSl-2 

C1pr1co and R1mf1re are registered trademarks of C1pnco, Inc Disk drive courtesy of Seagate Technology 

compatible products, call Ciprico, the 
industry leader in technology, tech
nical support, customer service and 
respondability at 1-800-SCSl-NOW 
(1-800-727-4669). European custom
ers call our United Kingdom office, 
(0703) 330 403. 

CIPRICO 
29S5 Xenium Lane 
Plymouth. MN SS44 1 

CIPIBCO LISTENS. AND RESPONDS. 
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Solder-Side, Pads Only 

There's Logic To Every Layer! 
Look inside the first truly reliable, 
glitch-free VME backplane and 
you 'll see the logic behind each 
detail of its design. 

Start with the signal layers
fou r of them -with the most 
"noise sensitive" lines isolated 
from the others. The spacing and 
placement of the layers in this 
stripline (with embedded micro
strip) design was calculated to 
enhance the backplanes' high 
frequency bypass characteristics . 

It 's the quietest backplane 
ever! Sharply reduced crosstalk 
is achieved by the increased sep
aration of signal lines- both 
within and between the layers. 
Superior decoupling comes from 
the placement of both ceramic 
and tantalum capacitors between 
each slot. 

© Copyright 1990, Electronic Solutions 

Low inductance, low imped
ance power distribution is insured 
by the close proximity of the dual 
power & ground planes and the 
strategic placement of power 
connectors for each voltage 
across the entire length of the 
backplane. 

There's more logic on the out
side . Schottky diode terminations . 
Interrupt and Bus Grant jumpers 
accessible from either side. Wire 
wrap pins with shrouds on the 

end slots of the J 1 and every slot 
of the J2. Ground pins in between 
J2 slots to provide 1/0 cabling 
with interstitial grounds. And 
much more. 

Choose any size from 2 to 21 
slots in separate J1 or J2 or 
monolithic J 1 /J2 configurations . 
Call us today for the inside (and 
outside) story on the highest per
formance VME backplanes ever 
made. It's the logical thing to do. 

6790 Flanders Drive, San Diego, CA 92121 
(619) 452-9333 FAX 619-452-9494 

Call Toll Free: (800) 854-7086 
In Calif.: (800) 772-7086 
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The newest system 
through, spice-time. 

The AMP Z-Pack Interconnec
tion System is a scalable, 
high-density board-to-board/ 
cable-to-board system for 
nanosecond and subnanosecond 
applications, in 2 mm and 
.100" grid sizes to accommo
date global packaging 
requirements. 

The fastest members use 
stripline technology, introduc-

High-temp materials 
for SMT compatibility. 

Twin-beam recep
tacles, 2 mm wipe. 

Sequenced mating 
up to four levels. 

2 mm versions 
accommodate two 
traces between lands. 

Stripline versions 
isolate pin columns 
for 50 ohm interface. 

Reliable compliant
pin versions available. 

ing reference planes between 
pin columns to retain maxi
mum pin counts in a con
trolled impedance interface. 

The design advantages are 
immediate: Z-Pack .100" strip
line connectors accommodate 
250 ps edge rates with no sac
rifice in signal density: four 
rows = 40 lines per inch. 



Space: 40 lines/inch. 
Tlme: 250ps. 

2 mm stripline versions 
(500 ps) require just one pin 
row for reference, and open 
pin field versions in both cen
terlines handle 1.8 ns rise
times with a 3:1 signal/ground 
ratio. Standard spacing min
imizes board redesign, and 
system modules stack end-t.o
end with no loss of signal posi-

tions, offering true form/per
formance scalability in 
Futurebus-like applications. 

For more information on 
the Z-Pack Interconnection 
System, call our Product 
Information Center at 
1-800-522-6752. AMP Incor
porated, Harrisburg, PA 
17105-3608. 

For advanced 
design and 
manufacturing of 
complete charac
terized multilayer 
backplane sys
tems, contact 
AMP Packaging 
Systems, Inc., 
P. 0 . Box 9044, 
Austin, Texas 
78766, (512) 244-
5100. 
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THE SHAPE. OF Il-nNas.to · 
COME IN ASIC TECHNOLOGY: . 

As ever-advancing 'technology sends 

gate counts soaring above 300,000, the 

demands on ASIC designers 

are steadily increasing. 

. Fierce competition creates 

tremendous pressure to shorten 

time-to-market-even in the midst of rising 

design complexities. Chips must work right 

the first time. 

Vertex Semiconductor Corporation i 

shaping the future for system-level ASIC 

designs. At Vertex, previously known as 
.· 

Integrated CMOS Systems, we've developed 

and refined a c;l13sign ·methodology to tackle 

syste~-level i~sues .. Our proprietary tools 

handle s·y_s~.em partitioning, synthesis, timing 

analysis,_- and·pe.rformance optimization, while 

supporting JTAG·boundary and internal scan 

With Vertex'tools ~nd. syste~-level ·: 

~xpertise _your A~IC design ris~ is reduced, . . . . . 

'making aJJ your rqu1.ti-chip_ ASIC 8esigrrs 
. . 

first-time successes. 

Wf;, completeJhe pac.lcag.e through our 

st_rategic al1i'ance_witb Toshiba~giying 

'us leading-edge fabrication 

from a world-class player, 

f'.or more information, 

· call us today: .408-456-8900. 

testing, · t~ meet .your toughest design challenges. 
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[NEWS BRIEFS NEWS BRIEFS NEWS BRIEFS NEWS BRIEF 
Tl samples 
16-Mbit DRAM 
Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX) 
has begun sampling its 16-Mbit 
DRAM to a privileged few custom
ers. TI is the first domestic sup
plier to sample the parts, joining 
the exclusive club that previously 
included only Hitachi, Toshiba 
and-to the consternation of the 
Japanese vendors-Korean giant 
Samsung. NEC is expected to be
gin sampling by the end of the 
month as well. TI is reportedly 
building the parts, which are said 
to be small enough for mass pro
duction, on a 0.6-µm line in Dal
las. The next batch of parts will 
come from a new facility in Avez
zano, Italy. 

The pattern of announcements 
on 16-Mbit parts seems to indicate 
that DRAM design expertise has 
not become concentrated in Japan 
after all. The fact that a U.S. ven
dor, admittedly working with Hita
chi on development, is among the 
first to sample parts, and that 
Samsung, going solo, has been 
able to leapfrog into the fledgling 
market, discredits the notion that 
one country could corner the mar
ket for advanced parts. 

The number of entrants in the 
market at this early date must be 
keeping some executives awake 
nights. If price competition devel
ops along national boundaries, ero
sion could severely harm all the 
players' efforts to recover their 
enormous investment in the 16-
Mbit technology. - Ron Wilson 

Force and Sun ink deal 
in strategy tango 
Under the terms of an agreement 
being completed between Force 
Computers (Campbell, CA) and 
Sun Microsystems (Mountain 
View, CA), Force will manufacture 
and market the Sun lE, 6U 
VMEbus Spare-based CPU card. 
While the move would seemingly 
end speculation as to what the two 
companies have been talking 
about-rumors had it that some 
Force equity was to be swapped 
for growth financing-the deal 
raises other significant questions. 
Is Sun abandoning the 6U 

VMEbus-board business? Will 
Force drop development efforts on 
the Motorola 88000 family? 

Industry sources voice affirma
tion to both. Force's Fred Reh
hausser, vice-president of 
operations, has been heard grum
bling about Motorola's delay in in
troducing the next-generation 
parts. In addition, he claims the 
company has not properly pro
moted the chip, leaving it to Force 
(and other board and system ven
dors) to promote the architecture. 
Sounds like a variation of the res
taurant quip, "The food is terrible, 
and besides, the portions are too 
small." 

According to the same sources, 
Force will "have access" to Sun's 
proprietary ASICs, which are key 
to the board's performance and 
compactness. These include Sun's 
VME interface, its SCSI and 
Ethernet chips, and other internal 
drivers. No further terms of the 
deal-royalty payments, purchase 
agreements, other 6U Sun boards 
to be included at a future date, or 
exclusivity-were disclosed. 

The move seems somewhat con
sistent with Sun's recent direc
tions, which have been verbalized 
by Scott McNealy, the company's 
president, in numerous inter
views: "We're going to put all our 
wood behind one arrow." And that 
arrow seems to be its workstation 
business. The board business 
could be interpreted as diluting 
the company's efforts. 

By jumping on the Spare band
wagon, Force might just be trad
ing one set of problems for 
another. Sun is obviously going af
ter the leading-edge workstation 
market, and to retain some signifi
cant share it must keep its posi
tion as performance leader. To do 
that, it has to maintain an edge in 
processor performance and in ap
plications. Sun has already sig
naled its moves, shifting away 
from the Fujitsu processor to a 
next generation of its own design, 
to which it will have proprietary 
rights for at least the first itera
tion. This leaves all the clone 
makers hoping to compete in a 
"standards-driven marketplace" 
high and dry. 

- Warren Andrews 
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Intel unveils plans 
for fastest supercomputer 
Intel (Santa Clara, CA) has an
nounced plans to build a $10 mil
lion, massively parallel behemoth 
for the California Institute of Tech
nology (Pasadena, CA) that theo
retically will have a top speed of 
30 GFlops. The supercomputer 
will contain 512 oflntel's 64-bit 
RISC i860 microprocessors, which 
is four times as many as used in 
Intel's largest supercomputer to 
date-a 128-processor system 
built for NASA's Ames Research 
Center. Plans for the new machine 
are a result of development efforts 
at Cal Tech and at the DARPA
funded Touchstone project, aimed 
at researching massively parallel 
microprocessor architectures. 

- Tom Williams 

IBM sets record 
for fastest RISC 
Reaching just over 54 SPEC
marks, the latest version of the 
IBM RISC System/6000 family is 
the current record holder for RISC 
workstation performance, edging 
out even the ECL-based Mips 
R6000. According to IBM (Ar
monk, NY), the speed of the new 
box, the Powerstation/Powerserver 
550, comes from new silicon, 
rather than from architectural 
changes. The 550 uses new CPU 
components, fabricated in IBM's 
latest 0.5-µm CMOS technology 
and clocking at 41.6 MHz. This fig
ure makes the multichip CPU 
faster than any announced single
chip CMOS RISC processor from 
merchant IC houses. 

IBM's ability to achieve this 
speed and still maintain a good 
clocks-per-instruction ratio-as in
dicated by the nominal 56-Mips 
rating-are a further indication of 
the scalability of the R6000. The 
underlying architecture of the 
workstation is in fact that of the 
pioneering IBM 801 project, 
brought up to current thinking. 

This architecture, in the hands 
of IBM, may well overcome a woe
fully late start to emerge as the 
machine to beat in high-end work
station applications. 

-Ron Wilson 

Continued on page 10 



Prism. Four instruments in one logic analyzee 
For taster, time-correlated resuls. 

State analyzer. Timing analyzer. Emulator. 

DSO. Getting the complete picture is easier 

than you think. 
The 4-in-1 Prism 3000 Series is unlike any other 

logic analyzer. From one keyboard and display, 

it can do the work of multiple 

instruments. It can time-correlate 

data acquired by one Prism 

module to data acquired by all 

other modules, via revealing 

split-screen displays . 

Renlal unils available from your local renlal compan y. 
Copyrigh1 © 1990, Tek1ronix, Inc. All righls reserved . PRZ-100 

Combine the triggering and channel resources of 

a logic analyzer with emulator-like ability to change 

registers, patch memory, and step through your code. 

View both signal timing and signal integrity at the 

same time with the integrated DSO. 

For twice the power and conve

nience afforded by separate instru

ments, at half the cost, contact 

your Tek sales engineer. Or call 

1-800-426-2200 for the complete 

multipurpose Prism story. 

Tektron~ 
COfl..1fl..1ITTEO TO EXCELLENCE 
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Continued from page 8 

VUGI balks at Futurebus+ 
Martin Timmerman, chairman of 
the VMEbus Users Group Interna
tional (VUGI), appeared a little 
less enthusiastic about 
Futurebus+ than one might have 
expected in a recent editorial in 
VUGI's regular newsletter. 
"Futurebus+ is intended for paral
lel architecture(s) with RISC pro
cessors where cache is intensively 
used," he says. "These types of ar
chitectures are not likely to be 
used in an industrial market 
where people are actually scream
ing after 68000-based boards." 
Timmerman continues, "This ob
servation shows us that for indus
trial applications, VMEbus and 
the complementary buses such as 
VSB and VXIbus will still go a 
long way and will easily reach the 
year 2000." Yet more, "This is one 
of the fundamental reasons why 
our organization will not follow 
VITA, which stands now for VFEA 
International Trade Association 
(VFEA = VMEbus Futurebus+ Ex
tended Architecture), which tries 
by a ll means to push as much as 
possible for the Futurebus+." 

- Warren Andrews 

LSI Log ic marches 
to its own beat 
The individualism and aggressive
ness of LSI Logic (Milpitas, CA) is 
h ard to miss in an industry that 
has too few leaders. One doesn't 
have to agree with the company's 
strategy or believe that it will 
work to acknowledge that it's a 
gutsy one. 

As an ASIC vendor pushing soft
ware tools, LSI has been bucking 
the trend to surrender software 
concerns to EDA vendors. Its pres
ence among participating software 
vendors at the fall meeting of the 
VHDL Users' Group in Oakland, 
CA made LSI conspicuous as it 
supported its Silicon 1076 VHDL 
design environment. Silicon 1076 
very aggressively addresses top
down design. 

Another area where LSI is tak
ing a lead is in offering its custom
ers a conversion path from FPGAs 
to gate arrays. In the first quarter 
of next year, LSI will release a de-

sign tool that will convert an Actel 
FPGA into an LSI Logic mask-pro
grammable gate array. Though 
other gate array vendors are talk
ing about doing the same, only 
Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX) 
and AT&T (Berkeley Heights, NJ), 
both of which began shipping 
FPGAs this month, supply custom
ers with conversion software. 

- Barbara Tuck 

Intergraph seeks 
framework partners 
In an attempt to grab a larger 
share of the EDA market, Inter
graph (Huntsville , AL) has un
veiled InterLink, a program de
signed to integrate third-party 
design tools into Intergraph's 
newly named Simultaneous En
gineering Environment frame
work. The program already encom
passes existing OEM relation
ships, but Intergraph is aggres
sively seeking alliances with other 
tool vendors to broaden its base of 
EDA products-an area in which 
it's been relatively weak. By label
ing and publicizing a framework 
that it's had for some time, Inter
graph is signaling a more competi
tive stance against rivals Mentor 
Graphics (Beaverton, OR) and 
Cadence Design Systems (Sar) 
Jose, CA), who traditionally tout 
the benefits of their framework of
ferings. Though strong in mechani
cal CAD, Intergraph's market 
share is small-about 1.5 percent 
in 1989, according to Dataquest 
figures. - Mike Donlin 

S Bus the sub choice 
for Futurebus+? 
Many companies within the 
VMEbus community have com
plained about the large number of 
sub- or mezzanine buses there are 
for VME. At last count, with every
one's proprietary approach in
cluded, the total was well over 25 
totally different mezzanine buses. 
What with all the standardization 
going on, there's been some recent 
clamor for a standard mezzanine 
bus for VME-but which one? 

It's unlikely a resolution will be 
found in the foreseeable future. 
But in order to avoid that problem 
going forward, the VFEA Inter-
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national Trade Association (VITA) 
is looking for some kind of bus to 
standardize for Futurebu s+. 

At a recent VITA technical com
mittee meeting, the idea of a stan
dard mezzanine bus was discussed 
and a straw poll was taken to see 
which bus was most popular. With 
only a single dissension and one 
abstention, S Bus took the ballot. 
But it's interesting to note that 
most of the regular VITA members 
were not present, and of those 
who were, at least one felt ''black
mailed" because he felt an impor
tant proposal for VME would be 
voted down if he didn't "go along 
with the powers that be." 

- Warren Andrews 

VH DL prepares 
for 1992 face-l ift 
As part of a 1992 restandardiza
tion phase for VHDL, the VHDL 
Users' Group (VUG) has issued a 
request for requirements to 
VHDL, with February set as the 
deadline for submitting required 
changes. The IEEE, which 
adopted VHDL 1076 in 1987, rules 
that every standard it backs must 
come up for reballoting at least 
once every five years. 

Prioritizing requirement re
quests submitted by VUG mem
bers is a measured process. First, 
a priority ranking is assigned to 
each requirement by a VUG area 
leader after negotiating with the 
company from which the require
ment originates. As the require
ment is passed on, the battle over 
priorities continues. The last say 
on changes resides with the sub
committee-ultimately responsible 
for the design of the language. 

It's hoped that identifying fixes 
and enhancements to the lan
guage will smooth out ambiguities 
and inconsistencies in VHDL. Be
yond that, major areas of support 
will be considered. Probably the 
most significant area to be re
viewed will be analog support
how to extend VHDL, which 
thinks in terms of events, to sup
port time-domain analog. At this 
point, it's expected that the 1992 
VHDL version is more likely to 
support a subset of analog than it 
is to support full analog. 

- Barbara Tuck 



~DY4 
When you must win! 

For your "must-win" defense and aerospace programs, 
put the world's leading supplier of MIL-SPEC VMEbus 
systems on your team. Ready-to-run VMEbus systems 
from DY 4 are selected overwhelmingly by system 
integrators for aerospace and defense programs 
world-wide. 

DY 4 provides performance, reliability and cost
effectiveness through integration of a full range of 
open-system VMEbus products and services to 
military, ruggedized and commercial standards. 

DY 4's system solutions incorporate non-developmental 
item (NOi) products from the broadest product line in 

DY 4 Systems Inc. 

Customer First, 
Quality Always 

the business - CPUs ... memories ... communications 
controllers ... analog 1/0 ... high-performance graphics 
engines ... chassis ... Ada* foundation software and 
built-in-test (BIT) diagnostics. 

DY 4 provides a comprehensive quality program to 
MIL-Q-9858A and fully compliant configuration 
management to MIL-STD-483; design procedures 
conform to MIL-STD-1521 with manufacturing 
according to MIL-1-48604 (quality control) and 
soldering to MIL-STD-2000 in an ESD-controlled 
environment. 

Campbell, CA 
Tel: (408) 377-9822 
Fax: (408) 377-4725 

Nashua, NH 
Tel : (603)595-2400 
Fax: (603)595-4343 

Pennant Hills, Australia 
Tel : +61-2-484-6314 

21 Fitzgerald Road, Nepean, Ontario K2H 9H4 Tel: (613)596-9911 Fax: (613)596-0574 

Hanmel, Denmark 
Tel : +45-86-963624 
Fax: +45-86-962575 Fax: +61-2-875-1665 

•Ada is a trademark of the United States Department of Defense 
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I EDITORIAL 

We stuck to our 
guns when it came 
to providing quality 

editorial. 

John C. Miklosz 
Associate Publisher/ 

Editor-in-Chief 

Stronger than ever 

I can never seem to get my decades straight. Everyone else cele
brated the end of the '80s last December, but I've always felt you 
should start counting a decade with 1 and end with 10. According 
to this logic, December 1990 is really the end of the decade and 
January is the beginning of the next-and last-decade of the 
century. 

Regardless of how you count the decades, the last 10 years have 
been turbulent ones for the electronics/computer industry and for 
the publications, like Computer Design, that serve its engineers 
and managers. First, we had the boom years of the early '80s , 
when the industry was virtually exploding with activity and the 
trade publications were keeping pace. But hard times hit the in
dustry in late 1984 and early 1985, and nearly every publication 
serving the industry felt the reverberations. 

As readers, you felt the shock waves because hard times in the 
industry meant cutbacks in advertising pages, which, in turn, 
brought about changes in editorial and cutbacks in editorial 
pages. Some publications, trying hard to hold onto their advertis
ing base, subjected themselves to editorial gyrations that aban
doned, neglected or confused readers . Some were so hard hit that 
they ultimately went out of business, while a few others weath
ered the storm by reducing the number of editorial pages they de
livered every month. 

Computer Design wasn't immune from the hard times that hit 
the industry. As readers , though, you know we didn't put our
selves through editorial gyrations and we didn't go out of busi
ness. Even though we couldn't provide you with the same number 
of editorial pages per month that we did in the boom years of the 
'80s , we stuck to our guns when it came to providing quality edito
rial on technology and design directions in ICs, ASICs, buses and 
board-level subsystems, software, CAE/CAD and development 
tools . 

That dedication paid off for us this year as Computer Design 
ended the decade with a dramatic increase in advertising pages 
while its competitors showed dramatic decreases. 

What that means to you is that we've been able to increase the 
editorial pages we deliver, increase our circulation so that we 
reach more of you, and add to our editorial staff. With the recent 
addition of senior editor Barbara Tuck to cover ASICs and the pro
motion of Mike Donlin to senior editor responsible for CAE/CAD 
and development tools, for example, we've been able to carry 
through on the promise made earlier this year: to fill the void left 
by the demise of publications that you may have read. 

Yes, the last few years of the past decade have been rough, but 
we stood up through it all and we're stronger now than we've ever 
been. You'll really start seeing this strength next year, in the first 
year of the new decade. 
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''THEYLAUGHED WHEN WE PLUGGED 
A PC IN OUR VME SYSTEM ... 

"The pressure was on. Shorten our design cycle. 
Cut our software costs. Deliver the "gee-whiz" features 
customers wanted. But the old solutions weren't 
working. We needed a new approach. 
We looked to the PC. Others looked 
at us like we were nuts. They 
sent memos. 'The PC 
is not a real computer.' . . . 'Not 
enough horsepower ' .. . 'Just 
a pretty user interface' 
... 'It can't survive 
that environment.' 
But the PC 
is going 
places. Over 
40 million are 
in use; 4 million 
in industrial 
environments. 
Another 1.4 million 
are expected on the plant 
floor this year. From 
the moment we plugged in a 
RadiSys Embedded PC, we 
understood why. Software 
for PCs is abundant and 
inexpensive. We had two dozen 
software houses fiercely competing 
to sell us high quality, man-machine 
interface software. Why should we reinvent 
the wheel? For multi-tasking operating systems, 
we could choose from Windows 3.0, OS/2, UNIX, 
VRTX - all with integrated VMEbus support from RadiSys. 

Join the party! Call RadiSys at 
800/950-0044 (fax requests : 
503/690-1228) for a catalog of 
Embedded PC Products and brochure 
"Open New Windows of Opportunity With 
Embedded PCs." 

There is a wealth of development tools 
available to shorten design time. No wonder the PC is 

the world's most popular software development 

• host. And PC-based 
networking is light-years 
ahead. PC versatility 

is unmatched. 
We can give customers what 

they want, right now. More 
options. Proven features. 

Everybody knows how 
to use the PC, our own team 
and our customers. And it's 
a sure bet that future appli
cation programs, languages 

and OS standards will run 
on it. PC horsepower 

is up there. The new 
Embedded 386 and 486 

PCs have more than 
enough power to 

• 

handleourmixofuser 
interface and control 

~ 
functions. We got the best 
of both worlds. Plugging a 

' RadiSys Embedded PC directly 
· into the VMEbus gave us the 

full performance, ruggedness and 
reliability of the VME form factor, plus all the 

PCs software advantages. You know the rest 
of the story. That Embedded PC has the 

whole company laughing. 
All the way to the bank:' 

TM 

CORPORATION 

The Inside Advantage 
19545 NW Von Neumann Dr. 

Beaverton, OR 97006 USA 
(800) 950-0044 
(503) 690-1229 

Fax (503) 690-1228 

Copyright © 1990 AadiSys Corporation . Inc. All rights reserved . EPC is a registered trademark and RadiSys is a trademark of Rad iSys Corporation. Windows 3.0 is a trademark 
of Microsoft Corporation . OS/2 is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. VRTX is a registered trademark of 
Ready Systems, Inc. 386 and 486 are trademarks of Intel Corporation. 
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The IBM RISC System/ 
Designing on any other workstation 

Whatever you' re creating, you' ll sa il into a whole 
new age with a ny of the four POWERstations in the 
RISC Systcm/6000 
family. Because 
POWER (Perform 
ance Optimization 
With Enha nced RISC) . . 
processing can give 
you performance 
you've probably only 
dreamed about: 

up to four instructions per machine cycle, 42 MlPS 
and 13 MFLOPS. Suddenly, complex designs don' t 
tak(' cons anymor('. 

The four RI SC System/6000 POWERstat ions 
feature a range of graphics processors from grayscale 
to Supcrgraphics to satisfy any graphics demand. 
Great news for Power Seekers working on animation, 
scientific visuali zation, medical imaging and engi
neering solutions like CADA M~ CJ\EDS'" and CATIA'." 
And for cl('ctrica l design automation, there's IBM 's 
all new CBDS'" and an arsenal of over 60 EDA appli-

IBM is a registered trademark and RISC ~ystem/6000 and CAEDS are trademarks of lnternat10nal Business Machines Corporatoo. CAOAM is a trademark of CADAM INC. CATIA is a 
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6000" family. 
will seem downright primitive. 

cations from more than a dozen vendors. 
With every POWERstation , you ca n get an almost 

unimaginable palette of 16 million colors, which gives 
you 3 D images so realistic, they fairly leap off the 
screen, with super sharp resolution of l,280xl,024 pixels. 
And when it's time to call in the heavy artillery, the 
POWERstation 730 draws nearly one million 3D vec
tors per second. Like all POWERstations, it ca n come 
complete with its own graphics processor, freeing the 
POWER processor to rapidly create and analyze your 
designs. All at prices that won' t sink anybody's budget. 

So if you' re tired of paddling upstream with 
yesterday's performance, ca ll your IBM marketing 
representative or 
Business Partner to 
find out more about 
the RISC System/6000 
family. For literature, 
call J 800 IBM-6676, 
ext. 991. 

Civilization never 
looked so good . 

ForthePowerSeeke& 
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IN THE ERA OF MegaChiQ'" TECHNOLOGIES 

APPLYING Tl's BiCMOS 
With more than 50 BiCMOS logic 
functions from Texas Instruments, 
you can beat tough bus--interface 
design challenges. Our free 
SamplePacs will show you how. 

• lj.! • e • t e •• II 
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S pecially designed foe use in bus
interface applications, our growing 
BiCMOS logic family can make 
the difference in getting data on 
and off the bus faster. These ad
vanced functions that combine 
the best of bipolar and CMOS 
can help you attain higher system 
performance levels. 

Lowering power, 
maximizing speed 
For example, our BiCMOS devices 
can help you minimize power dissipa
tion and maximize speed. Disabled 
currents are reduced by as much as 
95% and active currents by as much 
as 50% compared to advanced 
bipolar equivalents. 



DIFFERENCE 
In fact, your system power savings 

can amount to more than 25%, and 
you should experience reduced 

switching noise as well. 
Yet you can maximize system 

speed. Switching speeds are 
comparable to advanced bipolar 

devices and provide the high drive 
current required for today's industry
standard buses (48/64 mA commer
cial, 24/48 mA military). 

Gaining even greater perfonnance 
If you need even lower power and 
higher speeds, our submicron 
Advanced BiCMOS (ABT) 
family is the choice for you. 
Planned devices include 8-, 9-, 
and 10-bit buffers/drivers, trans
ceivers, latches, registers, and 
registered and latched transceivers. 

Our broad BiCMOS family also 
includes unique functions that can 
help you more quickly meet the 
design challenges involved with inci
dent wave switching, driving MOS 
memories, and system testability. 

Assuring incident wave switching 
Wider word widths and additional 
cards on backplanes are requiring 
higher drive currents to assure 
incident wave switching. 

Our BiCMOS family delivers. With 
our low-impedance line drivers, you 

get more "instantaneous" current 
even when impedances are as low as 
25 ohms. You minimize transition 
"flat" spots that can degrade speed or 
cause oscillation at the 
receiving devices. 

Managing MOS 
memory loads 
MOS memory array 
interfaces create the high-capacitive 
loading environments that can result. 
in overshoot and undershoot condi
tions. As a result, system reliability 

suffers. To handle 
this situation, our 
BiCMOS memory 
drivers incorporate 

. a series damping 
resistor output structure that delivers 
advanced system performance when 
driving 256K, IM, and 4M ORAMs. 

Building in testability 
with SCOPE 
It is becoming more difficult to 
accurately test today's highly 
integrated boards and systems, but 
Tl's BiCMOS family contains your 
solution: SCOPE™ (System Control
lability and Observability Partitioning 
Environment) octals. 

. . . ..... . .. .. . .. .. 
TM TrOOcmark of Texas Instruments lncorpcxated 

19SQ 11 00-0176 

Used in place of standard octals, 
SCOPE devices allow specific cir
cuitry within an assembled module, 
board, or system to be isolated for 
verification and debugging without 

manual probing. Currently, 
our BiCMOS family 
includes an octal buffer, 
transceiver, 0-type latch, 
and 0-type flip-flop. 

Tl's SCOPE products are the first to 
conform to the Joint Test Action 
Group (]TAG) specifications adopted 
by the IEEE 1149 .1 Test Standards 
Committee. 

Get your free SamplePac and 
sample our BiCMOS difference; 
call l,800,336,5236, ext. 3008 
You can take your choice of our 
BiCMOS SamplePacs containing a 
free BiCMOS device, our latest 
advanced logic brochure, plus 
appropriate product data. Just call the 
number given above, or use the return 
card to let us know which SamplePac 
you need to begin applying Tl's 
BiCMOS difference. 

TEXAS 'I 
INSTRUMENTS 



'486',. & '386' ™ 

IBM/AT Compatible -High Performance Single Board Computers 

'486,'386' & '386SX' Common Features Include: 
•Designed & Manufactured in U.S.A. •Industry Standard/Custom 
• Douole Sided Surface Mount Technology Phoenix BIOS 
• Manufactured In-House • PS/2 Mouse Port 
•Standard Industrial Burn & Test •Battery Backed Real Time Clock 
• Designed for FCC/UL Recognition • Custom Derivatives Available 

80486 - CAT1000 
• 25MHz CPU 
• Up to 64M RAM 386SX ... Too 

CAT970 

CAT960 

• 80386SX lntewated Card 
• Full Size 4.7 X 13.4" 

• 20 or 16MHz 
•Up to 16M RAM 
• BIOS Shadowing 
• SCSI Interface 

• VGA Video Interface 
• IDE Interface 

• Floppy Interface 
• 2 Serial\ 1 Parallel Port 

• 80386SX Engine Card 
• Half-size 4. 7" X 6.5'' 

• 20 or 16MHz CPU 
•Up to 16M RAM 

• BIOS Shadowing 
• Page Interleave 

•Math Co-Processor 
• 8K Internal CACHE 
•Supports Secondary CACHE 

80386 • CAT990 
• 33,25,20MHz 
• Optional 80387 
• Up to 32M DRAM 
•SCSI & IDE Ports 
• 64K or 128K CACHE 
• 2 Serial/1 Parallel Port 

80386 - CAT980 
• 25,20, 16MHz CPU 
• UL Recognized 
• 32Kb CACHE 
• 8M RAM-

20M w/Daughter Card 

1-800-443-2667 

Ii Diversified 
Technology 

An Ergon Co. 
PS/2 & !AT are trademarks of the IBM Corp. 
486/.386 are trademarks of Intel Corp. 

112 E. State St. • Ridgeland, MS 39 157 
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If you thought Multibus 1 couldn't 
handle complex tasks ... Think Again! 
From Robotics to CAD, Embedded Controllers to 

Host and Network Systems, MULTIBUS 1 by 
Zendex delivers Proven, Cost Effective 
Solutions that reach out 

and grab you! 

The ZX-386120 pictured here features 
20MHz clock speed and on-board SCSI, 
supports up to 8MB of high-speed on-board dual-port RAM (or 16MB in 
PVAM), and has two 8116-bit iSBX connectors. For Real-Time processing 
applications, Zendex's TRU-32 mode turns MULTIBUS 1 into a screaming 
32-bit system capable of addressing 256 MB of RAM, yet is fully compatible 
with MULTIBUS 1 products. 

For more information on our complete family of MULTIBUS 1 products, call 
or write Zendex today! 

~.,--Aili..--.,--~ 6780SierraCourt 
.., ~ .... -~ ~ Dublm, CA 94568 

L ~--..... ~=) Phone:(415)828-3000 
FAX: (415) 828-1574 

MULTIBUS 1 SINCE 1979 
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Bruce Bourbon 
on: System-level 
design 

F ifty percent of ASIC designs don't work once 
implemented in the system. This bit of ASIC 
folklore has become the marketing cry of ASIC 

vendors who claim to solve the problem with their 
design methodologies and EDA software tools. The 
long version of the problem statement, though, runs 
as follows: "Fifty percent of ASIC prototypes don't 
work in the system environment because of chip 
specification errors, chip interaction problems or elec
trical effects related to board implementation." What 
the ASIC industry needs is a reliable design method
ology to implement multichip ASIC solutions that 
work the first time. 

But what is system-level ASIC design and what is 
the ideal design methodology for minimizing the risk 
that the ASIC chip set won't function as expected? 
And how can we design ASIC chip sets containing 
hundreds of thousands of gates quickly enough to 
exploit market windows that open and close every 18 
months? 

First, a definition. "System-level ASIC design" is 
an expression of complexity level. Specifically, it's a 
complexity level where the implementation of a solu
tion to the design problem will require many ASlC 
devices. System-level ASIC design demands the use 
of a top-down design style, where design intent is 
captured in a hardware description language (HDL), 
using both behavioral and high-level strnctural mod
els. System-level ASIC design is also that level of 
complexity where the use of design-for-testability 
strategies becomes mandatory. 

The answer to the system-level ASIC design chal
lenge lies in greatly improved design methods and 
tools. The lack of adequate EDA software is the major 
barrier to the exploitation of the level of integration 
possible in today's most advanced fabrication pro
cesses. Silicon is considered free ; it's the design effort 
that's expensive, both in terms of development cost 
and in terms of time. And let's not forget design risk. 
Design engineers tend to select a design implemen
tation strategy that they think will minimize the risk 
that the first prototypes won't work. 

Look at the two-edged sword the design engineer 
must skillfully wield. Design complexity has grown 

by two orders of magnitude in the last 10 years. 
Meanwhile, system life cycles have declined from five 
years to 18 months. Exploiting the available integra
tion density is critical to the success of a system 
product, but there's no room for error. The system 
product better work the first time. And it must be 
testable. 

The ideal EDA system for system-level ASIC design 
reduces design risk to a tolerable level while permit
ting the use of all the integration density allowed by 
the fabrication process. This ideal software system 
must also let the designer wring the last possible 
picosecond of performance out of the fabrication pro
cess. In the competitive world, performance still rules. 

The ideal design philosophy must also embrace a 
fully synchronous design style, so that the timing 
behavior of the logic design is totally deterministic, 
verifiable and unambiguous. A design strategy of risk 
minimization leaves no room for asynchronous timing 
approaches that appear clever when implemented yet 
wreak havoc in the real world of silicon, voltage and 
temperature variations. 

A multichip ASIC design automation system must 
employ the following elements: 

• HDL support to capture design intent at a high 
level of abstraction; 

• System- and chip-level design verification 
through the use of functional simulation or proof-of
equivalence methods, coupled with exhaustive static 
timing analysis; 

• Interactive design partitioning software to help 
the system engineer partition a large design into the 
optimal set of ASIC devices; 

• Logic synthesis technology to optimize the design 
at the logical and physical design steps; 

•Pervasive use of DFT methods to make chip and 
board testing practical; 

• Chip-level physical design methods to optimize 
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the performance of each chip design. 
Each of these six fundamental techniques contrib

utes to the handling of design complexity and the 
reduction of design risk in multichip ASlC projects. 

I Capturing design intent 
It's surprising how many of today's complex ASIC 
designs are still captured in gate-level structural 
form. At a complexity level of a few tens of thousands 
of gates, a validated gate-level structural netlist is 
still possible to create, although the designer who does 
so won't willingly do so a second time. At 50,000 gate 
equivalents and above, the only practical approach is 
a top-down design style where design intent is cap
tured in an HDL using behavioral or high-level struc
tural models. 

The de facto HDL in today's ASIC design commu
nity is Verilog HDL from Cadence Design Systems, 
while U.S. government support is behind VHDL, now 
shepherded by an IEEE standards committee. In 
Japan, there's a coalition of electronics companies 
sponsoring the development of yet another HDL
UDUI. It's inevitable that there will be many HDLs 
in use, so the ideal design automa-

tional timing simulation is simply inadequate. It 
takes too long and only those paths exercised by the 
applied functional vectors are verified. The only prac
tical way to verify timing behavior comprehensively 
is through the use of static timing analysis, separating 
timing verification from functional verification. 
Timing analysis exhaustively analyzes all circuit 
paths using complex timing models to ensure that the 
resulting path delay calculations are accurate. 

At this juncture we have a system-level ASIC de
scription that has been verified to perform as func
tionally expected, meeting all the timing constraints 
placed on the design. If, however, the system design 
is to be implemented in several ASICs, design par
titioning must be accomplished before timing valida
tion can be declared complete. 

I Interactive design partitioning 
Intelligent partitioning of system-level design de
scriptions into multiple ASIC devices is truly on the 
forefront of EDA technology. Vertex Semiconductor 
has been working on partitioning technology for more 
than six years and considers its current tools to be at 

the level of a bright five-year-old. 
tion system must support all the 
popular ones. 

Third-party companies will 
build businesses around providing 
HDL behavioral models for ASIC 
"megacells," such as RISC proces
sors. ASIC design groups will in
vest in the development of 
proprietary behavioral and high
level structural models of func
tional blocks that they repeatedly 

Exploiting the available 
integration density is critical 

to the success of 

The number of constraints 
placed on the partitioning process 
is very large, so an interactive 
approach to the task is best. Inter
active partitioning with graphical 
feedback marries the power of the 
computer to the designer 's ability 
to perform trade-off analyses 
quickly. The computer is charged 
with keeping track of the design 

a system product. 

I I I 

u se to implement ASIC solutions for their types of 
design applications. Once developed in the favored 
HD Ls, these models will create tremendous inertia to 
change, inhibiting moves to other HD Ls. 

I System-level design verification 
Once the design intent is captured in HDL form, the 
next step is to simulate the design to verify function
ality. This simulation typically requires a mixed-level 
approach (combining both behavioral and structural 
simulation), given that a systems-level design proba
bly contains HDL fragments at various levels of ab
straction. This simulation deals only with the func
tional corredness of the design, not with its timing 
behavior. 

With the design functionality verified, those por
tions of the design that are described in behavioral or 
high-level structural form must be transformed to 
that level of structure for which timing behavior can 
be accurately assessed. In most cases , the structural 
form will be a gate-level representation. This trans
formation or synthesis process must map behavior to 
structure in a way that's independent of the final 
implementation technology (such as CMOS or ECL). 
Until an unconstrained behavior-to-structure synthe
sis capability emerges-and don't hold your breath
the synthesis process will predominantly be from a 
high-level to a gate-structure transformation. 

At this point in the design process, system-level 
static timing analysis must be performed on the entire 
structural design. With this complexity level , tradi-
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structure and supporting a graph
ical method for assigning circuitry to partition buck
ets and boxes. 

Some of the issues to be considered in partitioning 
include logic functional boundaries; package-related 
I/O pin limitations; package physical constraints, 
such as die cavity size limits; testability issues; I/O 
pin restrictions due to simultaneous switching limi
tations; selection of I/O drivers based on the target 
interconnect technology; and printed circuit board or 
multichip module (MCM) thermal considerations. 

Once partitioning has been completed, it's time to 
turn to the design of each ASlC in the chip set. 

I Logic synthesis and optimization 
After partitioning the overall system design into mul
tiple ASIC designs, the functionality of each chip is 
usually verified by functional simulation. A preferable 
alternative to this traditional method is to use proof
of-equivalency software (also known as Boolean ver
ification) to verify that the partitioned design is func
tionally identical to the system-level representation. 
Once functional correctness has been reverified, the 
logic optimization process can begin. 

The chip logic must be transformed to find the 
optimum trade-off between operating speed and gate 
count, while mapping the logic to a target library. This 
is the typical methodology of today's logic synthesis 
tools. In addition, if a gate array implementation is 
to be used, specialized transformations must be exe
cuted to maximize gate utilization and minimize 
physical wirability problems. 



Since each chip represents a section of a system
level design, the next step is to modify the chip 
description by adding the necessary I/O cells. In doing 
this, chip-to-chip drive requirements must be consid
ered, the effect ofl/O delays on critical paths must be 
calculated, and clock signals and power must be 
distributed to the chip. 

I OFT an imperative 
Because of the complexity level ofa system-level ASIC 
design, DFT isn't an option-it's an imperative. A 
strategy for testing each chip must be implemented 
and a means for testing the chip set on a board or 
MCM must be devised. 

In the Vertex design methodology, the DFT ap
proach is a scan-testing method, augmented with 
built-in self-test (BIST) for any memory cells embed
ded in the design. Internal scan rings are created to 
permit convenient testing of the chip and a boundary 
scan ring is added to simplify wafer and board testing. 

At this stage in the design process, the test logic 
must be automatically synthesized or inserted in the 
design description. Because the designer may damage 
the design by modifying it after test logic insertion is 
completed, a logical design-rule check must be per
formed to ensure the design confo1ms to all scan-test
ing rules. 

Because of the major logic transformations and 
additions done during the logic synthesis and test 
logic insertion steps, as well as the possibility of 
manual tuning, it's necessary at this point to reverify 
that the logic function hasn't been changed. 

Before committing to the physical design of each 
chip, exhaustive static timing analysis must again be 
done with timing models that account for the esti
mated effects of interconnect delays. 

I Physical design 
Chip-level physical design is the process of placing 
functional cells and then automatically interconnect
ing th em in conformance with a validated netlist. The 
first step is floorplanning or global placement, which 
assigns all the cells in the design to physical locations 
in a 2-D view of the chip layout. 

Global placement is followed by scan-chain reorder
ing to minimize wiring congestion when the scan 
chains are interconnected. Static timing analysis is 
then performed for a third time, using manhattan 
wiring (points connected using right-angle segments) 
length assumptions based on the global placement. A 
clock grid is then automatically generated and phys
ical synthesis and optimization is employed to mini
mize wiring delays and clock skew across the chip. 

The next step is interconnect routing, where nets 
are assigned to channels in the design and detailed 
interconnect routing is completed. Then static timing 
analysis is done one last time, using extracted inter
connect parasitic information to reflect actual delays. 

Finally, test vectors are automatically generated by 
test-pattern-generation software that's compatible 
with the DFT strategy used in the system design. The 
test vectors are then used as input to a final functional 
simulation to verify correct operation of the test logic. 

It's clear by now that a reliable system-level ASIC 
design methodology isn't simple. While it has been 
described as if it were a well-honed, mature and highly 

automated process, it's now time to face the realities 
of the methodology by exposing the myths. 

I Exposing the myths 
The first big myth is the state of behavioral synthesis 
technology. In their desire to land new customers, 
EDA vendors who market synthesis software prod
ucts tend to talk glibly about behavioral synthesis. 
Let's be precise. Until circuit behavior can be abstract
ly described in an HDL without a hint of structure 
and then automatically transformed to a desired 
structural form, behavioral synthesis hasn't been 
realized. 

There are at least two fundamental problems with 
true behavioral synthesis. First, the range of archi
tectural choices is enormous. Some assumptions 
about the target architecture are necessary to make 
behavioral synthesis tractable. Second, a true be
havioral description serves to hide many gate-level 
structures because they're irrelevant at the be
havioral level of abstraction. 

Myth number two is the concept of automatic de
sign partitioning. Partitioning is still an art. At the 
present state of development for partitioning soft
ware, we are able to provide aids to the partitioning 
process. The designer is relieved of the drudgery of 
manipulating large design descriptions by an inter
active graphical interface to the partitioning soft
ware. The designer is still involved, however, and 
responsible for making the trade-offs that will ensure 
the best set of partitions. 

Then there's the myth of multi cycle paths in timing 
analysis. Static timing analysis is predicated on use 
of a synchronous design style with a derated clock 
period used to validate timing conformance for every 
path in the design. This is fine in theory, but what 
about paths that are deliberately designed to be mul
ticycle paths? While these are now handled on an 
exception basis, a more automatic means of handling 
multicycle paths is needed. 

Myth number four concerns timing-driven place
ment and routing. In the physical design realm, the 
methodology described above uses static timing anal
ysis to guarantee that the design still meets the timing 
constraints after global placement and final routing. 
The availability of timing-driven placement and rout
ing would eliminate these timing analysis steps, sim
plifying the physical design effort. 

But before timing-driven placement and routing 
can be considered a reality, the software must be able 
to consider the totality of the timing problem in an 
efficient manner. Current techniques using net pri
oritization and path delay specification don't ade
quately achieve the goals of timing-driven layout. The 
real solution requires the merger of the block place
ment step with logic optimization methods. 

The lack of adequate EDA tools is preventing the 
exploitation of the level of integration possible with 
today's advanced ASIC fabrication processes. Only 
with significant improvements in design methods can 
the two-edged sword of increasing complexity and 
ever-shortening life cycles be handled skillfully by the 
ASIC industry. 

Bruce R . Bourbon is president and CEO of Vertex 
Semiconductor (San Jose, CA). 
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Flv non-stop in 
150 picoseconds. 

Bipolar gate arrays with mixed TTL-ECL interface capability-express, 
luxury service between logic levels. 

If you thought it would take a 
magic lamp to find a simple way of 
mixing interfaces, Motorolas 
semi-custom arrays are about to 
make your wish come true. Our 

Array 

RAM drivers and memory 
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equivalent minimum universal 
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units 

and developing is a snap. Schematic 
capture is supported on Mentor 
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using Motorola's Open Architecture 
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package 
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I TECHNOLOGY UPDATES 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

New chips whittle away 
at networking costs 
Ron Wilson, Senior Editor 

A t the heart of the success of 
LAN sis the plummeting cost 
of networking hardware. 

Here , as usual , silicon vendors are 
at the leading edge , using the twin 
tools of high integration and so
phisticated data encoding to whit
tle away at the interface and media 
costs for a network connection. 
Recent weeks have seen advances 
all across the LAN performance 
spectrum, from 10-Mbit/s lOBase
T to the 100-Mbit/s FDDI (Fiber 
Distributed Data Interface). 

At the low end, the news is in 
repeater silicon. The lOBase-T net
work uses twisted-pair wiring in a 
star configuration to provide a phys
ical layer for Ethernet service. That 
makes for big savings in wiring, but 
it means that each small cluster of 
a few to a few dozen nodes must 
have a hub- a set of repeaters with 
control and network management 
circuitry. 

None of these items represents a 
staggering technical challenge, but 
the cost of a hub adds up when it's 
implemented with discrete compo
nents, according to Anders Swahn, 
marketing manager at Advanced 
Micro Devices (Sunnyvale , CA). 
"Today, even with the simplest com
J?Onents , a hub will cost you about 
$100 per port," he says. That price 
keeps lOBase-T from competing di
rectly against cheaper low-perfor
mance networks such as Appletalk. 

I Cutting into hub prices 
Springing to the rescue, AMD has 
integrated its proven 79C98 TPEX 
twisted-pair transceiver technology 
with hub control logic to produce a 
single-chip hub product: the 79C980 
Integrated Multiport Repeater 
(IMR). The part combines eight 
standard transceivers , one attach
ment unit interface dedicated trans
ceiver, repeater and timing logic, an 
external port for connection to a net
work management processor and a 
cascading port. Jointly developed 
with Hewlett-Packard, the CMOS 
par(, comes in an 84-pin PLCC. 

Swahn expects the device to cut 

deeply into hub prices. "Current sec
ond-generation solutions use gate 
arrays to implement the repeater 
and end up taking 12 to 15 chips," 
he claims. ''We believe the IMR will 
bring hub prices down to about $30 
per port at once, and with further 
development we have the opportu
nity to cut that in half again. That 

will make possible the 'velcro' hub: 
an inexpensive box that you can just 
stick to the wall of your cubicle to 
serve a small group of users." 

While AMD is working on the hub 
cost, Fujitsu's Advanced Products 
Division (San Jose, CA)-the cre
ator of the Etherstar LAN chip-has 
been busy integrating at the node 
end of the wire. The company has 
just released a pair of products that 
make up a virtually turnkey three
chip logic solution to an Ethernet 
interface, whether for twisted pair 
or coaxial. 

The big news is essentially a com
bination of the Etherstar controller 
and a Manchester endec (en
coder/decoder) onto a single piece of 
silicon. The MB86960 Nice (Net
work Integrated Controller with an 
endec) chip is yet more proof that 
designers are solving the riddles of 
fast analog and fast digital on a sin
gle substrate. "The chip has one an
alog and one digital phase-locked 
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loop," says Fujitsu director of prod
uct marketing Alex Goldberger. "It's 
mainly done in standard-cell tech
nology, but with one corner dedi
cated to fast analog circuitry." 

Since the Nice chip combines 
Ethernet hardware with a buffer 
manager and an endec, all that's left 
for the interface designer to provide 
is buffer memory, a media access 
unit and bus interface glue. Fujitsu 
has simplified this problem too, by 
gathering up the glue for a personal 
computer bus into a gate array, sold 
as the MB86953. The part by itself 
provides an 8-bit connection to the 

Steve Bell, LAN 
group manager at 
National Semicon
ductor, has seen 
the industry be
come enthusiastic 
about 100-Mbitls 
twisted-pair LANs. 
He believes that 
innovation in sig
naling and control 
of crosstalk are 
keys to continued 
improvement in 
our ability to use 
inexpensive LAN 
media. 

ISA bus, and with a couple of addi
tional packages, it can do a 16-bit 
interface. 

I FDDI on twisted pair 
There are always some power users 
for whom 10-Mbit/s LANs won't do 
the job at any price. These users look 
to the rising star ofFDDI. But many 
site managers have flatly refused to 
pull fiber for an individual desktop, 
reserving the optical network for 
corporate backbone applications. 

In response, there has been a good 
deal of theoretical work on running 
full-bore 100-Mbit/s FDDI on cop
per-specifically, on shielded 
twisted pairs. It actually takes a 
minimum of two pairs to connect a 
node, since FDDI's token-ring top
ology has at least one input and one 
output line to each node. But two 
shielded twisted pairs still repre
sents a significant cost savings
and less emotional trauma-than a 
fiber and its associated transceivers. 
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"Two or three years from now, the 
site manager will be able to econom
ically put a user directly on the cor
porate backbone just by putting a 
shielded-twisted-pair port in his 
concentrator," predicts Steve Bell , 
manager of the LAN Business 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

Development Group at National 
Semiconductor (Santa Clara, CA). 
This promise is a step closer to real
ity since National, in conjunction 
with networking specialists Ca
bletron Systems, h as announced 
plans to produce shielded-twisted-

pair interface chips for N ational's 
FDDI chip set. 

Bell claims that the technical is
sues with 100 Mbits/s on copper are 
well understood. "We're just intro
ducing some new signaling tech
niques," he says. "It's a matter of 

'--------------------------------.., making the right trade-offs , and of 

Small Wonders 
Mizar packs up to 4 MB on Its slngle-helght 68020 and 
68030 VME CPU boards. 

Mizar's MZ 8120 and MZ 8130 Series are the compact, 
flexible solutions for your application. With a 68020 or 68030 
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having access to some powerful sim
ulation tools." National isn't leaving 
much room for surprises-in six to 
eight months the company plans to 
have an interim device that will go 
between the passive hardware and 
N ational's existing Player physical
layer chip. 

As a follow-on, National plans an 
expanded Player chip that will in
clude the twisted-pair support . 
"That part will make the design job 
tremendously easier for board devel
opers," Bell says. "With discrete 
parts, you have to do a 100-MHz
strip line design between the con
troller and the connector. With the 
new Player chip, all of that technol
ogy will be inside the silicon." 

Such hardware will increase the 
importance of twisted pair tremen
dously. It will be possible to provide 
Ethernet-level networking on a sim
ple, unshielded twisted pair to vir
tually any location that can have a 
telephone. With copper FDDI , 
shielded twisted pair can deliver 
staggering bandwidth to desktop 
stations. And there's already inves
tigation of yet another possibility. 
Theoretically, there should be 
enough bandwidth in an unshielded 
twisted pair to do FDDI, if every
thing works right. 

No one claims to know how to do 
that job yet, but as Bell observes, "A 
few years ago you couldn't do Ether
net on an unshielded twisted pair. 
Then someone said 'What if we try 
it like this?' The only firm prediction 
I can make is that the company with 
a solid understanding of shielded
twisted-pair technology will have a 
head start for unshielded." • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Advanced Micro Devices 
(800) 222-9323 ... Circle 251 
Fujitsu Advanced Products Division 
(408) 456-1160 ... Circle 252 
National Semiconductor 
(408) 721-4402 ......... Circle 253 
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

As RISC wars escalate, very general road map, starting 
with the 88110 execution unit. The 
part integrates the MMUs and 
caches from the old 88200 chips onto 
the CPU die . But more important, it 
combines a number of integer, float
ing-point and specialized execution 
units under one dispatch unit and 
register file. Under Motorola's 
scheme, the exact number of execu
tion units and their design would be 
no more than an implementation 
detail. 

simplicity seems to be first casualty 
Ron Wilson, Senior Editor 

The original concept ofreduced
instru ction-set computing had 
the beauty of simplicity. If you 

simplified the instruction set of a 
CPU to an absolute minimum, you 
could implement the processor in 
very simple hardware. Such simple 
hardware would be inherently fast, 
and could easily be re-implemented 
on the latest processes to always be 
a step ahead of the CISC chips in 
speed. 

But in the street fight that has 
developed among RISC vendors, 
simplicity seems to be the first civil
ian casualty. The latest an
nouncements of future products 
from Spare originator Fujitsu (San 
Jose, CA) and go-it-alone Motorola 
(Austin, TX) indicate a new trend. 
RISC chips are getting faster and 
more competitive by-you guessed 
it-getting more complex. 

The complexity is coming in three 
areas: instruction set, peripheral en
vironment and execution units. All 
of the changes are responses to the 
needs of either the worksta
tion/ server market , where the 
demand for Mips has outrun any 
possible process improvement 
curve, or the needs of the embedded 
environment, where many ofRISC's 
principles were not quite right to 
begin with. 

I The exploding core 
It has become obvious that just 
making the clock of a RISC CPU run 
faster isn't enough to keep up with 
our unceasing demands for Mips. In 
the struggle to wring more Mips out 
of a given clock frequency, most 
RISC vendors are looking at some 
version of the superscalar concept. 
Intel started the ball rolling with a 
superscalar version of the 80960 
processor. Fujitsu developed, then 
abandoned, the superscalar Sparc
H . Cypress Semiconductor and 
Texas Instruments are both said to 
be working on Spare processors 
usin g the conce pt . And now 
Motorola , in mapping out its 
strategy for the 88000 architecture, 
is showing a superscalar approach 

as well. 
The Motorola approach is to as

sume multiple execution units, then 
try to partition the task of instruc
tion scheduling between the com
piler and the on-chip dispatch hard
ware. ''You need to find a balance 
between the burden placed on the 
compiler and the hardware," argues 
Jeff Nutt , 88000 marketing 
manager. "In the long run, everyone 
changes hardware implementations 

I CPU die gets bigger 
Motorola claims that the 88110 and 
its relatives will be capable of three 
to four times the performance of 
today's RISC chips. But this speed 

MOTOROLA'S SUPERSCALAR APPROACH A concept 
diagram of 
Motorola 's 88110 
processor chip 
suggests its close 
affinity to other 
superscalar 
archi tectures. But 
the device is more 
ambitious than ex
isting superscalar 
devices, potential
ly using a large 
number of execu
t ion units and a 
symmetric dis
patch algorithm to 
execute six to 
eight instructions 
per clock. 
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of their architecture from time to 
time. But you don't want to have to 
recompile all the old code when you 
do. So you try to put architecture-re
lated optimization tasks-things 
that won't change from version to 
version of the chip-in the compiler 
and put implementation-r elated op
timization tasks, such as instruction 
dispatch, in the silicon." 

This concept lets Motorola draw a 

has not come from a big boost in 
clock frequency ; it has come from 
making the CPU die enormous. A 
similar trend is taking shape in the 
embedded computing world, but for 
a quite different reason. Here, one of 
the initial objections to RISC proces
sors was their size-it took 20 to 30 
packages to actually make a work
ing computer out of the RISC 
microprocessor. Vendors are now 
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In 1989 Performance Technologies 
introduced VME64 and establ ished a 
new standard for high speed VMEbus 
performance. Products based on this 
standard, which is now included in 
the VMEbus Rev D spec, are in-stock 
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For detailed specifi cations 
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solving that problem by putting 
much of the supporting circuitry for 
embedded RISC applications on the 
CPU die. And again, the die is get
ting bigger. 

Motorola has taken an obvious 
step in this direction by combining 
the Inter-Module Bus (IMB) archi
tecture of its 68300 series microcon
trollers with the 88000 core. The 
resulting family of products, which 
will have the 88300 name when it's 
formally announced, will provide 
the same sort of peripheral options 
as in the 68300 family, but pre
sumably with higher CPU speeds 
and 88000, not 68000, instruction 
compatibility. 

Adopting the 88000 to the IMB, 
though, is more than just a matter 
of editing in a new library cell. The 
88000 core requires some significant 
modifications, according to Nutt. 
The core logic is being revised to 
improve determinism and reduce in
terrupt latency-both sore points 
with many embedded-system archi
tects who have rejected RISC chips. 
And since the IMB was never in
tended as a cache bus, an 88000 core 
in this environment would have to 
provide its own caches and local in
struction and data buses. 

Once again, the result is bound to 
be a huge chip-probably bigger 
than anything in the 68300 family. 
But Nutt says that with near-future 
technology such a die can be made 
inexpensive enough to meet the 
needs of some embedded niches. 
"Obviously this would not be a prod
uct for all price/performance points," 
Nutt observes. 

I Instruction proliferation 
Fujitsu is also pursuing integration 
for embedded applications with the 
new Sparclite MB86930 processor. 
The chip contains a Spare integer 
unit, 2 kbytes each of instruction 
and data cache, most of a page-mode 
DRAM controller, and dedicated 
real-time debug hardware. A second 
chip, the 86940 Companion Chip, 
augments the 86930's hardware 
with an interrupt controller, four 
timer modules and two USARTs 
(universal synchronous/asynchro
nous receiver/transmitter). But the 
most interesting story about 
Sparclite may not be in the 
hardware integration-similar to 
that of embedded Spare chips 

recently announced by other ven
dors-but in the instruction set. 

"This chip was designed from day 
one to be an embedded Spare de
vice,'' says Tony Bozzini, director of 
worldwide sales and marketing at 
Fujitsu. One of the results of this 
focus is that the company aban
doned the strictures of the original 
Spare instruction set and added 
codes to meet the needs of its · 
embedded processing customers. 

The new Spare device has a mul
tiply instruction-a first for Spare 
chips-backed by a 32x32-bit hard
ware multiplier. This permits the 
device to achieve a peak rate of 12 
MOPS on multiply-accumulates, 
operations that were a particular 
annoyance to the classic Spare. 
Another operation that proved te
dious in the old instruction set was 
finding the first zero in a string
this too is implemented in a new 
instruction. 

In adding new codes, Fujitsu has 
attempted to comply with the latest 
thinking from Spare International. 
"This will be the first chip im
plementation compatible with Spare 
version seven," Bozzini claims. 

Motorola's 88000 road map and 
Fujitsu's new CPU seem to confirm 
the pattern that announcements 
from Integrated Device Technology 
and LSI Logic suggested earlier in 
the fall. The original simplicity of 
RISC is giving way to increasing, 
often application-directed elabora
tion. The trend will probably ham
string RISC founders' original idea 
of a fast, nimble chip that could 
quickly hurdle process boundaries. 
But this move from elegantly simple 
beginnings to more complex im
plementations is familiar-it is the 
natural evolution pursued by com
puter architectures since the dawn 
of the industry. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Fujitsu 
(408) 922-9000 
Motorola 
(512) 891-2000 
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Radstone's 68-41 Freeflow+ multiple micro
processor board with truly independent 
microprocessors for data and 110 gives you 
next generation VME performance ... Now! 
• 68040 with 16 Mbytes of dual-ported memory for maximum 

data throughput via concurrent, uninterrupted microprocessor 
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independently 

• Multiple independent external buses-VME, VSB & APEX 

• Multiple independent local buses-processor and 1/0 
• High performance DMAs 
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• ... and much, much more. 

Radstone's Freeflow+ architecture takes VME to new perform
ance levels. And now it's available with 040 processing punch. 
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mercial real-time VME board level products. 

Extend your VME lead ... and investment 
For details on how to supercharge your VME system with 
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investment in VME hardware and soft

ware, call or write. Do it now, 
because your system is 
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SOFTWARE 

Two compilers squeeze tion is available, but that isn't satis
factory for performance. Both Alli
ant's and Microtec's compilers per
form instruction scheduling within 
basic blocks to try to find instruc
tions that can be executed inde
pendently while dependent instruc
tions are waiting for results to 
appear. The compiler generates as
sembly code from the source lines, 
and then analyzes it, looking for as 
many instructions as it can find that 
can be executed independently from 
each other. It then rearranges the 
code to minimize delays, inserting 
independent instructions into the 
sequence between dependent ones. 

more performance out of RISC chips 
Tom Williams, Senior Editor 

A dvances in processor technol
ogy are today being lumped 
together with varying degrees 

of justification under the title of 
RISC architectures. For some time, 
these advances have borne the 
promise of greatly enhanced perfor
mance through pipelining, multiple 
execution units and generally more
efficient code execution. 

The ability to take advantage of 
this potential hasn't been fully real
ized, though, because it has taken 
compiler technology much longer to 
catch up to advances in hardware. 
Optimizing compilers are now 
beginning to appear that perform 
"classical" optimization such as that 
done for CISC architectures, as well 
as take advantage of properties of 
the RISC architectures to improve 
code efficiency. 

Although there are different RISC 
designs and an ongoing argument as 
to what constitutes "pure" RISC, the 
major goal remains the same: to do 
more operations per unit of time, 
aiming at one instruction per cycle 
or better. Simplified instructions 
and addressing modes help RISC 
processors run faster, and pipelined 
architectures and multiple instruc
tion units aid parallelism. RISC ma
chines are load/store architectures 
with rich register sets to minimize 
memory accesses that slow down 
operations. But how to put all this 
to work? 

I Addressing pipelining 
Two compilers for Intel RISC proces
sors have recently been intro
duced-one from Alliant Computer 
(Littleton, MA) for the 860 64-bit 
RISC chip, and one from Microtec 
Research (Santa Clara, CA) for the 
960 family of 32-bit RISC proces
sors. Two characteristics shared by 
the processors and addressed by the 
compilers are their instruction 
pipelining and (in the case of the 860 
and the 960CA) multiple parallel ex
ecution units. All members of the 
960 family have instruction pipelin
ing, but only the CA has multiple 
parallel execution units . 

Pipelining is the answer to the 
fact that some instructions, such as 
multiply, divide and floating-point 
operations, inherently take several 
cycles. By prefetching and lining up 
instructions in the pipeline, the pro
cessor can output a result every 
cycle once the sequence gets going, 
and the pipeline continues to be fed 
with instructions. Even if each in
dividual instruction takes, say, 
three cycles, instructions following 
can be either moving in the pipeline 
or in different stages of execution. 
Problems arise when a three-cycle 
instruction is immediately followed 
by one that depends on the result of 
the preceding instruction. Such a 
condition can cause the pipeline to 
stall. 

One could insert instructions into 
the stream to delay execution of any 
following instructions until t he re
sult needed by the next real instruc-

I Exploiting parallel architectures 
The process is n ever completely 
ideal; there will always be some 
delays. And, says Antonio Bigazzi, 
Microt ec's director of compiler tech
nology, "As the number of instruc
tions in a basic b lock increases 
linearly, the complexity of solving 
t heir optimization incr eases ex
ponentially." But since the optimiza
tion process isn't I/0-bound and 
most basic blocks ar e m anageable , 
the process doesn't seriously affect 

INSTRUCT/ON-LEVEL PARALLELISM 

SCALAR OPERATIONS · NOT PIPELINED 

. BRANCH 
. STORE 

• • • ~~D. ADD r-, 

••• ADD 1\1 ••• LOAD 

~-~-
ONE ITERATION. 14 CYCLES ._---~ 

SUPERSCALAR WITH RISC VECTORIZATION 
LENGTH 3 PIPELINES 

• BRANCH 
• STORE 

••• ADD 
••• LOAD 

••• ADD 
••• L<?AD 

. BRANCH' 
• STORE 

••• ADD 
••• LOAD 

••• ADD 
••• LOAD 

ONE ITERATION . 4 CYCLES -

1/1 

VECTOR OPERATIONS 
WITH 3 INTERNAL PIPELINES 

••• STORE X(32) 

•• • 
••• STORE X(1)~ 

••• ADD B(32) - 1 

•• • 
••• ADDB(1) 

••• LOAD B(32) ---;~ 

•• • 
••• LOAD B(1) ----;

···ADD A(32) 

•• • 
••• ADDA(1) 

••• LOAD A(32) ------;-

••• 
••• LOAD A(1)-------;~ 

ONE ITERATION~ 5 CYCLES ...__--~ 

Vector operations on a conventional scalar machine (upper left) take many cycles be
cause everything must be done sequentially. Alliant's RISC vectorization (lower left) 
rivals that of a true vector processor thanks to its p ipelined architecture and its ability 
to execute several instructions per cycle. Once the loop gets going, then loads, adds 
and stores can be done at the same time on different parts of the loop. The vector 
machine involves more preliminary overhead than the 860 because its vector registers 
must all be loaded before loop execution begins. 
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I TECHNOLOGY UPDATES 

compile time, he says. 
The analysis of basic blocks for 

dependency relationships identifies 
groups of instructions that, since 
they aren't dependent on each other, 
could be executed in parallel. In su
perscalar architectures-which 
have multiple execution units and 
thus can execute more than one in
struction per clock cycle-nonde
pendent instructions that can run 
on separate units can execute in par-

allel. The 860, for example, is an n=4 
superscalar processor with parallel 
address, register execution, control 
and floating-point units, while the 
960CA is n=3 with memory, register 
and control units. Intel is expected 
to introduce an 960CB in the near 
future, which will add an FPU, 
making it n=4. 

For these Intel processors, the 
compiler's job is to look at the code 
scheduled for pipeline optimization. 
The compiler must then pick out 
those instructions that can be simul
taneously dispatched to separate 
units and put them in the proper 
order. In the 960, the dispatcher 
hardware looks at four instructions 
at a time and can send three of them 
to the three units at once, if the 
instructions are of the proper type 
and in the correct sequence. The op
timizer, for instance, will help the 
dispatcher hardware by trying not 
to have two memory instructions in 
a row because they would have to be 

SOFTWARE 

done in sequence. 
Microtec has added another trick, 

called migration, to improve paral
lelism even more in some cases. Mi
gration takes advantage of some of 
the 960's complex addressing modes 
(not strictly a RISC feature) to do 
some arithmetic operations in the 
memory unit that would normally 
require the register unit. An instruc
tion to add the contents of two reg
isters and store the result in a third, 

v 

Microtec Re-
search's director 
of compiler tech
nology, Antonio 
Bigazzi, says that 
in addition to spe
cial RISC-related 
optimizations, 
more-classical op
timizations such 
as register color
ing can be of 

~., great importance 
because they mini
mize memory ref
erences. "In a RISC 
architecture, you 
should never 
touch memory. 
Memory is a ter
rible bottleneck," 
Bigazzi says. 

for example, might be followed by an 
instruction to shift the contents of a 
register two places left and store the 
result in a second register. Both 
operations would normally require 
the register unit and would have to 
be done sequentially. Microtec's Bi
gazzi says it's possible to "smuggle 
an instruction from one unit to 
another" by disguising it. 

The Microtec compiler can spot 
instances where the memory unit 
could do one of the required calcula
tions. Since shifting left two places 
is the same as multiplying by four, 
an address instruction can be used 
to compute an address from the ini
tial value (multiplying it by four) 
and store it in the desired register. 
Now the two required operations
those that produce the intended re
sults-can be done simultaneously 
by the memory and the register ex
ecution units . While actual improve
ment depends a great deal on the 
nature of the program, it can result 
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in several percentage points of im
provement overall. In RISC optimi
zation, improvements of2 percent or 
3 percent are considered major ad
vances. 

I Eating up vector operations 
Alliant's latest machine, the 
FX/2800, is a multiprocessor, 860-
based supercomputer aimed at 
scientific applications in which 
operations on large arrays of data 
are commonplace. Alliant has 
developed a technique on the 860 
that it calls RISC vectorization. 
Microtec has a similar technique for 
the 960 it calls software pipelining. 

"The machine itself doesn't look 
like what you would consider a con
ventional vector machine. It doesn't 
have vector registers," says Alliant's 
compiler architect, Stephen Hobbs. 
Still, it's possible to run the machine 
so that it keeps memory going at full 
speed while going through vector
like code, he says. The technique 
takes advantage of the 860's pipe
lines and its multiple execution 
units. 

A single precision add or multiply 
takes three instruction cycles from 
the time you push it into the add or 
multiply pipe to the time you get a 
result. So when you push two oper
ands into the pipe, you have to wait 
three instructions for results. Once 
the adder and multiplier get going, 
though, they can output a result 
every cycle as long as their pipelines 
are kept supplied with data. In ad
dition, the 860 can do both a load 
from memory and a floating-point 
instruction at the same time; 
memory loads are pipelined as well. 

I Addressing cost/performance 
It's possible to construct a very tight, 
two-cycle loop-and in a two-cycle 
loop, it's possible to execute four 
(sometimes six) instructions, accord
ing to Hobbs. Once it gets going, the 
loop can be fetching from memory, 
doing arithmetic operations and 
storing data back every cycle. "And 
that's as good as a vector machine 
can do," Hobbs says. ''We're getting 
the same performance out of a 
simple RISC machine that we would 
have gotten out of a complicated vec
tor machine. Namely, we're able to 
do a memory reference every single 
memory cycle by stepping through a 
vector." Of course, there are very 
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complex and expensive vector 
machines that may perform better, 
but Hobbs' point is addressed to a 
cost/performance target. 

The Alliant compiler does a higher 
level of scheduling to produce paral
lel code in that it can also distribute 

SOFTWARE 

independent portions of code to run 
on the multiple 860s in the system. 
To do this, it must not only decide 
which pieces of code can run on sep
arate processors; it must also know 
which loops or segments of re
scheduled code must remain on a 

single processor. For very large 
matrices or loops, the Alliant com
piler can allocate portions of the 
860's on-chip cache for vector data or 
other variables. 

Since the Alliant compiler is avail
able through Intel for other 860-

'---------------------------------, based designs, it provides a parame
ter table for the user to enter a 
description of the machine architec
ture (different cache configurations, 
memory and so on). It also supports 
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the Intel parallel architecture ex
tended (PAX) specification to let 
other designers use the 860 to 
develop parallel systems. 

I More tricks 
RISC architectures are going to be 
big playgrounds for compiler design
ers because of the advantages of 
squeezing ever more efficiency out of 
code. Optimizing compilers for RISC 
by rescheduling instructions makes 
hand tweaking assembly code im
practical, because with instructions 
rearranged, it's impossible to 
analyze the flow of execution at that 
level. "We manipulate the loops
sometimes we mangle them-to 
make them work better," says 
Microtec's Bigazzi. 

Alliant's Hobbs agrees. "The loop 
you get from the compiler's point of 
view is very difficult to analyze. You 
really can't do this by hand. This is 
definitely a machine you want to use 
a compiler for," he says. In fact, Bi
gazzi jokes, RISC stands for "Relin
quish Important Stuff to the Com
piler." And compilers will continue to 
be refined to do the kind of tweaking 
automatically that used to be done 
at the assembler level. 

Two additional examples of the 
kind of optimization that's being 
done at the compiler level are branch 
prediction and splicing. Branch pre
diction makes use of the 960's pre
diction bit. That bit is used to indi
cate that the program will probably 
branch at a given instruction. If the 
processor jumps, it has to flush the 
dispatch queue, decode the next 
sequence of instructions and then 
continue. A correct prediction of a 
branch lets the processor decode in 
advance the next four instructions 
at the target label and have them 
ready. A correct prediction of not 
branching lets the processor run on 
normally. A wrong guess costs two 
cycles. 



In static prediction, based on 
statistics gathered from running 
millions of lines of code, you simply 
set for the most probable action. In 
loops , you can predict that the code 
will probably jump back to the 
beginning of the loop--€xcept for the 
last iteration. In IF statements, the 
ELSE path is taken more often, be
cause the THEN path represents 
the exception condition. Statistics 
show that code is 67 percent more 
likely not to jump in IF statements. 
Over the long haul, that approxi
mate 2:1 advantage can save a lot of 
overhead. 

Microtec is working on a dynamic 
form of branch prediction in which 
real application code is run using a 
tool called Hindsight. Hindsight 
gathers run-time statistics on 
branches and helps tell which way 
to set the prediction bit for each 
possible branch. 

Splicing is another branch optimi
zation technique that can actually 
decide to substitute a more appro
priate instruction for a given situa
tion. The 960 has an instruction 
called COBR that compares two reg
isters and branches if they are 
different. COBR takes three cycles. 
The traditional method is to execute 
a compare instruction (three cycles) 
and then a branch (one cycle) if 
there's a difference. Doing the latter 
with no instructions executing while 
the compare is waiting for results is 
very inefficient because there are 
useless delay cycles. The best 
method is to insert unrelated in
structions between the start of the 
compare and the branch so the pipe
line is busy. The next best method is 
simply to use the COBR instruction. 

The Microtec compiler first gener
ates the worst-case scenario for all 
the branches in a block-the com
pare, delay, delay, branch. It then 
looks for instructions it can insert 
between compare and branch in
structions to make maximum use of 
cycles. For those compare/branch in
struction pairs the compiler can't fill 
in, it substitutes the second-best 
COBR instruction. 

Development of new optimiza
tions techniques for RISC proces
sors is an ongoing science, and we 
can expect even more-exotic 
methods as the discipline matures 
and newer architectures begin to 
emerge. Although it's difficult to 
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give real numbers that cover a 
general range of actual programs, 
Microtec's Bigazzi says the effort is 
well worth it because "with RISC 
architectures , the difference be
tween 'just decent' code and good 
code can be staggering." • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 
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SOFTWARE 

Consortium moves toward 
a real-time BIOS standard 

ULE_STATUS. Calls to functional 
units include: START, ABORT, 
POLL, RESET and commands to en
able and disable the unit and/or in
terrupts. With this simple interface 
specification, device drivers can be 
written to read and write data, set 
baud rates, poll for activity on a 
device and do everything device 
drivers need to do without the pro
grammer needing to know the inter
nal physical details of the hardware. 

Tom Williams, Senior Editor 

The Real-Time Consortium (Sun
nyvale, CA) is getting closer to 
its primary goal of establishing 

a low-level software interface be
tween hardware and operating sys
tem software. Called the Open Basic 
I/O System (OBIOS), the standard is 
aimed at relieving programmers of 
much of the tedium of writing device 
drivers for different hardware plat
forms. 

The consortium is a group of soft
ware vendors and board manufac
turers that has been congealing over 
the last few months to promote real
time computing standards. Its char
ter members include board makers 
Force Computers and Heurikon, 
and software vendors Ready Sys
tem s, Wind River Systems and 
Lynx. In addition to working toward 
th e OBIOS standard, the Real-Time 
Consortium is supporting real-time 
standards efforts in the IEEE-
1003.4 extensions to Posix and the 
Executive Processor Interface Speci
fication (EPIS) developed by the 
880pen consortium. 

EPIS concerns the interface be
tween a real-time operating system 
and the CPU/memory upon which it 
runs. It has initially been imple
mented for the Motorola 88000 but 
can be adapted to other CPUs. 

I Focus on 1/ 0 
OBIOS, on the other hand, concen
trates on I/O issues to let a common 
int erface for device drivers access all 
sorts of hardware peripheral de
vices. OBIOS is conceived as a pas
sive server that's called by operating 
system-level clients. The application 
(through the operating system) sees 
an abstract interface to such devices 
as counters, timers, SCSI control
lers, DARTS, disks and Ethernet 
controllers. The details and data 
structures for actually manipulating 
the hardware are behind the OBI OS 
interface. 

Currently, system designers must 
write device drivers that contain 
code segments specific to both the 
hardware and the operating system. 
And for every change of hardware, 

new driver code must be written 
that explicitly manipulates the de
tails of hardware devices (registers, 
addresses and configuration codes). 
This problem has long since been 
solved in the personal computer 
arena by the existence of a BIOS. 
The same sort of solution is hoped 
for in the real-time world. 

OBIOS is operating-system-inde
pendent and doesn't have any refer
ences to semaphores or mailboxes, 

The Real-Time Consortium has 
put out a final call for technical in
put to its draft for an OBIOS stan
dard and expects to have a docu
ment ready for public comment by 
the time of the Buscon/'91-West 
show in January. The draft will in-

OB/OS: COMMON INTERFACE TO HARDWARE The purpose of 

APPLICATION 

OPERATING SYSTEM 

BOOT 
INTERRUPT 

SERVICE 
ROUTINE 

the Open Basic 110 
System (OB/OS) is 
to provide a com
mon, abstract in 
terface between 
all other system
and application 
/eve/ software and 
the underlying 
hardware. Even in
terrupt service 
routines, which 
operate outside 
the OB/OS, are its 
clients when acces
sing hardware 
functions. 

OBIOS 

D 
1/0 DEVICES 

nor does it allocate or deallocate 
memory or queue OBIOS requests. 
In addition, interrupt service rou
tines (ISRs) are the responsibility of 
the client. During an ISR, the client 
may make calls to the OBIOS to 
handle I/O functions that may be 
part of the ISR. But at that time, the 
actual function and logic of the ISR 
is defined by the application. 

OBIOS recognizes modules (de
vices or parts of devices such as I Cs, 
boards or even parts of ICs). Mod
ules are composed of functional 
units that are normally seen as the 
services provided by physical de
vices-that is, serial lines, timers 
and so on. 

Clients interact with OBIOS via 
calls to modules that include 
GET_MODULE_INFO, INITIAL
IZE, TERMINATE and GET_MOD-

SOFTWARE 

HARDWARE 

elude driver code that provides in
terfaces to several important classes 
of drivers, including serial I/O, net
works, SCSI, timers and counters, 
according to Greg Buzzard, engi
neering project manager for Ready 
Systems (Sunnyvale, CA) and direc
tor of the Real-Time Consortium. It's 
hoped that once a standard is estab
lished, there will be a flurry of activ
ity to write OBIOS code for a wide 
range of existing hardware to which 
drivers can then be written. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Ready Systems 
(408) 736-2600 . 
Real-Time Consortium 
(408) 736-2600 
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Futurebus+ closes reality gap 
Warren Andrews, Senior Editor 

F uturebus+ is rounding the final 
turn and starting its sprint to 
the finish line to become a com

pleted IEEE specification. Although 
few, if any, changes are expected to 
the basic specification (P896. l), it's 
likely there will be some to the pro
files section (P896.2 ) as the Fu
turebus+ developers look to clean up 
and perhaps reduce the numerous 
and sometimes confusing profiles. 

At the same time, a number of 
vendors-chip makers, backplane 
developers , connector fabricators, 
and board makers-have assembled 
early prototypes with encouraging 
results. In addition, emerging devel
opments show promise of even 
greater performance enhancements 
and early commercial development. 

While there's good news on some 
fronts, there have been setbacks on 
others. Tektronix, champion of the F 
(for fast) profile, announced that it's 
leaving the high-performance work
station business and therefore aban
doning its efforts on the high-perfor
mance profile. Also, a personnel 
shuffle at Hewlett-Packard has left 
the committee that's working on a 
desktop profile without a chairman. 
Joe Trainor, director of North Amer
ican business development at ITT 
Cannon, who was serving as vice
chairman, is filling in. 

I First working parts 
Despite these setbacks, the mood of 
Futurebus+ advocates ranges from 
up-beat to euphoric over the pros
pects of seeing the specification com
pleted. Yet some level of caution is 
advocated even by staunch Future
bus+ supporters. "The various com
mittees, composed of 100 or more of 
the world's top engineers, have been 
working all-out over the past 18 
months. One cannot expect them 
simply to put on the brakes and stop 
once the project is done. They'll have 
to come to a halt gradually-and 
that will probably mean a new spec
ification or two before they're fin
ished," comments one Futurebus+ 
supporter. 

One of the highlights of Bus
con/East held in October was the 
first real showing of working Fu-

turebus+ hardware. These included 
a full, working profile A board from 
N anotek; working bus inter
face/transceiver silicon from Texas 
Instruments, National Semiconduc
tor and Signetics; and backplanes 
from Bice-Vero and Mupac. Bicc
Vero (Hamden, CT) even boasted a 
functioning system-that is, a board 
powered up in a card cage. The 
board was one of the proof-of-con
cept boards developed under con
tract with the Navy and was actu
ally on a soft metric platform 
(6U+480) instead of the recently ap
proved hard metric dimensions. 

And while these parts were essen
tially in complete conformance with 
the specifications, they didn't reflect 

the recent changes adopted at the 
most recent Futurebus+ meeting in 
Pittsburgh-for example, the deci
sion to allow both a central arbiter 
as well as distributed arbitration. 
This affects both backplane and 
board design-changes not reflected 
in the demonstrated products. 

The most dramatic of the working 
parts on display at the show was the 
R3000-based profile A CPU board 
from Nanotek (Idaho Falls, ID). "The 
board is a commercial version of the 
one we developed for the Navy, with 
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a few modifications possible with the 
somewhat larger board size," says Joe 
George, president ofNanotek. "This 
represents the first time we know of 
that all the components--connec
tors, BTL transceivers and Future
bus+ interface logic- have been as
sembled on a working card." 

I The Futurebus+ backplane 
At least two vendors, Bice-Vero and 
Mupac, were displaying Futurebus+ 
backplanes at Buscon. A working 
Futurebus+ enclosure with one of 
N anotek's cards performing some 
random exercise was on display. The 
enclosure included a bottom section 
to provide ample forced-air cooling, 
while the actual card cage included 
plenty of space on the connector-end 
of the backplane for the Safenet 1 
and 2 connectors that the Navy con
tract calls for. Neither of the Safenet 
cards was in the enclosure. 

Nanotek 
demonstrated 
what is probably 
the industry's f irst 
Futurebus+ board 
to include all of 
the Futurebus+ 
896. 1 specifica
t ions as defined in 
profile A. The only 
exception is that 
the board was 
developed prior to 
the adoption of 
the hard metric 
sizing and before 
the arbi tra tion 
scheme was 
changed. 

"Though much the same as any 
conventional passive backplane ," 
says Michael Humphrey, vice-presi
dent of strategic marketing at Bicc
Vero, "Futurebus+ backplanes call 
for a little bit of special magic even 
at today's performance levels , and 
perhaps a lot more going forward. " 

The backplane on display at Bus
con was a 6U-sized (as opposed to 
full profile A), 64-bit, 20-or-more
slot board. But to assemble the 
board while maintaining the signal
layer characteristics that are consis-
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tent with high performance while 
maintaining the current-carrying 
capacity that will be required for a 
full suite of boards, the board had to 
include 21 active layers. If the back
plane were to include the additional 
lines called for by the just-approved 
central arbiter, the layer count could 

conceivably go as high as 24. 
Humphrey concedes that the 

layer count for full-scale Futurebus+ 
systems will be high, as will be the 
associated prices. He scoffs at the 
$10,000 to $15,000 price tags dis
cussed by some Futurebus+ detrac
tors but admits such a backplane 
could easily exceed $5,000 or $6,000. 
"The big thing is that there are few 
systems that will call for a back
plane full of Futurebus+ boards. 

"The high layer count of the back
plane is required to guarantee the 
signal integrity across the length of 
the backplane, as well as to supply 
the current required to each of the 
boards," he continues. "Both prob-

lems have required considerable at
tention. Managing the power rails 
has called for some tricky fabrica
tion techniques as well as special 
power connectors from the supply to 
the board. These connectors include 
multiple-pin pads to deliver the re
quired power and eliminate spuri-

Bice-Vero was one 
of two vendors 
showing 
Futurebus+ back
planes at the 
recent Buscon 
show. For a fu/1-
sized backplane, 
some 21 layers of 
printed circuit 
board are re
quired between 
all the data lines, 
address lines, sig
nal lines, power, 
and grounds. 
When the recently 
approved arbitra
tion scheme is im
plemented, the 
backplane will 
probably require 
additional layers. 

ous noise on the power bus." 
But Humphrey says the back

plane problem isn't insurmountable. 
"Backplane complexity is directly 
proportional to the number of slots," 
he says. "Backplanes with only four 
or six slots don't require the same 
elaborate construction." A four-slot 
backplane can be manufactured 
with as few as six layers, and cer
tainly eight, 10 or 12 layers will 
suffice for slightly larger backplanes 
with up to six slots, he says. 

Many-particularly early
Futurebus+ systems, believes Hum
phrey, will probably be somewhat 
limited in the number of boards re
quired for the basic Futurebus+ per-
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formance-related functionality. He 
sees many systems, particularly 
those appearing in the immediate 
future, requiring a relatively small 
number of Futurebus+ CPU cards 
and some number of additional I/O 
functions. 

"The simple solution," he says, "is 
to provide a single card cage with 
three or four Futurebus+ slots and 
perhaps an additional eight or 10 
slots to accept VMEbus boards to 
handle the I/O requirements." This 
basic concept was one of the early 
concepts of the Futurebus+ develop
ers and, therefore, the concentration 
on the Futurebus+-to-VME bridge. 

And while the concept of a hybrid 
(Futurebus+ and VME or Multibus) 
solution will reduce costs in some 
applications, it doesn't necessarily 
solve all the Futurebus+ backplane 
problems. The B profile, for exam
ple, has been defined primarily as 
an I/O profile, stripped of many 
high-performance Futurebus+ fea
tures. It's not unlikely that higher 
board counts might be called for 
when Futurebus+ is used as an I/O 
bus rather than as a processor bus. 

But while it would be possible to 
fabricate a backplane specifically for 
an I/O version of the bus-that is, 
particularly for the B profile-it 
wouldn't be a Futurebus+ back
plane. And a full-scale backplane 
with some 20 slots could be prohibi
tively priced as an I/O backplane. 
The solution may well turn out to be 
"implementation dependent," an
other way of defining a nonstandard 
standard. 

I The connector 
Backplane issues aren't the only me
chanical ones to keep Futurebus+ 
vendors on their toes. The 2-mm con
nector defined as part of the hard 
metric standard also has vendors 
scrambling to maintain both me
chanical and electrical integrity. 
Factors of little prior concern, such 
as stub length (the distance from 
board to backplane termination), are 
suddenly crucial to system perfor
mance. At least two vendors have 
defined the Futurebus+ connector 
technology and are providing proto
type devices. E.I. Du Pont has devel
oped a connector it calls Metral, and 
ITT Cannon (Santa Ana, CA) calls 
its version of the connector Tempus. 

Shaving off even relatively small 
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distances that signals have to travel 
reduces signal skew that could be 
fatal to high-speed operations. "Even 
the small distance saved by elimi
nating the right angle of the leads 
from the connector block to the board 
is critical in a Futurebus+ applica
tion," says ITT Cannon's Trainor. 
The type of connection to the board 
is also critical to mounting ease as 
well as signal integrity, he says. 
"We're just now seeing the tip of the 
iceberg compared with what's com
ing only a few years down the road." 

ble is shrinking." 
Though progress has been incred

ibly rapid thanks to an unprece
dented spirit of cooperation from a 
broad cross section of competitors in 
the computer and electronics busi
ness, there's still some time to go 
before we'll see practical implemen
tations of Futurebus+. It has been 
rumored that Digital Equipment 
Corp was going to make a formal 
announcement of the B profile at the 
recent Buscon show but was dis
suaded by other Futurebus+ com

increase the number of profiles to be 
offered. While there's no comment 
now as to how this will be done, it 
looks as if profiles may become sub
sets of other profiles. 

And while we'll see the beginnings 
of systems emerge in January, it's 
likely to be at least another six 
months before we see the first of any 
commercial Futurebus+ offerings. 
Most system vendors aren't much 
beyond the definition stage and have 
set hardware target dates sometime 
in 1992. • 

While not revealing any direct as
sociations, Trainor says ITT Cannon 
is in negotiation with at least one 
semiconductor company to develop 
active connector technology. By in
cluding a transceiver in the body of 
the connector, he says, connector 
stub length can be significantly re
duced. "While the level of perfor
mance possible today isn't going to 
call for this technology, the timeta-

mittee members who claimed the f-------------------l 
spec wasn't sufficiently tied down. 

The next milestones will probably 
surface at January's Buscon in 
Santa Clara, CA, as DEC will pa
rade its profile, and there will prob
ably be at least one system demon
strated with more than a single 
board. In the meantime, it's likely 
that the Futurebus+ working groups 
will be looking to reduce rather than 
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Chase for process portability 
prompts advances in cell library tools 

gether at the database level in GDT 
Designer, those intermediate steps 
are eliminated. 

Like GDT Designer, the library 
development system from Valid 
Logic Systems (San Jose , CA) also 
has a single technology database 
that gives users real-time connectiv
ity and eliminates the requirement 
for an extraction mechanism. Valid 
has just recently added a graphical 
interface to its module generation 
tool, which is dubbed Graph-A-Cell 
since users can sketch a device with
out regard for design rules or effi
cient use of area. 

Barbara Tuck, Senior Editor 

W ith the trend toward tech
nology-independent design, 
library developers require 

parameterized cell representations 
that can be modified and reused as 
design rules and process technolo
gies change. Compaction technology 
is key to porting these library ele
ments to new processes. 

Very often ASIC vendors have a 
new process ready months before 
library elements are available. Or 
ASIC and full-custom IC designers, 
working within a fixed design cycle, 
need to quickly develop libraries 
that can be retargeted to multiple 
vendors' processes. The process in
dependence of library elements is 
crucial to library developers, as are 
automated tools that will yield accu
rate models. Instead of libraries of 
fixed cells with life expectancies of 
perhaps two years, libraries of pa
rameterizable building-block ele
ments are what ASIC vendors and 
designers are demanding. 

Easing the creation of process
portable library elements or module 
generators (see "What is a module 
generator?" on p 49) is the idea be
hind a recent enhancement to the 
library development toolset from 
Mentor Graphics (Beaverton, OR). 
This toolset is based upon the GDT 
Designer module generation sys
tem. According to Richard Gordon, 
marketing director within Mentor's 
Silicon Design Division (Warren, 
NJ), the demand for tools that create 
prefabricated, reusable blocks is on 
the rise. What designers are ulti
mately after, says Gordon, is a chip 
that "looks something like a mosaic, 
with islands of recognizable struc
tures in an ocean of routing." 

I Real-time connectivity 
Building a module generator re
quires an integrated view of the de
sign flow. Design data for creating 
behavioral, structural and physical 
views of a design, therefore, have to 
be accessible. With GDT Designer 
5.0, Mentor has added a procedural 
interface that gives users read/write 
access to GDT's database. That da-

tabase is structured in such a way 
that it can recognize design objects 
and retain the associations between 
geometric data and connectivity 
data. With the new interface, users 
can access geometric and connec
tivity data concurrently when creat
ing the different views of a module 
generator design. 

In module generation systems 
with partitioned databases, connec
tivity data is stored separately from 
geometric data. When doing a task 
with such systems that requires in
tegration-such as layout vs. sche
matic checking-the associations 
between the connectivity and geo
metric data of a module generator 
have to be reforged through the use 
of extraction and verification tools. 
The tools have to extract the netlist 
from the layout and verify that the 
layout matche;; the schematic. Since 
schematic and layout are bound to-

Graph-A-Cell incorporates a scan
ning technology that scans these 
loosely sketched geometries, reads 
the design-rule database and as
signs design constraints to generate 
parameterized cells , or PCELLs. 
Users can modify automatically as
signed constraints in addition to de
fining their own. A C code program 
from Graph-A-Cell can be stored in 
a device library and called up during 
layout editing to generate PCELLs. 
For anything more complex than a 
flip-flop or counter, as well as for 
complex geometries and odd angles, 

Mentor Graphics has combined the analog behavioral modeling capabilities of its Ex
plorer lsim mixed-signal, multilevel simulator with circuit simulation to create be
havioral models that emulate test equipment. GDT Designer 5.0, claims Mentor, 
adapts this technique to automatically characterize the generic standard-cell library 
it makes available, as well as user-defined libraries. 
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users can modify the C program by 
adding code. 

Valid's director of marketing, Dirk 
Wauters, claims that by not requir
ing users to do any programming, 
Graph-A-Cell distinguishes itself 
from the ModuleMaker module gen
eration tool developed by Cadence 
Design Systems (San Jose, CA). 
Though ModuleMaker features De
sign-by-Example, which lets users 
draw graphical representations, us
ers then have to produce procedural 
design code from the graphics. By 
assigning properties to the graphics, 
users control how the design is pa
rameterized and what the resulting 

code will look like. That code can 
then be modified and used within 
module generators. 

Unlike Mentor's and Valid's mod
ule generation tools, Cadence's Mod
uleMaker has an extraction mecha
nism built into it. Eric Cho, product 
marketing director for custom solu
tions at Cadence, sees the on-line 
extraction program as an advan
tage, not a disadvantage. "In gen
eral, for complex designs, it's diffi
cult to maintain connectivity in real 
time,'' he says. Parasitic extraction 
on demand lets designers extract 
parasitics from a layout and relate 
that data to a new netlist, thus giv
ing users greater ability to handle 
complex geometries, says Cho. 

"If a module generator designer 
has a gate with two pins that he 
wants to connect, for instance, he 
might save area if he draws a wire 
at a 45° turn instead of a sharp 90° 

turn." The Cadence ModuleMaker 
tool can handle most complex geom
etries, including 45° angles, accord
ing to Cho, who says that up until 
now most tools that maintain real
time connectivity have been re
stricted to 90° geometries. 

I A push-pull situation 
The key to making module gener
ators or any other cell library repre
sentation portable to a new set of 
design rules is compaction technol
ogy. Symbolic layout and compaction 
present an alternative method to 
manually creating a module genera
tor layout and editing it at the 

Cadence Virtuoso 
compactor users 
report that more 
than 80 percent of 
their cells can be 
designed with 
symbolic layout 
and compaction to 
generate layouts 
comparable in 
area to manual 
polygon layout. 
Shown here is a 
cell of several 
hundred transis
tors before com
paction (top) and 
after (bottom). 

polygon level. Instead of encoding 
each design rule as a spacing or 
width variable and placing each de
vice according to design rules when 
laying out a module generator, the 
designer using a compactor tool 
spaces the devices and connections 
relative to each other with arbitrary 
spacing. He then calls upon the com
pactor to squeeze objects together or 
pull them apart so that the layout 
conforms to design rules and manu
facturing guidelines. By maintain
ing tight control over module gener
ator and individual cell layouts, 
compactors often achieve a density 
that matches that of handcrafted 
designs. 

"Instead of handcrafting the lay
out,'' says Mentor's Gordon, "the de
signer plunks down Tinkertoy-like 
objects on the screen loosely and 
then calls on the compactor to push 
them together or pull them apart." 
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Compactors are the enabling tech
nology behind the fast expansion or 
reduction oflayout geometries when 
porting to alternative processes. 

Mentor has added incremental 
compaction techniques to con
straint-graph-based compaction 
techniques in GDT Designer 5.0. Be
cause incremental compaction in
volves more user interaction, it will 
take the layout designer using that 
technique longer to specify a module 
generator layout. But Mentor's Gor
don claims that incremental com
paction offers the advantage of total 
control over the layout and 100 per
cent predictability. 

Cadence's Cho, a pioneer in com
paction technologies, has difficulty 
seeing any benefit to incremental 
compaction over the more tradi
tional constraint-graph-based com
paction. "The Cadence constraint
graph-based compactor is the only 
commercially available production
proven compactor,'' claims Cho, who 
says that Intel, Motorola and To
shiba are among the customers who 
have used the Cadence compactor. 
"Not one customer has requested in
cremental compaction," he says. 
"With constraint-graph-based com
paction, Cadence customers can 
take advantage of new design rules 
when migrating to another process 
a lot more efficiently with regard to 
area." 

On the merits of incremental com
paction, Valid's Wauters says that "a 
powerful constraint-graph-based 
compactor eliminates the need for 
incremental compaction." With its 
recent enhancements, Valid has 
added a device-level compactor, 
which brings process independence 
to Valid's Construct (now called Con
struct P.I. for process independent) 
IC layout editor. That compactor is 
now in beta site and will be available 
for shipping by the end of this quar
ter. The new compactor comple
ments the mixed block/cell chip
level compactor in the company's 
Compose chip assembly tool. 

I Limits to portability 
VLSI Technology (San Jose, CA) has 
championed efforts in library devel
opment tools and compaction tech
nologies. Though VLSI doesn't offer 
its customers compactors to auto
mate the generation of a large num
ber of cells, the company does make 
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tasks, speech coding, recognition and synthesis. Everything you need 
for wideband audio coding/decoding, image compression/ 
decompression, and 3-D graphics. 

"Customerized" Mother Board Components -AT&T can help you all 
along the way: With cache memory, custom peripheral logic and proces
sors using our CMOS and ECL ASICs, FPGAs, SRAMs, custom-printed cir
cuit boards and Metral™ high-density modular interconnection system. 

"Customerized" Power Products-AT&T can help you solve your power 
requirements by assisting you in determining your power architectures 
with high quality off-line switchers and highly reliable board mounted 
power modules.Your solution can also includeAT&T's regulation control 
circuits and power transformers. 
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not twiddling thumbs. 

"Customerizing" means more than advanced applications 

and a full line of off-the-shelf and custom-designed compo

nents. "Customerizing" means technical support staff at 

nine design centers and eleven factories worldwide work 

with you at the design-in stage. And field application engi

neers support you long afterwards. "Customerizing" means 

AT&T's Bell Laboratories. World-renowned R&D. Field

proven, high-quality standards. In fact, one of our CMOS 

design, test and assembly facilities was the first to be QML 

certified. Kf&T Microelectronics is working hard to help 

ensure our partners have the latest and greatest. Fastest and 

smallest. "Customerizing" means working around the clock, 

around the world. For one purpose: You. That's Kf&T 

Microelectronics. That's "Customerizing:' 
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Call 1800 372-2447,* Ext. 625, for your free copy of 
Af&f 's Micrrelectronic Product Selection Guide. 

Examine component solutions for applications in PCs 
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*In Canada, call 1800 553-2448, Ext. 625 . 
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available customer-generated com
paction within design rules for MSI
level library components. Manager 
of library development software 
Duane Edgington reports that VLSI 
has used a combination of con
straint-graph-based and incremen
tal compaction intEirnally for quite 
some time. Incremental compaction 
is beneficial, he says, for laying out 
very large blocks and also for han
dling nonrectangular layouts. 

Though VLSI's internal develop
ment tools are among the best and 
allow for process portability through 
recompacted layouts of cell repre
sentations according to design rules, 

What is a module generator? 

L ibrary development involves more 
than one type of designer and more 
than one type of design tool and, there
fore, more than one view of each cell 
design a library supports. Among the 
view s required for each library cell are a 
behavioral model for the system de
signer and system-level simulator, a 
structural view for the circuit designer 
and schematic editor, and a physical 
view for the layout designer and place, 
route and verification tools. A module 
generator is a compilation of the com
plete descriptions of all design views. 
Since it has access to all pertinent de
sign data, a module generator can be re
configured if either the design goals or 
the targeted silicon process changes. 

Designers can build generators for 
NAND gates, flip-flops, counters or even 
RAMs, ROMs and ALUs. Those gener
ators can be parameterized for size, 
funct ion, drive, power, and so on . 

Once a module generator is com
plete, it can be stored in a library for 
later use. Storing process-specific infor
mation separately from module gener
ators ensures process portability and 
reusability. When a designer has to port 
a library to a new process, he simply 
calls upon the module generators h~ 
has bu ilt and modifies parameters to ac
commodate for changes. He then calls 
upon a compactor tool to produce an 
optimized design-rule-correct layout. By 
thus capturing design expertise in a 
reusable form, module generators auto
mate the creation of cell library repre
sentations-from schematic symbols to 
the actual layout. 

there's a point at which library ele
ments aren't portable to a new pro
cess. In going from 1-µm to 0.8-µm 
CMOS, for instance, the desigrt 
rules change enough, says Edging
ton, that VLSI has to lay out all the 
library cells again. The new cells 
will be scalable to future technolo
gies , he says. Edgington also says 
that "the logic doesn't port when go
ing from CMOS to BiCMOS or from 
CMOS to ECL. The design technolo
gies and cell implementations are 
just too different." In that situation, 
logic synthesis is required for the 
remapping of technologies. 

Edgington also raises the issue of 
backing up library representations 
with silicon. VLSI sometimes proto
types all library elements in silicon, 
and at other times, assumes correct 
design methodology for certain ele
ments and prototypes subsets. "We 
run RAMs and ROMs into silicon 
because they don't behave very well 
when ported to new generations," 
Edgington says. 

I Still more questions 
"The real issue for the ASIC vendor 
is giving customers the functionality 
that they want-whether that func
tionality comes in the form of module 
generators, compilers, or whatever," 
says Robert N alesnik, VLSI product 
line manager for silicon and packag
ing. "From our experience, layout is 
only a small part of the library de
velopment effort. Significant ques
tions remain-such as, can you get 
test vectors for the library? And can 
you simulate the library elements?" 

Arun Kelapure, product market
ing manager of compiler technology 
at LSI Logic (Milpitas, CA), agrees 
that the ability to simulate library 
elements to match silicon perfor
mance is at the top on the list of 
priorities. And that is more difficult 
with submicron process technolo
gies , according to Kelapure. LSI 
Logic's new Concurrent Modular 
Design Environment (CMDE) incor
porates a toolset callea Charms 
(Characterization and Modeling 
System). Charms, which will be 
used internally to address issues of 
modeling for submicron processes, 
will feature multidimensional mod
els for delay prediction. 

Both LSijs current qesign system, 
the Modular Design Environment, 
and the CMDE- in beta site now 

and expected to be available in the 
second quarter of 1991---employ a 
combination of incremental and con
straint-graph-based compaction for 
layouts of library cell representa
tiorts. Like the Mentor and Valid 
systems , the CMDE will have a 
shared database from which users 
clin access geometric and connectiv
ity data concurrently when building 
library elements. 

Though time is of the essence 
when it comes to developing library 
models, there's really no accurate 
method for reporting how long it 
actually takes to develop and char
acterize a library with the various 
vendors' tools. One vendor may say 
that a library can be developed and 
characterized in a few days, and an
other vendor may say a few months. 
Without information on all the var
iables involved, these stated times 
mean very little. One library devel
opment task might involve the use 
of simplified delay equations to 
characterize 50 cells with simula
tion done on powerful machines run
ning in parallel. Another task might 
involve a 300-cell library, compli
cated delay equations and a simula
tion situation in which the computer 
was a limiting factor. 

Though some of the issues con
cerning library development tools 
are changing, the basic underlying 
one continues to be the delicate bal
ance that must be struck between 
the accuracy with which library cells 
are characterized and the length of 
time it takes for that characteriza
tion. As essential as timeliness is, no 
ASIC vendor or designer is willing 
to trade the accuracy with which cell 
models are characterized for a 
greater degree of automation. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Cadence Design Systems 
(408) 943-1234 . 
LSI Logic 

. .. . . .... Circle 214 

(408) 433-8000 ........ ... . .. . . .... Circle 215 
Mentor Graphics 
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VLSI Technology 
(408) 434-3000 .................... Circle 217 
Valid Logic Systems 
(408) 432-9400 . . .. Circle 218 
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Innovative designs mean 
lower costs for ATE systems 

round the CMOS, if you will , so that 
it has ECL coming in and ECL going 
out to keep the system accurate. 
Doing this allows us to cut the cost 
of each channel by half, so we've 
ended up with a 200-MHz tester 
that is about half the price of our 
50-MHz system." 

Mike Donlin, Senior Editor 

A. SIC verification and t e st 
equipment vendors are facing 
some tough challenges these 

days. They're being told by ASIC 
designers that they must produce 
test systems that will keep up with 
the increasing gate counts, speeds 
and pin counts of the latest devices , 
but that they must deliver this per
formance at lower costs. 

Design engineers have long been 
frustrated by the amount of ASIC 
verification and test capabilities 
that they could afford. They've had 
to choose between test sys tems that 
were inadequate for their designs, 
or else commit hundreds of thou
sands or millions of dollars to sys
tems that might be obsolete before 
they were even paid for. 

Automatic test equipment CATE) 
and device verification vendors h ave 
answered these compla ints with 
systems that promise performance 
at lower-or at least not spiraling
prices. Though toda y's syst em s 
sport price tags ranging from less 
than $50,000 to more than $3 mil
lion, they all have one thing in com
mon-they use innovative technol
ogies to deliver the needed price/ 
performance. 

"We've gotten a clear message 
from the semiconductor industry 
that they want to hold u s to the 
same price/performance curve that 
they have to live with," says Wayne 
Ponik, VLSI product manager at 
Teradyne (Agoura Hills, CA). "They 
produce a new generation of devices 
every three to fi ve year s that 
doubles the performance of the pre
vious generation, and after a time, 
when volume production and com
petition set in, the price is about 
equal to what it was befor e. They've 
let us know that they need test er s 
that follow these same guidelines." 

I Balancing price/performance 
Teradyne's answer to this dilemma 
is the recently unveiled J971 series 
of VLSI test systems. The series 
provides testing capabilities for 
devices with up to 512 pins at about 
half the cost of Teradyne's previous 

generation of test equipment. The 
key to balancing this price/perfor
mance equation lies in a proprietary 
tech no logy that Teradyne h as 
dubb ed E /MOS-a system-level 
combinat ion of ECL and CMOS 
t echnologies- that implements 90 

Though not every ATE vendor can 
claim the dramatic price/perfor
mance improvement that Teradyne 
has achieved, the message from the 
ASIC industry is clear-equipment 
costs translate directly into develop-

r. r 

Teradyne 's 1971 series of VLSI testers uses a combination of proprietary EIMOS tech 
nology and plug-in hardware upgrades called performance cells to cut costs by about 
half over the previous generation of test equipment. An interactive graphics software 
package streamlines the process of developing test programs by separating test 
parameters and test data definitions from the creation of program code. 

percent of the timing and formatting 
circuitry in low-cost CMOS while 
providing the performance of ECL. 

"We've known for some time that 
the key to lowering price was to in
corporate more CMOS in the tester," 
says Ponik , "but CMOS sacrifices 
accuracy because edge placement 
varies with the frequency of the de
vice being tested, and you get timing 
errors. We've found a way to sur-

ment costs-and other high-end 
tester manufacturers are respond
ing in kind. Schlumberger Technolo
gies (San Jose, CA) has recently 
rolled out its ITS 9000 test family, 
which costs a hefty $1.8 to $4.8 mil
lion but boasts a reduction in pro
gram generation time by an order of 
magnitude. This capability trans
lates directly into increased produc
tivity and decreased time-to-
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market, the company says. 
"We can't claim the lowest price 

right now because of the high cost of 
developing the system," says Nadim 
Ahmad, product marketing man
ager at Schlumberger. ''We expect 
that to come down in time, but the 
most important aspects of our sys
tem are its multifunctionality and 
programming speed, which can 
translate into an enhanced return 
on a customer's investment. We've 
accomplished these capabilities 
with our new sequencer-per-pin 
(SPP) architecture, based on pro
prietary ASIC technology, that al
lows a true replication of the simu
lator environment on the tester. 
This lets you take the output from 
any industry-standard simulator 
and map it directly on the tester. 
The tester architecture mimics the 
simulator's output so it becomes a 
hardware extension of the simula
tor." 

I Break from tradition 
The ITS 9000 is a break from tradi
tional ATE designs that used either 
a shared-resource approach or a test 
generator-per-pin design. In the 
case of the shared-resource systems, 
a number of timing resources were 
multiplexed to the tester-pin 
electronics via switching matrices, 
while the test generator-per-pin sys
tems provided an independent 
timing generator for every pin. 

"Both architectures have draw
backs," Ahmad points out. "The 
shared-resource approach forces 
you to rob resources from one pin to 
benefit another. The test generator
per-pin was definitely an improve
ment because it provided the flexi
bility of different formats but still 
limited the number of transactions 
per pin to three or four. Our SPP 
design defines timing in terms of 
events occurring at precisely cali
brated times. Each tester pin in this 
architecture can store up to 192 
events per test sequence and 
generate sequences of events of any 
length in one tester period." 

Schlumberger's SPP architecture 
is coupled with its advanced sym
bolic ATE programming (ASAP) 
software, an icon-driven environ
ment that uses interactive windows 
to create, test, debug and modify 
test programs in real time without 
the need to recompile. Device test 

programs are written with a mouse 
and test icons, which are each 
stand-alone and usable in any order. 
The C program created by ASAP is 
invisible to the user unless it's 
needed for the creation of cus
tomized icons. The interaction be
tween SPP and ASAP affects the 
simulation-to-test integration and 
reduces program development time. 

192 and 512 pins, respectively. The 
benchtop systems, which boast a 
$300-per-pin price tag, feature pro
grammable timing generators with 
500-ps resolution and per-pin pro
grammability. 

"To get the price down, we did two 
things," says Bjorn Dahlberg, presi
dent of Hilevel. ''We eliminated 80 
percent of the ECL components and 

SEQUENCER-PER-PIN ARCHITECTURE The ITS 9000 com
ponent test family 
from Schlum
berger is based on 
a sequencer-per
p in archi tecture 
that allows a true 
replication of a 
simulator environ
ment on the 
tester. It provides 
a direct path from 
simulation output 
to test vector 

l INPUT J 
l 

l SIMULATION J 
l 
CAD 1---j ASSIGN 1---j EXTRACT 
DATA CYCLES TIMING 

"This approach relieves an engineer 
of having to write a lot of code," 
Ahmad says. "Test throughput is 
two to three times better, and test 
development time is cut in half." 

All the attention given to reducing 
price and increasing performance 
isn't concentrated just on the high
end ATE systems. In the under
$100,000 category, manufacturers 

11We've known for 
some time that 

the key to lowering 
price was to 

incorporate more 
CMOS in the tester. 11 

- Wayne Panik, Teradyne 

I I I 

are looking for ways to offer more 
functions at lower costs. Hilevel 
Technology (Irvine, CA), for in
stance, is complementing the Topaz 
V, its top-of-the-line ASIC verifica
tion system, with the ETS 200 and 
270 systems, which offer a 50-MHz 
clock rate to test devices with up to 

1--+j TEST 
VECTORS 

generation. 

only paid a 50 percent penalty in 
performance. Of course, we had to 
keep some essential ECL, but by 
using mostly CMOS we reduced the 
price by 50 percent compared with 
the ETS 7000, the top of our bench
top unit line. We also removed the 
programmable drivers from the sys
tem. They're expensive, and many of 
our customers only need to analyze 
timing. They don't need to test th e 
levels of the signals." 

I Targeting low-end needs 
Hilevel's decision to offer a lower
performance system was based on a 
large segment of applications that 
simply don't need testing capabili
ties above 50 MHz. "There are a lot 
of devices out there with clock 
speeds of only 33 MHz or so, and the 
chip certainly won't be running in
structions at that rate," says 
Dahlberg. ''We offer a 50-MHz clock 
to feed the device under test, which 
usually has a data rate that's only 
one-fourth or one-half of the clock 
rate." 

Meeting the needs of ASIC ven
dors who might not require all of the 
high speed and throughput of the 
most-expensive verification systems 
is also the strategy adopted by Inte
grated Measurement Systems 
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(Beaverton, OR). Its Logic Master 
XL series is aimed at ASIC manufac
turers who need to test devices with 
clock rates from 60 to 100 MHz, but 
who don't need the high-volume 
capabilities of the multimillion-dol
lar systems. 

"Small-volume ASIC vendors are 
demanding a lower-priced tester," 
says Steve Morris, director of 
marketing at IMS. "Paying $3 mil
lion for a tester makes sense if you're 
going to test millions of parts, but 
median production volumes of 

The Best Collection of 
Peripherals Ever Assembled Have 

Joined The ICC World Tour 

The Dataquest Invitational Comput
er Conferences (ICC) collect the 
world's best sup plie rs for an event 
you won't want to miss. 

At a nearby location, you'll see the 
latest products demonstrated and 
attend new technology seminars. 
Explore your peripherals options 
... and much more . 

Make plans now to attend . Watch 
for your invitation o r call for ad
ditional facts and deta ils on how 
you can receive an invitation to 
the next stop on the OEM Peripher
als ICC World Tour. 
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ASICs are plummeting, and that's 
causing people to look hard at the 
cost per device." 

I Testing challenges 
ASICs do, however, present some 
unique test challenges. First of all, 
since the ASIC design is owned by 
the designer and not necessarily the 
ASIC fab, the fab can't guarantee the 
device's fitness for a customer's ap
plication. As a result, the designer 
must take responsibility for verifica
tion of the device. After the prototype 
has been verified, ASIC production 
must then be monitored to ensure 
that the vagaries of the semiconduc
tor process don't adversely affect a 
critical feature of the finished 
product. These needs demand tester 
accuracy, bu t low-volume production 
often doesn't justify a high-priced 
system. 

"Our price is anywhere from one
fifth to one-tenth of a high-end sys
tem," Morris says, "and you pay for 
that in throughput . But while a 
large system may take months to 
program and set up before the high
volume testing starts, ours takes 
only days. A user could then use the 
months saved to test maybe two 
years of an ASIC's production 
volume." 

So the challenge for tester vendors 
is to meet the sophisticated 
demands and shrinking budgets of 
ASIC designers. There will probably 
always be a demand for full-fea
tured, high-ticket ATE systems. But 
as low-volume ASICs gain a larger 
foothold in systems, and competition 
drives down device costs , verifica
tion and test equipment manufac
turers will need to draw on design 
expertise and hard assessment of 
industry needs to survive. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or drcle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry card. 
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" ' -Take a Close Look at What's 
Behind Your PC CPU Board! 

I -Bus has a lot more to offer the OEM and System 
Integrator than a family of CPUs with great price/ 

performance. The I-Bus T.O.P.S. TM (Total OEM Program 
Support) Plan is designed specifically for OEMs and 
System Integrators: 

But that's only the beginning. We'll completely 
assemble and test your system (our boards and/or 
yours), modify or custom design an enclosure, and take 
it all the way to drop shipment to your customer. 

We're 100% dedicated to the OEM and System 
Integrator, utilizing PC technologies in their application 
and products. Call today about the I-Bus OEM 
Developer's Program - a total support program that 
saves you time and cost in the design phase, and 
continuous support over the life of your system. 

- Engineering and Manufacturing Services 
- Program and Project Management 
- Peripheral Sourcing 
- OEM Developers Program 
- Life Cycle Support Program 
- Unprecedented 2 Year Warranty 

CPUs for the OEM and 
System Integrator 
A286 8/12/16 MHz 80286 

4 MB on-board DRAM 
Solid Stale Disk Option 

SBC88 10 MHz 8088 
I MB on-board DRAM 
EGA/CGA/PGA/Hercw~ 
Floppy/Hard Disk Controller 

1386 16120/25 MHz 80386 
16 MB on-board DRAM 

N88 10 MHz 8088 
I MB on-board DRAM 
'>olid Stale Disk Option 

I-Bus 
PC Tuchnologies 

Call toll free 
800-382-4229 
Ask for our 
new catalog! 
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How to Design 
User Friendly Systems in No Time 

Pop-Up 
Menus 

Icons 

Windows 

Text 
Terminal 

Emulation 

Introducing G-Windows, a complete Graphical User 
Interface for the OS-9 Real-Time Multitasking 
Operating system. G-Windows lets you build a 
visually attractive and powerful user interface using 
a set of simple and easy-to-use function calls to create 
windows, menus, and a variety of input/output 
gadgets. An application editor, G-View lets you draw 
screens with gadgets that link easily into your 
application program written in C. What's more, 
G-Windows is totally multitasking (all windows can be 
active and updated at the same time). It is extremely 
memory efficient and can be ROMed for embedded 
system applications. 

G-64/G-96 or 
VME Bus Platform 
G-Windows will 
operate on any 
G-64/G-96 or 
VME bus 680x0 
system running 
OS-9. Just plug 
GESPAC's Graphics, 
mouse and keyboard 
interface card into 

Multiple 
Fonts 

G-View 
Application 
Editor 

Graphics 
Primitive 
Library 

your backplane, install the G-Windows software 
and your system is ready to shine with 256 colors 
and resolution of 640 by 480 and higher. 

Seeing 
is believing 
That's why we 
have produced 
a video that 
demonstrates 
the impressive 

( ~~··· 
features and capabilities of G-Windows. 
Call to request your free copy. 

. .. And that's 
just the beginning 
There are over 200 hardware 
and software microsystems 
components in GESPAC's 

1 
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no limit as to what 
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Design entry tools evolve 
to meet future needs 

EDA vendors are 
developing design entry 
tools that meet the 
demands of complex 
systems without forcing 
engineers into radical 
reeducation programs. 

Mike Donlin 
Senior Editor 

T he growing complexity of today's 
systems, at the chip and board level, 
as well as the ever-spiralling gate 
count of today's ASICs are forcing engineers from the comfort zone of schematic 
capture into alternative design capture techniques such as hardware descrip
tion languages (HDLs). The transition from a purely graphical representation 
of a design into the hierarchical or behavioral descriptions of an HDL isn't an 
easy one, particularly for engineers used to thinking in schematic terms. 

"In the mid 1970s, designers worked with X-Acto knives to lay out designs," 
says Bob Smith, director of marketing at Synopsys (Mountain View, CA). "It 
was a very physical way of approaching a project. The '80s saw a transition 
to using the power of a computer to capture the schematic, but the process 
was still very visual. Now ASIC vendors are pushing the envelope. If it takes 
15 months to design a 15,000-gate ASIC, how long will it take to design a 1 
million-gate device? People have to think about architectures now, and write 
programs. It's a major change in how an engineer approaches a design." 

This need for higher levels of abstraction in complex designs is presenting 
challenges for CAE tool vendors, who must provide transitional entry tech
niques that will bridge the gap between HDLs and traditional schematic 
capture methods. First of all , schematic capture is far from dead. For the 
foreseeable future, there will be a need for graphical representations of the 
components of complex ASICs and circuit boards, not only because users still 
need the graphical depiction of a circuit but because they need such represen
tations for documentation, simulation and manufacturing purposes. 

"It's easier to design some functions with pictures," says Bruce Rodgers, 
division marketing manager at Data VO (Redmond, WA). "If someone's creat
ing a unique symbol for a microcontroller or memory device, for instance, 
there's no reason to describe the function in behavioral terms-it would take 
forever. But if you have a standard function such as a counter, it's probably 
harder to draw than it is to write two or three equations to describe what's 
going to happen to data when it hits that part of the circuit." 

To answer these different but interrelated sets of demands, tool vendors are 
scurrying to provide design environments that will allow seamless migration 
between the different worlds of schematic capture and HDLs. Currently, 
several vendors offer toolsets that let designers choose from a palette of entry 
techniques such as waveforms, state machine and Boolean equations, as well 

Mentor Graphics' 
Design Architect 
lets users cross
correlate be
t ween the logi
cal/circuit view 
of a device and 
other design 
views such as 
simulation, 
layout and 
mechanical pack
aging. It's pos
sible to select 
the schematic 
view of a circuit, 
for example, 
and have the 
corresponding 
layout high
lighted. 
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as sch ematic capture and HDLs. 
But while users can choose a method 
that best suits the device under con
sideration or t heir own preferences, 
a completely seamless integration of 
all techniques isn't possible yet. 

"Ideally a person could make a 
change in one mode and see the re
sult in another," says Scott Sandler, 
product marketing manager in the 
advanced CAE division at Cadence 
Design Systems (San Jose, CA). 
"But the range of operations and 
abstractions among the different en
try methods makes it difficult to 
come up with a data model that 
would allow instant communication 
from one technique to anoth er. 
There have been different data mod-

The power of the PC 

I f hardware description languages 
(HDLs) are ever to make inroads into 
board design tools, they will have to 
win over not only workstation-based 
but personal computer-based seats as 
well. Packages such as SDT Ill from 
OrCAD (Hillsboro, OR) offer sophisti
cated design tools that run on PCs hav
ing as litt le as 640 kbytes of memory. 
Performance is, of course, limited on a 
basic PC, but the ability to produce a 
design from schematic capture through 
simulation to board layout without the 
larger investment of a workstation has 
won many converts. 

"Designers using 
today's top-down 
design approaches 
still need to see 
good, clear draw
ings," says Dick 
Albright (left), 
director of CAE 
product marketing 
at Valid Logic Sys
tems. "And, even 
with the revolu
tion in design 
methodologies, 
it 's still necessary 
to produce sche
matics for man
ufacture and test." 

els built on various database tech
niques in the past, but they haven't 
proven effective. Right now, no one 
has the necessary software tools, 
bu t we're working hard to achieve 
this level of integration." 

I A multiple-window approach 
For now, about the best a designer 
can hope for is the capability to edit 
specific portions of a circuit or board 
in the appropriate format and move 
to an alternate entry technique as 
needs dictate. The Design Architect 
from Mentor Graphics (Beaverton, 
OR) was one of the first design entry 
environments that let an engineer 
create and edit the mixture of 
VHDL, architectural and schematic 

The OrCAD tool, for instance, can 
perform board layout with autorouting 
for boards up to 32x32 in., and can ac
commodate up to 10,000 segments 
and 16 circuit layers. Some PC-based 
tool vendors, such as Cadam (Burbank, 
CA), have ported their tools to worksta
tions, but the reason is usually not for 
increased performance but rather to of
fer products that will work in a typical 
multisystem environment. As a matter 
of fact, PC tools seem to be able to 
hold their own, particularly in schematic 
capture and layout applications. 

"I've always contended that there's 
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components that make up a design. 
"We believe that design capture 

has to be more than just logic cap
ture and entering gates," says Bill 
Hostmann, product manager in the 
design and synthesis division at 
Mentor. "It must encompass a be
havioral as well as the typical gate 
and logic aspects. Our customers are 
telling us that they're spending one
third of a product's development 
time in capturing the design specifi
cation. The best way we can help 
reduce that time is to let them spec
ify a design, capture it at a high level 
and move down from a behavioral to 
a logical description." 

Mentor's toolset supports multi
ple-window editing, allowing users 
to have several schematic, symbol or 
VHDL editing windows open at any 
given time. Because Design Archi
tect integrates both VHDL and sche
matic editors, a designer can call 
upon several levels of model abstrac
tions . If a VHDL model contains a 
component defined by a schematic
based model, for instance, a user can 
select the VHDL component and 
then traverse to its underlying sche
matic model. If a schematic model 
contains a component defined by a 
VHDL model, the user can traverse 
through the component's symbol to 
its underlying VHDL description. 

Capabilities such as these not 
only give designers multiple ways of 
visualizing and entering a design, 
they also serve as teaching tools for 
engineers who haven't used an HDL 
and need to see the relationship be
tween the HDL code and the corre
sponding schematic. "It's hard to get 
a designer who's used to connecting 
gates to sit down and write code," 

no significant hardware advantage be
tween comparably priced PCs and 
workstations," says John Durbetaki, 
CEO at OrCAD. "Performance de
pends on the application . 

"We've had some benchmarks pre
sented to us by workstation vendors, 
and we've only seen a difference of 3 
or 4 Mips when comparing a Spare, a 
68040 and a 486-based system. My 
contention is that the majority of the 
performance difference is in the com
piler. A good compiler on a slower ma
ch ine is still able to outperform a medi
ocre compiler on a fast one." 
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Removing barriers to automation 

W hile the con
cept of alternate 
forms of design en
try isn't new to the 
EDA world, the lack 
of alternate forms 
of entry remains a 
major impedance 
to market accep

tance of design automation tools. 
Design automation tools such as 

those for synthesis have focused on opti
mization and implementation efficiency. 
These tools are useful if the designer is 
willing to conform to the vendor's de
sign entry form . To get maximum pro
ductivity from designers, however, CAE 
tools must provide users with the entry 
form that best fits the design and the 
designer. Put another way, the right 
entry form is the one that the user is fa
miliar with, or that offers the format 
best suited to the design. 

In a broad sense, alternate forms of 
entry have been around for many years. 
The first of these were tools for hand
crafted netlists, digitized schematics and 
schematic capture. These tools held fast 
for about a decade with little change. 
Then VHDL entered to lead the second 
wave of alternate forms of entry. While 
VHDL is a powerful tool, it again forces 
the hardware designer to learn an unfa
miliar entry form and think like a soft
ware engineer. 

Another generation of alternate 
forms of entry is needed-one that al
lows designers to operate in a familiar 
environment, gives them the fastest en
try of their designs and allows access to 
analysis tools and advanced enabling 
technologies-such as synthesis. Integra
tion into a CAE environment is a critical 
factor for this to happen. 

I Design entry: the next step 
The tools described below are some of 
the alternate forms of entry necessary 
for today's designer, and they can be 
grouped into tools that take existing 
user files as input and tools that take in
put directly from the user. The former 
will translate those files into a format 
that can be both simulated and syn
thesized. The latter will let the user spec
ify, graphically or with text, a function 
or set of functions. The tools will gener-

ate both a model and a symbol. 
A bubble-diagram entry tool is 

geared toward state-machine develop
ment. This graphical tool will let the 
user define the functionality of state ma
chines by drawing a diagram indicating 
the states and the transition paths be
tween states. The capture will be aug
mented by special error checking and 
give the user the option of automati
cally generating a VHDL model for simu
lation and synthesis. 

Truth-table tools will feature special 
editors for the entry of truth tables and 
the importation of text files that repre
sent truth tables. The tools will offer the 

user the option of 
To get maximum generatingVHDL 

productivity models and related 
from designers symbols from the 

' truth tables, thus 
CAE t'?ols must allowing high-level 
provide users simulation and 
with the entry synthesis. 
form that best A data-path-defi-
fits the design nition tool will let 

and the designers describe 
designer. the data path of 

their designs by us-
1 I I ing special symbols 

for adders, ALUs, 
FIFOs, flip-flop registers, latch registers, 
memories, multipliers, and other stan
dard logic. The user can connect these 
components with buses and assign 
widths to the buses. The system can 
then be compiled for simulation. 

Translational tools will enable the user 
to translate Abel, Cupl, Palasm and 
other languages directly into the CAE 
system. This lets the designer reuse exist
ing programmable device libraries with 
synthesis tools to generate ASICs. The 
user can also write new descriptions of 
the system in Abel, Cupl or Palasm and 
generate VHDL that can be simulated 
and synthesized . 

Although there are many other forms 
of entry, such as Boolean equations and 
waveforms, the key to a good entry tool 
is designer productivity. And the key to 
optimal performance is alternate forms 
of entry that let users design in a famil
iar manner while leveraging advanced 
enabling technologies in a transparent 
manner-thus removing the barrier to 
automation. 

Ray Mccann, BSEE, marketing manager, Viewlogic Systems 
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says Larry Ciaccia, section head of 
DSP product development at Harris 
Semiconductor (Melbourne, FL). 
"But the people coming out of school 
today have more computer experi
ence than engineers did in the past 
and the industry is moving toward 
HDLs for complex circuits, so we're 
starting extensive VHDL training. 
The trick is to bring our experienced 
engineers up to speed without 
spending too much time doing it." 

To help engineers inexperienced 
in HDLs, tool vendors are offering 
features that let users compare lan
guage descriptions with correspond
ing schematic elements. "Our utili
ties take an HDL description, parse 
it and automatically draw a symbol 
with the correct pin names as
signed," says Bob Broady, market
ing manager for design and data 
entry at Cadence. "A user can then 
place that element in a schematic 
and wire it up." 

With all of the interaction be
tween schematic capture tools and 
HDLs, it would seem that the tran
sition between one and the other 
would be simple. There is, however, 
a problem. "There isn't always a one
to-one relationship between the 
VHDL code and the schematic," ex
plains Broady. "Just because you 
change something in the HDL 
doesn't necessarily dictate a change 
in the schematic. Our tools do pro
vide warnings, however, when a 
change has occurred in the HDL 
that would necessitate a change in 
the schematic, so users can decide 
whether to keep the change and re
generate the schematic." 

The very nature of an HDL, then, 
precludes it from having each line of 
code relate directly to a component 
in a schematic. But the value of an 
HDL's broad-based architectural de
scriptions is important in bridging 
the gap between concept and compo
nent. ''We're building on tools of the 
past," says Mark Milligan, applica
tion engineer at Teradyne (Boston, 
MA). "Just as schematic capture 
was born because typing netlists 
was time consuming, HDLs are be
coming popular because designs are 
too complex to capture every compo
nent. We've expanded schematic 
capture to include block diagrams 
for functional modules, and then we 
use VHDL to describe the behavior 
of these modules. That way we can 
look at the diagram and understand 
how a system is connected up." 

The struggle to entice reluctant 
engineers to use HDLs might have 
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niques effective as designs reach over 1 million gates by the mid 1990s. 

continued a lot longer if it weren't 
for the introduction of synthesis 
tools that took high-level descrip
tions and translated them down to 
gate-level entities. "The enabling 
technology here is synthesis," says 
Synopsys' Smith. "Large ASIC com
panies have had their HDLs in the 
past, but there was a disconnect be
tween the global design and the 
physical layout, a manual transla
tion if you will. With synthesis, a 

user can think about a design, enter 
it in VHDL and let the computer do 
the work. Correct-by-construction is 
no longer guesswork, it's just a map
ping into a logic-level netlist." 

The need for a variety of entry 
tools isn't limited only to full-custom 
ASIC design-there are other areas, 
notably programmable logic device 
design, where a full palette of tools 
is essential. The most popular pack
ages let users define logic in tradi-

CAD frameworks have allowed EDA vendors to port information across different 
design entry techniques and display it via multiple windows. Cadence Design 
Systems' Amadeus Design Series, based on Design Framework II, supports multiple 
processes from system definition, design entry and analysis to board layout. 

tional ways, such as Boolean equa
tions and truth tables, as well as in 
higher-level languages. "It's neces
sary to offer different levels of PLD 
design," says John Durbetaki, CEO 
at OrCAD (Hillsboro, OR). "In PLDs, 
for instance, you can only do so much 
with Boolean equations before you 
need to synthesize from abstract 
equations." 

In addition to offering several 
ways to enter a design, depending on 
application and user expertise, the 
latest tools also allow users to com
plete a major portion of a design 
without specifying the actual device. 
"A lot of times, when people start a 
PLD design, they're not sure of the 
device that they'll end up with," says 
Ray McCann, marketing manager of 
synthesis products at Viewlogic Sys
tems (Marlborough, MA). "Most de
signers have a general idea-that 
the final product will be in 1-µm 
CMOS, maybe-but device indepen
dence lets designers hold off on the 
particulars until their needs are 
more completely fleshed out." 

I Ties with PLO tool vendors 
Because of the increasing demand 
for programmable logic-based de
signs, several EDA vendors have en
tered into agreements with PLD tool 
companies rather than spend time 
and resources on proprietary tools. 
Valid Logic Systems (San Jose, CA), 
for instance, has just introduced Sys
tem PLD and System PGA, two 
products that incorporate Minc's 
logic synthesis tools with Valid's 
schematic capture and simulation 
tools. With the Mine (Colorado 
Springs, CO) tools, users can enter 
designs as waveform descriptions, 
truth tables, state-machine syntax 
and Boolean equations. Like other 
popular programmable logic tools, 
the Valid/Mine tools enter the logic 
portion of a design, and then the user 
can work with the tools' automatic 
device selection and partitioning 
capabilities. 

Valid isn't the only vendor that 
has incorporated the Mine tools into 
its environment, however. Mentor, 
Teradyne, Racal-Redac (Mahwah, 
NJ) and Intergraph (Huntsville, AL) 
all resell Minc's PLDesigner. But 
Valid offers several unique features, 
such as the ability to mix PLD and 
non-PLD logic on the same sche
matic. According to Valid, other EDA 
systems need to create a separate 
schematic for the PLD logic. Users of 
Mentor's PLDsynthesis (Mentor's 
version of the Mine tool) can mix 
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PLD and non-PLD elements on the 
schematic, but they can't simulate 
before device selection. 

Agreements such as those be
tween Mine and other EDA tool ven
dors are indicative of a trend in the 
industry. No one has the time or 
resources to develop every portion of 
a design environment, so vendors 
are encapsulating point solutions 
into their toolsets. "These days, you 
have to try and be all things to all 
people," says Dick Albright, director 
of CAE marketing at Valid. "Our 
advanced customers are driving us 
to develop new products, but we 
can't ignore the majority of design
ers, who still need only basic design 
tools." 

I Boards present problems 
While HDLs have certainly found 
their place in complex ASIC and 
PLD designs, they don't translate so 
easily into the world of printed cir
cuit boards. And though there's no 
reason why a board's description 
can't be made with the broad archi
tectural brushstrokes of an HDL, 
board designs don't lend themselves 
to the total top-down approach that 
can often be used for ASIC designs. 

"First of all, HD Ls don't work well 
with standard parts ," says Ter
adyne's Milligan. "With boards you 
start out with givens, such as acer
tain kind of microprocessor, inter
faces and even some ASICs. So a 
mixed-level design such as a board 
calls for a mixture of tools. Board 
design is a top-down process with 
bottom-up constraints." 

While some tool vendors claim 
that HDLs will eventually have a 
larger role in designing boards and 
whole systems, schematic capture is 
still the principal method for enter
ing designs. This is partially be
cause of the limitations ofHDLs and 
the user expertise behind them, but 
is also a result of the limitations of 
today's synthesis tools . "Synthesis 
isn't mature enough across all tech
nologies to take a high-level design 
and produce a schematic for a 
board,'' says Cadence's Broady. "Be
sides, when it's time to produce the 
board, you need a schematic, so I 
can't see a 100 percent text-only 
world." 

Because of the mixed technologies 
that reside on a board, some design
ers use a mix of waveforms, truth 
tables, an HDL and a schematic en
try tool to design a board. "If a de
signer has a board that uses a 
68000, for instance, he might open 

up the data book and use wave
forms,'' says Mine president Wayne 
Gutschick. "When he gets to the 
ROM portion, he might switch to a 
truth table, but when he designs the 
display interface, which is really a 
state machine, it might be better to 
use a language. A person needs a full 
toolbox, depending on the design." 

For the foreseeable future, then, 
it seems as if schematic capture will 
be the mainstay of board design, 
though there's speculation that 
HDLs might play a part in board 
design in the near future. "I don't see 
people using HDLs for general-pur
pose board design,'' says OrCAD's 
Durbetaki. "I think people might use 
them to design parts of a board
such as a RAM array-but I don't 
think HDLs will replace schematic 
capture for some time, if ever." 

The challenge, then, is for tool 
vendors to produce products that 
will bridge the gap between the most 
basic entry tools and the most ad
vanced. "There used to be two 
camps,'' says Cadence's Broady. "A 
PC-based board-level designer 
would say 'Simulation will never 
work-I just need to enter my de
sign.' The other camp would say that 
they would never dip their hands in 
the muddy waters of schematics: 
'I'm a pure HDL text person.' Both 
camps are realizing that they need 
the other to succeed.'' • 

For more information about the tedinol
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DRAM vendors address 
increasing specialization 

Although vanilla parts 
still make up most 
shipments, wide-word, 
high-speed, low-power 
and application-specific 
DRAMs are a growing 
force in memory 
systems design. 

Ron Wilson 
Sen ior Ed itor 

E verybody knows there's only 
one important trend in DRAM tech
nology: every few years they get big
ger. But lately, the gradual murmur 
offeature innovation-the force that 
gave us fast page-mode and video RAM (VRAM)-has grown to a roar. 
Suddenly we get to choose word widths from 1 to 18 bits, speeds from 80 to 
55 ns and features from the essential to the unfathomable. Driven by compet
itive pressures, technology shifts and real customer feedback, the DRAM 
vendors are working overtime to bring out new products. 

It might be natural to assume that the beneficiaries of all this innovation 
will be the people who use enormous quantities of the parts: mainframe 
computer and image-processing vendors. But in fact, these architects are 
likely to stay with the most vanilla-that is, cheapest-parts, while the real 
impact of feature explosion will be on embedded systems, midrange personal 
computers, palmtops and consumer electronics. To see why, we have to look 
individually at the major trends in specialty DRAM design. 

"The biggest change taking place in the DRAM business right now is in chip 
organization," says Avo Kanadjian, marketing manager at Toshiba (Irvine, 
CA). ''We introduced the 64kx16 part, and at 4 Mbits we're planning a full 
line of x8, x9, x16 and x18 devices." 

I Finally, wide RAMs 
Toshiba isn't alone; anyone who intends to stay in the DRAM mainstream is 
rushing to develop wide-word parts because the new organizations meet two 
critical needs of system designers: modularity and bandwidth. 

The modularity issue arises because modern DRAMs have so much capacity. 
With 4Mxl chips, the smallest 32-bit memory bank you can assemble will 
need 32 chips and hold 16 Mbytes. That's just great if you're building a file 
server, but it's useless in the midrange PC market. "Many applications can't 
use very deep memories," Kanadjian says. "The PC people like to work in 1-Mbyte 
increments, and graphics applications are more comfortable with 256k." 

Conversely, designers of fast workstations and signal-processing systems 
prefer the wider parts for speed. If you're using 64kx16 parts, for instance, 
you can arrange 1 Mword of memory as 16 parallel banks and get impressive 
bandwidth out of standard-speed devices. 

The internal struc
ture of a standard 
DRAM is rife with 
possibilities for 
specialization. 
Most modern 
parts produce a 
full row of data 
in one access, and 
then throw away 
all but one bit. 
And most parts 
now have a 
distinctly under
utilized refresh 
counter on board. 
Vendors are 
exploiting these 
resources to make 
high-margin 
specialties. 
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To help you design high dew 
the precise measurements of 

The biggest advancement in designing for 
portable and space-constrained products happens to 
be very; very small. Introducing our 1 and 2 Megabit Flash 
Memory in TSOP. 

Now you can pack high density into a space one
third the size of a traditional 32-pin PLCC. And not just 
any memory; but a nonvolatile, rewritable, 100,000 typic:tl 
cyde memory in a package that's only 20 x 8 x 1.2 mm 
C 1990 Intel Corporation. 

in size. Or in non-technical terms, teeny x weeny. 
And if that isn't small enough, our new TSOP Flash 

permits a compact serpentine layout. This side-by-side, 
end-to-end technique saves board space and layers. 
Which means you can design products with greater 
functionality into a smaller space-such as high-density 
IC catds. In fact, we used this layout to create our own 
Flash Memory cards. 



ity into small spaces, here are 
our new TSOP Flash Memory: 

The benefits of designing with our flash go beyond its 
size. Since it combines RAM, ROM and mass-storage 
capabilities onto a solid-state, energy-efficient medium, it 
lets you eliminate slow hard disks and bulky battery packs 
from your design. In other words, you'll create products 
that are fuster, lighter, more rugged and require less power. 

But best of all, since it's manufactured on our proven 
EfOX™ II process, k's already shipping in high volume. 

To find out more about this small wonder, 
call Intel at (800) 548-4725 and ask for Llterature 
Packet #A6A31. You see, when it comes to designing 
innovative products, it's the only memory that 
really measures up. 



I SPECIAL-PURPOSE DRAMS 

But the advantages of wide-word 
DRAMs haven't come without, costs, 
for both chip vendors and custom
ers. The fundamental problem with 
the parts is noise. "In wide DRAMs, 
you have the same ground issues 
you find in fast SRAMs," says 
Kendall Pope , strategic program 
manager for memory and mass 
storage at Hitachi (Brisbane, CA). 
"When all those output drivers 
switch together, you have to do 
things to keep the substrate quiet 
and protect your data." 

Jeff Mailloux, specialty DRAMs 
group manager at Micron Tech
nology (Boise, ID), adds, "On our x16 
parts, we've gone to a supply and a 
ground pin for every eight I/O pins. 
We use lighter drive and lower edge 

rates, and we stagger the edges dur
ing simultaneous switching. These 
are the same sorts of t echniques 
we've been shipping in our x16 
SRAM products, and we know they 
solve the problems." 

Solving problems for the chip de
signer, though, doesn't necessarily 
translate into solving problems for 
the system designer. All of those 
noise-control measures can subtly 
change the output characteristics of 
the DRAM. And wider parts orga
nized into multiple banks usually 
mean more load on the address line 
drivers. These factors combine to be
come an issue in larger systems. 
One vendor applications engineer 
suggests that, while all suppliers 
want to make their wide parts elec-

trically ju st like their xl s and x4s, 
in practice the user sometimes has 
to help out with timing and noise
control issu es at the board level. 

One obvious place for a wide-word 
DRAM is within the confines of a 
notebook or a palmtop computer, 
where 4-Mbit parts might achieve a 
one-chip main m emory. Next to 
space, the most critical resource in 
these litt le machines is power. That 
fact has created a whole new spe
cialty in DRAMs: low-power parts . 

So far, low power has meant ex
tended refresh time. The big issue in 
DRAM power consumption isn't the 
active power, but the standby 
power-the current that cats away 
at your battery while the machine is 
in sleep mode. And this current is 

NMB Technologies 
has made a 
specialty of very 
fast DRAMs. David 
Snyder. director of 
market develop
ment, says that 
the NMB design
ers achieve high 
performance not 
by major architec
tural changes but 
by careful design 
and tuning of 
evety detail in the 
part and the 
process. 

due almost entirely to refresh cycles. 
So if you can stretch ou t refresh 
cycles, you can reduce power drain. 

Today, vendors accomplish longer 
refresh times by selecting parts from 
their standard DRAM lines. "It's not 
a m atter of a unique low-power de
sign," says Hitachi's Pope. "Refresh 
time is purely a process issue-a 
function of the oxide quality, mainly. 
We put a huge guard band around 
our spec for the st andard parts, and 
that yields us devices with extended 
refresh times." 

Selecting standard parts for ex
tended refresh has a number of ad
vantages, including the fact th at 
low-power parts are automatically 
available in all common DRAM con
figurations. But as system designers 
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grow even stingier about DRAM cur
rent , vendors are talking about de
signing a low-power part from the 
ground up. Some vendor engineers 
su ggest a systematic attack on 
power consumption at the chip level. 

Such a new design would take into 
account the special operating modes 
on battery-operated computers, es
pecially standby. During standby, 
h igh -cu rrent devices such as the 
back-bias pump and internal volt
age reference could be slowed or 
shut down, and refresh cycles could 
be staggered so that all the cell ar
rays on a x16 die wouldn't draw 
current at once. Such efforts would 
not only reduce instantaneous cur
rent demands, but they would also 
reduce electrical disturbances on 
the die, probably lengthening the 
a llowable refresh interval. The sum 
of all these changes would be to re
duce standby current from the 200 
or 300 µA common today to possibly 
100 µA in active standby. 

The final assault on power con
s u mption, though, will come 
t hrough more drastic measures. 
"Future low-power designs are 
likely to use 3.3 V," says Earnest 
P owell , systems marketing man
ager at Texas Instruments (Hous
ton , TX). 

Bharat Gupte, standard products 
marketing manager at Oki Semicon
ductor (Sunnyvale, CA), agrees. "We 
need to move to lower operating 
voltages for two reasons: to reduce 
power consumption in portable 
equipment, and to get smaller geom
etries to work at all. I think we'll 
probably see 16-Mbit parts that use 
3.3 V internally but still have a 5-V 
interface," Gupte continues. "By the 
64-Mbit generation, we'll be using 
pu re 3.3-V parts . These things 
aren't so necessary for laptop or 
notebook computers but for things 
that are coming. For instance , I 
know of a palmtop television with a 
built-in mini-laser-disk player that's 
in design right now." 

I Accent on speed 
While some vendors contemplate 
new DRAM mask sets to optimize 
refres h time, others are doing 
variant designs for almost the oppo
site reason-speed. Oddly, the de
mand for high-speed DRAMs comes 
not from h igh -end, super-speed 
RISC workstations b u t from 
midrange personal computing 
machines. 

The explanation for this is eco
nomics. High-end CPUs are already 





I SPECIAL-PURPOSE DRAMS 

A dissenting view on features 

W hile many DRAM vendors scram
ble with unbound enthusiasm to come 
up with yet another ingenious feature 
for their parts, most will admit that 
even the best features are under-uti
lized in the market. In fact, there seems 
to be something of a backlash develop
ing among the biggest DRAM cus
tomers. 

Nowhere is this trend-if trend it 
turns out to be-more apparent than in 
the video RAM (VRAM) business. The 
parts have become so complex that 
product managers sometimes have to 
call in their applications engineers just 
to get through a list of features on a 
data sheet. Modern VRAMs have 
bidirectional serial ports, double-buffer
ing capability, write masks, bit-block
transfer hardware, block-fill registers 
and uncounted other little gimmicks, 
each of which undoubtedly saved a ma-

running so fast that no DRAM
even from the misty drawing boards 
in Japan-could keep up cycle-for
cycle. Therefore, fast systems have 
to have a cache. But once the system 
designer has put in a cache, the eco
nomics of fast memory changes. A 
dollar invested in a better cache to 
cut the miss rate may be much more 
effective than a dollar spent on 
faster DRAMs to reduce the miss 
penalty. This is particularly the case 
because fast systems tend to have 
lots of memory, multiplying the in
cremental cost of fast DRAM by a 
very large integer. 

I Eliminating the cache 
"We've just started shipping a 53-ns, 
1-Mbit part," says David Snyder, di
rector of market development at 
NMB Technologies (San Jose, CA). 
"Fifty-three is a magic number, be
cause it's the speed at which you can 
build a cacheless 20-MHz PC with 
no wait states." Snyder says that 
theoretically, faster systems could 
also use the part to increase their 
Mips rate by cutting cache miss 
latency. "But right now," he says, 
"we see the part getting designed 
into midrange 386 SX and DX sys
tems where it can eliminate the 
cache altogether. The premium for 
these parts over 80-ns ones will 
eventually get down to around $1. 
At that point, the cost of upgrading 

jor customer a chip or two somewhere 
along the line. 

But Kurt Akeley, vice-president and 
chief engineer at Silicon Graphics 
(Mountain View, CA), speaks for a 
growing body of users when he issues 
a note of dissent. "I see a lot of 
featurism in VRAMs," he says. "There's 
far too much in these parts, and that 
makes them too expensive. What we 
need is just a fast page-mode DRAM 
w ith a shift register. No project I know 
of is just dying to have something like a 
three-port video memory." 

I When less is more 
Surprisingly, some vendors are begin
ning to concur. " I tend to agree with 
the customer," admits Texas Instru
ments systems marketing manager 
Earnest Powell. "All these added fea
tures are just driving up the price of the 
VRAMs. And customers won't use this 

to fast DRAM is much less than the 
cost of putting in a cache. So we see 
the parts in a midrange strategy." 

Just how fast DRAMs will get is 
an interesting point of contention 
among vendors. Some houses that 
concentrate on mass-market prod
ucts see 70 ns as a specialty part. 
Speed demon NMB , on the other 
hand, claims that the majority of its 
production is faster than 70 ns. The 
company has made a business of 
refining the design of the conven
tional CMOS DRAM-improving 
drivers, cutting the impedance of in
ternal runs and tweaking every
thing to produce the fastest possible 
memory. And the results have been 
amazing. "We expect to ship some 
early samples of60- to 80-ns, 4-Mbit 
parts toward the end of the year," 
says Snyder. "Once that part is in 
production, it looks like it will be 
possible to lift out the internal 1-
Mbit memory cells, which would 
give us 1-Mbit parts running at 
about 40 ns." 

Domestic vendor Vitelic (San 
Jose, CA) is also in pursuit of speed 
through clever design. "I can cer
tainly see 45-ns access times in the 
cards; it will take some innovation, 
but nothing spectacular," says mar
keting manager Shubha Tul
japurkar. "You have to be willing to 
compromise die size a little. Then 
getting speed is just a process of 
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stuff unless the features are available 
from a second source. We're coming 
to a policy of releasing only a min i
mum feature set on the initial offering 
of a new VRAM, and then waiting to 
see what else customers ask for." 

Whether other vendors agree or 
not, the big VRAM customers have the 
last word in the discussion. "The bot
tom line is that VRAM costs more per 
bit," Akeley says. " In the future, we'll 
be more carefu l where we use it. We 
put frame buffers of from 20 to 80 
Mbytes in our products, so expensive 
memory ch ips get extremely painful. 
And with our excellent in-house ASIC 
capability, the trade-off of doing more 
work in ASICs and substituting faster 
generic DRAMs for more-expensive 
VRAMs looks very attractive." That 
could be the handwriting on the wall 
for all specia lty DRAM vendors. 

using the latest technology-0. 7-µm 
in our case-controlling channel 
lengths and not wasting time in set
ting up the row addresses." 

Other vendors are pursuing 
speed through process innovation. 
Hitachi, for instance, expects to see 
25- to 35-ns BiCMOS DRAMs soon. 
Such parts would have nonmulti
plexed (broadside) address loading 
to save time, and would use bipolar 
transistor extensively inside the 
memory and in the driver circuitry. 

Mitsubishi (Sunnyvale , CA) is 
also keeping an eye on the potential 
of BiCMOS, according to Charles 
Hart , marketing manager for 
memory products. "But you have to 
watch the cost/performance," he 
warns. "The most important use of 
BiCMOS may be in ECL memory 
systems, where you could do an 
ECL-I/O DRAM with 35- to 40-ns 
access time and a 70-ns cycle. It's 
not that ECL helps the speed of the 
DRAM so much as it simplifies 
things for people who have moved to 
ECL cache controllers." 

I A myriad of modes 
Fast random access times are an 
important contributor to system 
performance. But as any architect 
knows, they aren't the whole story. 
Increasingly, cache-based systems 
are taking advantage of the special 
operating modes available on most 



DRAMs: nibble mode, static-column 
mode, fast page mode, and so forth. 
Any self-respecting standard part 
has at least one fast operating mode. 

As chip designers wax creative, 
t hough, and the modes get more 
complex, it's becoming difficult to 
draw the line between a standard 
part with an obscure operating 
mode and an application-specific 
DRAM. This is particularly the case 
as some of the features developed for 
VRAMs begin to show up in suppos
edly standard parts. 

Nearly all fast access modes-nib
ble mode is the big exception-are 
based on the internal structure of 
the modern DRAM. Down inside, 
the chip contains one or more rec
tangular arrays of memory cells. 
When the chip gets a row address, it 
moves the contents of an entire row 
of bits out to an entire row of sense
amp outputs. This takes a lot of cur
rent and, relatively speaking, a lot 
of time-row selection accounts for 
most of the random access time of 
the part. But once row selection is 
finished, all the bits in the row are 
theoretically available. 

The problem, of course, is that 
there aren't 256 I/O pins on the 
package to bring out a whole row of 
bits. So the DRAM multiplexes out 
the bits selected by the column ad
dress. If you don't change the row 
address, this multiplexing can hap
pen very quickly. A part with a 160-
ns cycle time and an 80-ns row ac
cess time, for example, may only 
need 20 ns to pick a bit from within 
the current row. 

I Other approaches 
One recent variation on this theme 
is suggeste d by Vitelic's Tul
japurkar. ''You can do a pipelined 
fast page mode. Essentially, you 
pipeline the row accesses so you 
would have the full row access time 
for the first access, then perhaps 30 
ns for access to the next row." 

Another approach is to blend the 
access capabilities of the DRAM to 
the timing requirements of a partic
ular microprocessor. "We're looking 
at a burst mode, for instance," Tul
japurkar continues. "Given the way 
the internal cache controller in the 
486 works, a burst-mode DRAM 
might reduce the need for a second
ary cache." In such a part, presum
ably, the column access logic would 
be designed to deliver an entire line 
to the 486 cache at burst speed. 

In addition to the more-traditional 
modes for fast access, vendors are 

looking at new modes to solve par
ticular application problems. Toshi
ba, for instance, has borrowed the 
write-per-bit mode from its VRAM 
family for use in a conventional x4 
DRAM. "The mode gives an alterna
tive to the read-modify-write cycle," 
says Kanadjian, "potentially saving 
a lot of time in some systems." 

A similar result comes from an 
entirely different need at TI. Powell 
says the company needed an effi
cient way to store parity bits in its 
memory modules. Since the modules 
typically come in byte-multiple 
widths, the company needed, in ef
fect, a 128kxl or 256kxl part to 
store parity bits . Rather than build 

simply adding some timing and con
trol logic, vendors produced a part 
that was virtually pin-compatible 
with SRAMs, but at a fraction of th e 
cost per bit. An address multiplexer 
and timing generator took in th e 
address broadside, divided it up into 
row and column components and 
strobed it into the selectors. A re
fresh controller kept track of the 
refresh count and did a refresh cycle 
in response to an external signal. 

I Appeal of pseudo-statics 
Originally, pseudo-statics were seen 
as a low-cost alternative to large 
SRAM chips in embedded systems. 
But with the advent of big, wide-

MITSUBISHI'S CORAM SOLUTION 
Mitsubishi has 
taken an extra 
step in trying to 
shrink memory 
systems for small 
computers. The 
CORAM combines 
standard DRAM 
and cache data 
memory on a 
single die. The 
device reduces 
parts count and 
keeps the critical 
cache-to-DRAM 
data path on chip. 
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a DRAM at such an uneconomical 
density, the company came up with 
a new idea, which it christened a 
parity DRAM. 

"The device is a 256kx4 DRAM, 
but with four column address strobe 
(CAS) lines," says Powell. "With one 
CAS per bit, we can individually se
lect each of the four bits at each 
address on the chip." In addition to 
Tl's original application, the device 
apparently can be used to provide 
write-per-bit functionality for 
graphics memories. 

Such elaborate operating modes 
require a good deal of peripheral 
logic to be added to the DRAM's 
memory array. Sometimes this logic 
grows so complex as to change the 
functionality of the DRAM entirely. 
Such is the case for two of the origi
nal specialty DRAM products
pseudo-static DRAMs and VRAMs. 

Pseudo-static DRAMs were a nat
ural outgrowth of the mode prolifer
ation in standard parts. The vanilla 
DRAMs had already incorporated 
their own refresh address counters 
to do automatic CAS-before-RAS 
(row address strobe) refresh. By 

DATA 

word parts, the emphasis is chang
ing. If the main memory of a 
palmtop computer consists of one 
256kx16 DRAM, it's far more eco
nomical to use a 256kx16 pseudo
static than to include a separate 
DRAM controller. In addition, the 
pseudo-static, because it controls its 
own refresh timing, can potentially 
use less standby power than an 
equivalent low-power generic 
DRAM. These facts may come as a 
rude surprise to PC core logic chip 
set designers, who have been busily 
incorporating DRAM controllers 
into their compact chip sets. 

DRAM vendor Mitsubishi has done 
a good deal more than mimic an 
SRAM. In its new CDRAM, the com
pany has added a 4kx4 cache data 
RAM to a 1Mx4 DRAM die . "The 
on-chip 64-bit data path between 
the two memories lets you transmit 
a small block of data very quickly to 
the cache," says Mitsubishi's Hart. 
Used with an external cache control
ler and tag RAM, the part offers a 
novel solution to small, cache-based 
memory systems. 

While the pseudo-statics focus on 
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low power for the battery market, 
the other classical example of spe
cialty DRAMs, VRAMs, is moving in 
the opposite direction. Driven by a 
need to differentiate-perhaps to jus
tify high prices-and easily pushed 
around by big customers, VRAMs 
seem to be caught in the throes of 
rampant feature proliferation. 

I VRAM complexities multiply 
Customers have been complaining 
for some time that VRAMs are diffi
cult to use , primarily because every 
vendor has its own feature set, and 
so-though everybody makes 
VRAMs-all the parts end up being 
single-sourced if you use their best 
features. "Extended features are 
very important, but how to decide 
when to use a new feature is tough," 
warns Desi Rhoden, a member of the 
technical staff at Hewlett-Packard's 
graphics technology division (Fort 
Collins, CO). "Design management 
has to look at it in terms of goals
can we meet this goal without using 
a single-sourced feature, or do we 
have to take the risk?" 

JEDEC has tried to help by devel
oping a standard VRAM feature set, 
but the committee proposal isn't pub
lic yet. And if the proposal isn't very 
aggressive about incorporating the 
latest thinking, by the time the stan
dard is out vendors will have tram
pled it in their rush to differentiate. 

"We started out with a 1-Mbit part 
with essentially JEDEC features ," 
says Toshiba's Kanadjian. "Now 
we've added flash write , in which 
one command can erase an entire 
row of bits; block write, in which we 
load a data pattern into a register 
and then strobe it into memory with 
repeated writes; and split transfer, 
in which we divide the serial regis
ter in two and then double buffer to 
permit uninterrupted output at the 
serial port." 

This ambitious feature set is be
ing adopted in one form or another 
by most VRAM vendors. But there's 
more to come. In the next genera
tion, Toshiba has decided on a 2-
Mbit part-"Customers told us it 
was more useful than a full 4-Mbit," 
says Kanadjian-with even more 
features available as metal mask 
options. 

One trick will be a pipelined fast 
page mode, related to the mode Vi
telic plans for its DRAMs. Another 
goody will be a stop register to mark 
the end of data in the serial register. 
This will let designers essentially fix 
the length of the serial register in 

hardware to fit the number of pixels 
on their CRT lines, regardless of the 
internal organization of the VRAM. 

But the grand prize for fancy may 
go to another vendor, Micron, for a 
three-port VRAM. Other vendors 
have already made the VRAM's se
rial port bidirectional, so the chip 
can capture serial data as well as 
regurgitate it. Micron, though, 
learning from some customers that 
the bidirectional serial port was a 
bottleneck, has added an entirely 
separate second serial port. "Basi
cally, the part is a 1-Mbit VRAM 
with an additional serial register," 
says Micron's Mailloux. ''The two reg
isters work independently except dur
ing register-to-register transfers." 

For good measure, the part man-

A dollar invested in a 
better cache to cut the 
miss rate may be much 
more effective than a 
dollar spent on faster 
DRAMs to reduce the 

miss penalty. 

I I I 

ages to include most of the other 
trendy VRAM features, including 
split transfers , a bit-masked write 
operation and Boolean operations be
tween rows. "In some sense, you can 
think of the part not as a VRAM but 
as an intelligent FIFO," says Phil 
Martin, Micron product marketing 
manager for multiport DRAMs . 
"We're having fun watching custom
ers come up with applications." 

The VRAM idea has spawned a 
whole series of parts that are only 
DRAMs in a technical sense. Field 
memories and line memories
DRAMs with only serial inputs and 
outputs but no random-access port 
at all-will play key roles in the 
evolution of digital television and 
eventually high-definition televi
sion. Such chips offer huge storage 
capacity and moderate speed at low 
cost-per-bit-just the prescription 
for big digital imaging systems 
where one frame may gobble up sev
eral megabytes. 

As the amount of application-spe
cific logic around the DRAM array 
increases, one is led to a logical ques
tion: "Why not put ihe DRAM on an 
ASIC , rather than put full-custom 
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logic around the DRAM?" After all, 
most of the features on existing pro
duction DRAMs are metal-mask op
tions, anyway. 

Toshiba's Kanadjian offers an in
triguing answer to the question. 
"Technically, it would be quite possi
ble to put down a DRAM block with 
a gate array," he says. "In fact, we 
heard quite a lot of interest when we 
presented a paper on the subject a 
while ago. But we haven't any im
mediate plans that I know of." 

It could be that with the increas
ing proliferation of modes, features 
and I/O styles, a semicustom prod
uct is the end of the specialty DRAM 
evolution. In this view of the future , 
wide-word standard parts would be
come the dominant products. The xl 
and x4 chips would be virtual spe
cialty products, used only in enor
mous arrays. There would continue 
to be specialty development for ex
tra-fast and extra-low-power 
DRAMs. But the bulk of what are 
today specialty needs-niches for 
pseudo-statics , VRAMs and so 
forth-would be met by a few master 
slices, producing a range of semicus
tom and semistandard products 
through gate-array, or perhaps stan
dard-cell, techniques. 

Such a situation would provide 
solutions for the well-heeled cus
tomer with peculiar design ideas 
and for the small DRAM vendor who 
chooses to serve niche markets. It 
would also couple the whole range of 
DRAM applications, from the most 
generic to the most obscure, into the 
inexorable march to higher density 
and higher speed. • 
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Application determines 
best approach 
to multiprocessing 
Warren Andrews 
Senior Editor 

Multiprocessing gets around some 
of the shortcomings inherent in 
microprocessor design-not enough 
compute power. But applications 
determine which of a variety of 
multiprocessing schemes on standard 
or proprietary buses are used. 

M ultiprocessing-putting 
more than a single microprocessor 
to work on a problem-is becoming 
an increasingly popular technique 
for boosting system horsepower. 
However, simply adding processors 
to a system doesn't necessarily guar
antee an increase in performance if 
it's not accompanied by the proper 
application and operating system 
software. The issue becomes even 
more complex when designers are 
dealing with real-time solutions 
where deterministic behavior is es
sential. Finally, within a standard
bus environment, there are further 
constraints on how information is 
transferred from one part of a sys
tem to another across a system bus. 
The real problem is how to imple
ment such multiprocessing mech
anisms without affecting either 
determinism or performance. 

Despite these obstacles, multipro
cessing approaches are mushroom
ing in popularity in both industrial 
real-time and commercial Unix en
vironments . Today's systems, 
whether supplying real-time control 
for a multidimensional flight simu-

lator or lightning response for a 
compute or file server, are demand
ing more power than silicon vendors 
are able to put on a single die or in 
a single package. While the individ
ual multiprocessing approaches are 
as varied as the applications served, 
they generally fall into one of two 
basic camps: tightly or loosely 
coupled. 

Certainly it's convenient to define 
multiprocessing solutions as one or 
the other of these approaches but it's 
not always accurate. It's possible
and in many cases, being done-to 
combine the approaches to satisfy 
specific requirements . Furthermore, 
the applications themselves go a 
long way to dictate exactly how a 
multiprocessing scheme is imple
mented. In addition, it's easy to be 
trapped by fallacious reasoning 
that's a result of some illusion about 
multiprocessing. 

I M ultiprocessing illusions 
"It's sometimes easy to look at mul
tiprocessing and draw some incor
rect conclusions," says John Hyde, 
Multibus II marketing manager at 
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Intel (Hillsboro, OR). "The first illu
sion about multiprocessing is that 
it's simple. There's a tendency on the 
part of some designers to minimize 
the complexity of multiprocessor de
sign." Hyde says that too often pro
cessors or processor systems are 
thrown together without enough 
thought as to how they will work 
together. And when poorly imple
mented, a multiprocessing design can 
actually detract from, rather than add 
to, a system's performance, he adds. 

"Another common illusion is that 
loosely coupled architectures neces
sarily provide less performance than 
tightly coupled approaches-partic
ularly in Unix applications," says 
Hyde. "But in many cases loosely 
coupled architectures can outper
form tightly coupled systems-espe
cially when dealing with standard 
bus/system architectures. And de
spite elaborate models indicating 
that large numbers of processors 
can be closely coupled on a standard 
architecture bus-such as Future
bus+-there may be a gap between 
the model and reality when the 
number of processors exceeds four in 



a conventional shared-memory, 
multiprocessor architecture." 

Other illusions, says Hyde, deal 
with inconsistencies between the 
fundamental operating characteris
tics of tightly coupled systems and ~a~~? 
their real-time performance. Error ~ 
rate differences between the two ap
proaches and software and real
world constraints to concatenating a 
large number of processors in a co
herent system can interfere with 
critical timing parameters. "These 
issues, as well as other issues spe
cific to the application, all become 
part of the problem of defining and 
implementing a multiprocessing 
system," he says. And almost every 
multiprocessing approach calls for 
sitting on one side of the fence or the 
other-either loosely or tightly cou
pled processing. 

Loosely coupled and tightly cou
pled architectures are widely dis
cussed, yet there's often little con
sensus about what's meant. For 
example, terms such as "massively 
parallel compute engine" are often ,,..,,...,,_ 
used, but mean different things to 
different people. And far too often 
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tightly coupled architectures are 
thought of as performance winners 
while loosely coupled architectures 
are considered at the bottom of the 
performance spectrum. 

When real computing power is re
quired, though, loosely coupled ap
proaches are almost exclusively in
voked (see "The power and 
simplicity of distributed comput
ing," on p 75). When Digital Equip
ment Corp wanted to do an exhaus
tive simulation of Futurebus+, for 
example, the company tied 34 of its 
latest 8800 VAX machines together 
through some kind of network 

scheme, and these machines-total
ling $1. 7 million in compute power
completed the simulation in eight 
days. 

The basic concept of loosely cou
pled multiprocessing is using two or 
more similar (or dissimilar) com
puter systems coupled together to 
attack a single task. Fundamental 
to this concept is the idea that each 
processor is its own encapsulated 
entity, complete with processor, pro
gram and data memory, some kind 
of interface or communication 
scheme for talking to other proces
sors, and the VO it needs to do its 
job. 

The concept of each board being, 
in essence, a complete single-board 
computer (SBC) is key to how a 
loosely coupled system operates. 
Each board has the ability to com
municate with other boards in the 
system so that data or control infor
mation can be exchanged. One of the 
more significant characteristics of 
the loosely coupled architecture is 
that the SBCs in a system don't 
share data. Data is exclusively 

owned by each processor so that any 
other processor requiring data must 
request it, and it can -be ex
changed-but not shared.:-:. J 

Conversely, a tightly coupled ar
chitecture comprises identical pro
cessors sharing a common memory. 
And this model serves well if it were 
not for multilevel memory. If noth
ing more than the sharing of a com
mon memory was required in a 
tightly coupled architecture, imple
mentation would be relatively 
straightforward. But today's proces
sors (especially RISC machines) fly 
along at such quick execution speeds 

Ironies' /V-SPRC-
25A board has 
provision for two 
separate buses: a 
standard VME sys
tem bus and a 
high-speed, cache
coherent secon
dary M bus. Be
cause of the 
board's relative 
size and the num
ber of chips in
volved, a full-sized 
6Ux 160-mm VME 
card must be used 
as a neighbor 
board to add addi
tional clusters to 
the M bus. 

that keeping their data and instruc
tion queues filled is a big problem. 
The idea of incorporating cache mem
ory therefore looms significantly. 

I Cache coherency 
In a single-processor system the con
cept of cache has worked well: the 
processor looks first to the high
speed cache to read and write data. 
Depending on the particular cache 
scheme (such as copy-back or write
through), the cache is updated and 
eventually the main memory is 
brought up to date . But where mul
tiple processors must share the 
same memory space, there could 
easily be problems when the data 
that one processor grabs hasn't yet 
been updated from another's cache, 
creating significant system errors. 

Maintaining consistency in the 
content of multiple cache memories 
in a tightly coupled, multiprocessing 
system is a major cause of problems 
in both standard and proprietary 
bus-based systems. None of the 
standard, open-architecture buses 
(with the exception of Futurebus+) 
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provides any mechanism for main
taining consistent cache memory 
content--0r cache coherency. 

To provide cache coherency, a bus 
must make provision for such sig
nals as bus snooping or snarfing. 
Snooping is when a cache monitors 
all cache-coherent transactions on a 
processor or system bus. Snooping 
allows a cache to change its cache
line state when reading certain 
transactions. For example, if a cache 
snoops a read-modified, invalidate, 
or write-invalid transaction, it must 
change the state of the cache line to 
invalid. 

In some cases a cache is allowed 
to convert a transaction occurring 
on the bus to a broadcast operation 
and "snarf," or capture, the data. 
This allows the cache to retain a 
shared copy of a cache line without 
an additional transaction. In most 
cases, system modules are permit
ted to snarf read-shared, copy-back, 
read-invalid and shared-response 
transactions. 

In addition, there must be a mech
anism and protocols in place to allow 
for updating multiple caches simul
taneously. Finally, the bus must pro
vide a transfer mechanism that lets 
caches be updated quickly enough so 
that the system isn't paralyzed dur
ing cache updates. 

"Many companies have tried, but 
there have been few successful ef
forts at running multiple tightly 
coupled processors sharing a com
mon memory joined by standard 
buses such as VME," says Ed Schul
man, vice-president of marketing at 
Ironies (Ithaca, NY). He explains 
that while many companies, includ
ing Ironies, have been successful in 
implementing limited_ cache-coher
ency techniques on VME through 
the clever application of software, 
performance has been too slow to be 
of much practical use. 

I Loosely coupled 
"Although manufacturers will claim 
their approaches are different," says 
Hyde, "almost all of those boasting 
that they're doing multiprocessing 
on a standard bus-VME and Mul
tibus II vendors- alike-are really 
involved in what boils down to be 
loosely coupled systems." It's far 
easier to execute multiprocessor 
systems on Multibus II than on 
VME, Hyde says, because Multibus 
II was developed specifically to op
erate in a multiprocessing environ
ment. VME, on the other hand, must 
use special software to operate mul-



The power and simplicity of distributed computing 

I t's late in the eve
ning and, once 
again, you're the 
only one left in the 
office. If only your 
personal com
puter/workstation 
was 10 times more 

~---~-~' powerful, or the 
file server faster, then you could have 
completed your project and been home 
hours agoi But a solution is close at 
hand, almost within reach. 

Like most people, you view the net
work you're connected to as a way of 
passing information from one indepen
dent system to another-information 
such as electronic mail or data ex
change between your client system and 
file/printer server systems. It's possible to 
view your network as a single system of 
parallel processors, and all you need is 
the operating software to unlock and 
control the latent power of this multi
processor system. 

When the term "multiprocessing" is 
discussed, the symmetric multiprocess
ing model shown at the top of the dia
gram is most often used. Here multiple 
CPUs are physically close to each other 
and share the same memory; thi s model 
is complicated by the fact that modern 
microprocessors have internal cache 
memories and elaborate algorithms 
must be used to ensure that data in 
memory is consistent. The fundamental 
goal of this symmetric model is to pro
duce a more powerful CPU using multi
ple microprocessors. It's understood that 
all of the microprocessors must be iden
tical, and that some low-level kernel 
software will manage the dispersion of 
software tasks (off-the-shelf software 
that does this, however, isn't available). 

Returning to the network of PCs, the 
basic architecture shown at the bottom 
of the diagram is similar to the sym
metric model. The major difference is 
that the network processors are physi
cally far apart, so the communication be
tween them is slower, hence the term 
"loosely coupled." It's possible to have 
non-PCs, such as VAXes and Macin
toshes, on this network since these 
could have a hardware connection and 
adhere to the same communications 
protocols, but for now, let's assume that 
all of the CPUs on this network are X86-
based PCs. 

The dominant operating system that 
has been used on the PC for many years 
is DOS. Although DOS has undergone 
many enhancements since its introduc
tion in 1982, it's still a single-thread op
erating system-that is, it runs a single 
task or program at a time. Creative engi
neers have written elegant interrupt ser
vice routines that allow a variety of func
tions (such as print spooling, receiving 
electronic mail, network monitoring, 
and so on) to operate "in the back
ground," but the limitations of DOS 
have stifled the notion that a network 
of PCs could be viewed as a large paral
lel processor system. 

The introduction of OS/2, QNX and 
Unix with the nec-
essary communica-
tions capabilities, 
multitasking func-
tions and client-
server constructs 
has fueled net-
work-based appli-
cations. The client-
server model is 
particularly impor
tant since it allows 
an application to 
be divided into sev-
eral tasks that may 
be run concurrent-
ly on different ma-
chines on the net-
work . In other 
words, we can dis-
tribute the process
ing across all of 
the network's com-
puting resources 

CPU B 

and gain the per- MEMORY 

formance increase 
directly. Further-
more, since each 
distributed task operates in the back
ground of a multitasking system at low 
priority, the visible performance of each 
PC isn't adversely affected. 

A recent demonstration of distributed 
processing power was set up by 
Novell-the company used 100 286-
based PCs, running at 6 MHz or 8 MHz 
and linked by Ethernet, to calculate a 
Mandelbrot set A distributed Man
delbrot application was implemented as 
a background server task available to 
other agents on the network; when cli 
ent tasks made a request of the Man-

John Hyde, BS in electronics, Multibus II marketing manager, Intel 

delbrot server, the server would in turn 
start many agent tasks on many proces
sors. The single-system plot was 
benchmarked at 22 hr and 23 min. 
Novell's network completed the plot in 
17 min-80 times faster than the single 
machine. 

It 's interesting to note that while this 
benchmark was running, many of the 
machines on the network were being 
used for text editing and inventory-or
der processing. The agent tasks ran at a 
lower priority than the user tasks, so no 
one on the network was aware of any 
degradation in system performance. 

Intel has used this network model of 
distributed computing in two of its prod-

COMMUNICATIONS 
LINK 

CPU C 

MEMORY 

MEMORY 

uct lines: Multibus II and the Parallel Su
percomputer. The model fits well with 
the ever-increasing leve ls of silicon inte
gration and allows the latest silicon tech
nology to be easily absorbed into a prac
tical application. 

There's a lot of talk in the industry 
about multiprocessing-symmetric mul
tiprocessing components are being de
signed and symmetric multiprocessing 
software is being written. In the mean
time there are many practical problems 
that can be solved with a distributed 
multiprocessing approach. 
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tiple processors in a system. 
"Multibus II is essentially a LAN 

operating on the backplane of a card 
cage, and each card is a node on that 
network," says Hyde. The key to 
keeping the processors operating 
together is the message-passing pro
tocols built into the specification. 
Messages are generated by one pro
cessor and passed to one or more 
others in the system via the main 
parallel system bus. Because the 
bus is completely decoupled from 
each processor in the system, there's 
never any impediment to system or 
individual processor performance. 

"The MPCs (Message-Passing Co
processors) manage all the bus traf
fic and decouple the processors from 
the system bus," Hyde says. "Mes
sages provide the interprocessor 
communications. Also, the Multibus 
II software protocols are based on 
the ISO (International Standards 
Organization) seven-layer model for 
data communication." 

Not only does this model make a 
convenient model for Multibus II , 
says Hyde, it also greatly simplifies 
other implementations of the sys
tem-by requiring a change only in 
the first, or physical, layer of the 
model. "For example, the same pro
tocol and rules apply for intercon
necting boards within a system as 
for connecting systems (crates) to
gether," he says. "And there's no rule 
restricting data flow to copper back
planes or wires. The same protocols 
can just as easily be used in a fiber
optic environment." 

I Loosely coupled supercomputer 
While Hyde points to Multibus II as 
a prime example of a loosely coupled 
architecture, he admits that it sits 
in the middle in terms of perfor
mance. Hyde is quick to point to 
another Intel achievement, how
ever, as an example of how perfor
mance isn't limited in a loosely cou
pled scheme. Hyde's example is 
Intel's hypercube supercomputer. 
Hyde explains that the hypercube 
architecture has undergone a name 
change to a "mesh" architecture be
cause of a conflict over the use of the 
name. 

He says the mesh architecture in 
the supercomputer is much like 
Multibus II in that each computer 
node is a complete entity with pro
cessor and memory, and communi
cation between processors is based 
on the ISO seven-layer stack. How
ever, he maintains , that's about 
where the similarity ends. Multibus 

II is a passive backplane (limiting 
implementations to about 21 slots), 
while the mesh architecture uses an 
active backplane resembling a 
crossbar switch with little limitation 
on expansion. 

The mesh provides an active x, y 
switched backplane. It has a compo
nent called a mesh interface chip 
that ties each board to the mesh. 
The interface has three 8-bit inputs 
and three similar outputs that allow 
packets to be routed from an x in to 
a y out at the same time. Data is 
always handled in packets that have 
a limited amount of header informa
tion and some data. In fact, says 

11There have been few 
successful efforts ·at 

running multiple tightly 
coupled processors 
sharing a common 
memory joined by 

standard buses 
such as VMEbus." 

-Ed Schulman, Ironies 

I I I 

Hyde, the bus has no concept of ad
dresses or data--only packets. As 
the backplane is extended, it can be 
extended in either the x or the y 
direction, and with each extension, 
performance increases-because 
there are more routing paths, and 
thus a higher bus bandwidth. In 
comparison, the performance of a 
passive-backplane system decreases 
as more boards are added because 
they crowd the limited bandwidth. 

The software interface to the 
mesh is in fact a network-the same 
scheme as Multibus II except the 
modules in the mesh architecture 
only allow message passing. There's 
no concept of memory space or I/O 
space on the mesh-the entire sys
tem involves the high-speed routing 
of packets from one processor to an
other. Despite the differences in how 
the backplane is physically con
nected, both the supercomputer and 
Multibus II share the same logical 
operating mechanisms. If, for exam
ple, a program is made to operate in 
a networking environment, says 
Hyde, it will run with no major mod
ification on Multibus II or on a mesh 
supercomputer. 
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But more germane to many real
time applications is an architecture 
with a number of functional units 
operating almost autonomously 
with only a loose link to a central 
organization processor. Such an ar
chitecture, which Ironies' Schulman 
calls "partitioned multiprocessing" 
offers a variety of advantages. First, 
a task can be partitioned, letting 
different CPUs handle different por
tions of the problem. Second, similar 
tasks can be assigned to similar 
processors, simplifying the job of 
control. Third, it's easier to write 
code for separate processors doing 
separate jobs , and the approach 
lends itself to a top-down design 
methodology. Finally, it's possible to 
tailor each CPU in the system to the 
type of job it's expected to do. 

For example, if one part of a proj
ect requires a lot of fast Fourier 
transforms or filtering, a digital sig
nal processor could be invoked . 
Other CPUs could be optimized for 
graphics or selected for economy or 
performance, allowing designers to 
optimize a system totally to a pre
scribed set of priorities. 

I On a standard bus 
While such partitioned approaches 
provide a high level of flexibility and 
performance , tying a system to
gether, maintaining synchroniza
tion and handling inputs and out
puts can result in additional 
problems that are often exacerbated 
by the constraints of standard-bus 
protocols and architectures. Fur
thermore, each application has its 
own unique requirements both in 
terms of the CPUs used and how 
they're programmed and in terms of 
how and what they communicate to 
other CPUs in the system. 

"Multibus II provides the most 
convenient approach for handling 
interprocessor communications 
through its message-passing proto
cols," says Schulman. It provides an 
MPC, which handles interboard 
communications . The MPC de
couples the main processor on board 
from the bus so that under no cir
cumstances can the bus impede the 
operation of the processor. All trans
fers--on and off the board-are han
dled through the FIFO in the MPC. 

In VMEbus-based systems, on the 
other hand, designers have had to 
develop other techniques for buffer
ing the processor from the bus and 
transferring information from board 
to board without interfering with 
the processors. Techniques such as 



The Multibus II product line has changed. 
We've dramatically reduced your costs 

and added dozens of products. And that's 
great news when your designs call for more 
than a PC. 

Today, our Multibus II system with a 386'" 
CPU, disk, tape, and 4MB of RAM is priced at 
just $9,995. 

And the costs of our Multibus II single 
board computers are down as much as 47%. 

Now you can build the Multibus II disci
pline right into your system for the price of 
VME or EISA. Multibus II's new MPI bus inter
face chip is perfect for building simple analog, 
digital, or serial interface boards. It costs just 
$40 in quantities over 100. 

The Multibus II product line has expanded, 
too. In the last year alone, we've added over a 
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for the better. 
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mailboxes, semaphores or similar 
devices have emerged to create 
something similar to a message
passing environment. 

One of the keys to implementing 
such "message passing" on VME is 
th e u se of cleverly designed inter
face chips . One of the first to offer 
total message-passing capability 
was the FGA002 interface chip de
veloped by Force Computers (Camp
bell, CA). This chip lets message 
blocks be passed to mailboxes estab
lish ed by the FGA002. However, the 
chip is a relatively large device in
corporating a lot more than a mes
sage-passing capability and VME
bu s interface, and as a result, it 
hasn't seen wide use outside of 

Force. In addition, it's sold exclu
sively by Force, and it's unlikely that 
competitors would purchase the 
chip from Force unless necessary. 

The VMEbus Interface Controller 
(VIC) chip, developed by the consor
tium ofVMEbus makers and manu
factured by VTC (Bloomington, IN), 
also has provision for message pass
ing via mailboxes and is just now 
starting to see wide use. In addition 
to being used by Radstone, the chip 
is used by Ironies, Matrix, Om
nibyte, Heurikon and others. Still 
other interface chips use slightly 
modified approaches to essentially 
achieve the same result. 

The AVICS (Advanced VMEbus 
Interface Chip Set) interface solu-
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Ironies' latest RISC-based CPU board uses a Cypress Semiconductor implementation of 
the Spare chip set. The chip set is tied to memory via Sun 's M bus, which also allows 
multiple-processor chip sets- Spare clusters- to share the same cache-coherent, 
processor/memory bus. 
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tion from DY-4 Systems (Nepean, 
Ontario), for example, incorporates 
most of the necessary multiprocess
ing hooks, including a memory map 
control to facilitate interprocessor 
message passing and a location 
monitor with a built-in FIFO mes
sage queue. Key to the operation of 
the AVICS is the DARF (data/ad
dress register file ), which provides 
the physical interface between the 
local microprocessor, local bus and 
the VMEbus . This serves to de
couple the processor from the bus 
when not involved in a VMEbus 
transfer. It also holds the location 
monitor and handles what the com
pany calls "linear addressing"-a 
scheme whereby message-passing 
software can be simplified. 

But, despite efforts to try and 
standardize as much of the multi
processing structure on VME as pos
sible, applications vary widely and 
call for even more creative software 
solutions. "It turns out," says Kim 
Rowe, president of Multiprocessor 
Tool-smiths (N e pean, Ontario ), 
"that each application has its own 
special requirements. In some cases, 
exchanges between processors are 
minimal; in others, so much infor
mation needs be exchanged that the 
VMEbus is insufficient." In such 
cases, bus traffic must be off-loaded 
to a secondary bus such as the VME 
subsystem bus (VSB), or directed 
through other bus channels such as 
those residing on daughterboards. 

I Keeping processors at top speed 
Each application also has other re
quirements, in addition to simply 
the quantity of data that has to be 
transferred. "In most cases of real
time multiprocessing," says 
Radstone's Silverman, "there's little 
need to transfer large blocks of 
data-most transfers require rela
tively small block transfers." But 
one of the keys to any real-time sys
tem, he says, is keeping each proces
sor running at top speed so that it 
can service its real-time tasks. 

To do that, it's essential to let the 
processor run as unhindered as pos
sible from any VO activity. "This 
means that a processor shouldn't be 
bothered by any VO," says Silver
man. "Access from the VO to the 
processor should be restricted to a 
'need-to-know' basis ." Radstone has 
developed a "free-flow" architecture 
to solve this problem and keep as 
much unnecessary traffic away from 
the processor as possible. 

Key to Radstone's free-flow archi-
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tecture is the efficient use of on
board buses and the secondary VME 
bus, or VSB. "In addition to provid
ing fast interprocessor communica
tions when necessary, VSB makes it 
possible to more tightly couple cer
tain subsystems where necessary," 
says Silverman. "Though a few ven
dors continue to use VSB for addi
tional VO, many of the VME makers 
as well as the five major companies 
that have signed onto VSB as the 
way to go in multiprocessing config
urations use the bus only for high
speed interprocessor messages." 

In its latest board, Radstone uses 
a Motorola 68040 in conjunction 
with a 68020 to provide a tightly 

REQUESTER l LOCAL BUS 
TIMING 

CONTROL 

j_ 
t j_ , 

[ LOCAL ~ CONTROL SIGNAL ~ VM EBUS ] [ 
TIMEOUT TRANSFORMATION TIMEOUT 

' 
VMEBUS 

coupled subsystem on a single VME 
board. The 040 on a local bus is 
coupled to the DRAM and the VSB, 
while the 020 is ported to the DRAM 
and the VMEbus. The 040 uses its 
on-chip bus-snooping resources to 
make sure that the DRAM and 
cache match, so that the 020 doesn't 
get caught with stale data. 

In some cases, CPUs in multipro
cessing systems manage bus traffic 
as well as some kind of VO . And, in 
such applications, the distinction 
between an intelligent VO controller 
and an VO processor becomes some
what blurred. "The big difference 
that I see is that simple intelligent 
I/O serves a single function and 
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doesn't have the capability of mak
ing decisions," says Radstone presi
dent Pete Yeatman. "For example, 
Radstone's SCSI 11 board allows not 
only handling the information on 
and off the SCSI bus, but the proces
sor has its own program and data 
memory such thatitcan take control 
of the VMEbus and/or VSB and di
rect data to other members of the 
system." 

Mike Strang, vice-p:r:~sident of lld
vanced technology at SBE (Concord, 
CA), basically agrees with Yeat
man's explanation of ii)telligent VO 
vs . processor node. However, in 
many of the communications boards 
SBE sells, the applications are 





Capture an image, manipulate it, transmit it, display it-and do it 

all with Brooktree's Image Technologies. They'll give your system 

a visual edge in competitive markets. 

In fact, Image Technologies can be the key differentiator in 

today's look-a-like world. At Brooktree, we're dedicated to creat

ing the highly integrated devices designers need to set their sys

tems apart with exciting imaging and graphics capabilities. 

IMAGE ACQUISITION 
Image Acquisition starts with our Bt251 Gray-Scale or Bt253 Color 

Image Digitizer chips. They're the easy, economical way to add 

image capture to your system, with flexible architectures and 

standard MPU interfaces. 

And they link up to our new Bt261 30 MHz Line Lock Controller. 

It will change the way you bring video images into your system. 

It's flexible and fully programmable. 
Program it to strip horizontal and vertical sync information 

from any incoming video signal it encounters. Program its sync 

noise gating to cope with noisy signals and to enable locking to 

horizontal sync. 

In fact, you won't find a more flexible solution to the timing 
control section of your design. Or a better way to assure your 

Image Acquisition system is programmed for success. 

IMAGE MANIPULATION 
Once you capture an image, change it. 

That's easy with our Bt281 real-time Color Space Converter/ 

Color Corrector chip. It's programmable and lets you convert from 

any color space to any other, including YIQ, YUV, RGB and Y, R·Y, 

B·Y, while capturing or displaying the image. 

So now you can optimize the color space of your frame buffer 

for image processing independent of the video signal you're digi· 
tizing and the CRT's RGB needs. The Bt281 handles everything. 

Since the Bt281 has programmable matrix coefficients and 

input look-up RAMs you can also use it for gamma correction, 

color correction or other image restoration techniques. 

And if you think that's hot, you should see the Image Manipula· 

tion chips we'll be introducing this winter. Here's a hint: It will 
scale new heights. 

IMAGE TRANSMISSION 
How can you send your image from here to there? Digitally? In 

real time? 

Enter two more pieces of Brooktree's Image Technologies story: 

The Bt291 and Bt294 VideoNet"' point-to-point Video Interfaces. 



Simply put, the Bt291 and Bt294 let you ship and receive live 

color digital video using an 8-bit interface. 

Which means you can replace about a square foot of board real 

estate with two highly integrated devices. And take the rest of the 

week off. 

The two devices have, respectively, input or output look-up 
table RAMs to simplify the inter

face to the frame buffer and to add 

or remove gamma correction and 

scale signal levels. 

So if you 're working with 

CCIR601, SMPTE RP125, EBU 

3246-E or other digital video stan-
dards, we've done our parts. You Sc'"""'"'-"- 5""'mage 

ECameras~ A.IDs 

take it from here. 

IMAGE PRESENTATION 
When it comes to display technology, our true colors really shine. 

We invented RAMDACs. We understand the special needs of 

graphics systems designers. And we've never stopped 
innovating. 

Imaging 
Systems 

A perfect example is our Bt473, designed specifically for VGA 

true-color graphics. It has three 256x8 color look-up tables with 

8-bit video D/A converters to support 24-bit true-color operation. 

And it can also support 8-bit pseudo-color, 8-bit true-color and 15-

bit true-color operations. That makes it a perfect match for the 

Bt253 supporting the same formats. 

Format 
Conversions, 
Geomet•~ 

Transmisston • Decompression 

81281 

Coloo Spice 
Converter 

Timing 
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Lock Loop 

Still Image 
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CRT 
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Disk 

Printers 
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Now our new TrueVu™ RAM

DAC, the Bt463 is what's hot for 

designers of next-generation 

workstations eager to add win

dows capability, and delighted to 

do virtually everything with a sin

gle device. The Bt463 is the first 

monolithic true-color RAMDAC. 
Rec•••eos That means it supports multiple 

display modes-both True Color and Pseudo Color-

simultaneously. And with multiple windows, you get multiple 

colormaps, avoiding conflicts. Bt463 supports multiple plane 

depth, too, so a window can be 24, 16, 12 or 8 planes deep. And for 

a little frosting on the cake, it's flexible and easy to design in. 
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B 8-Bit Flash AID Converter, 18 MSPS, External Zero and Clamp Control, 

\ On-Chip Voltage Reference, Overflow Output, No Video Amplifier Required, 
' \ 28-Pin PLCC or 24-Pin DIP Package. 

highly integrated chip you need to han~le ~ • lms-Bit Single Channel Image Digitizer, 18 MSPS, 4:1 Multiplexed 

to 
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Brooktree Corporation 
9950 Ba~nes Canyon R • 
San Diego, A 92121 
1-800-VIDEO IC. FAX 1-619-452-7294 
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\ijdeo Inputs, 256X8 Look-up Table RAM, MPU Adjustable Gain and Offset, 

c Detection, No Video Amplifier Required, 44-Pin PLCC Package. 
\ 

~...w.; ...... 8-Bit Triple Channel Image Digitizer, 18 MSPS, 2:1 Multiplexed Video 

~puts , Output Format Logic, MPU Adjustable Gain and Offset, Sync Detection, 

N Video Amplifier Required, 84-Pin PLCC Package. 

..-.,.u.=• LlllHSYNC Line Lock Controller, 30 MHz Pixel Clock Generation, MPU 

Programmable Video Timing, Programmable Noise Gating, Generate HSYNC, 

Recovers VSYNC and FIELD, External VCO or High Speed Crystal Oscillator 
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Interpolation/Output Decimation, 

Standard MPU Interface, 36 MHz, 

84-Pin Package. 

T , SMISSION 

llDRGB-to-CCIR 601/SMPTE RP125 Encoder, RGB Input Look-up Tables, RGB 

to YCrCb C~nversion, Flexible Digital Filtering of YCrCb, 16-Bit YCrCb 110 Bus, 

Ancillary lnputf ort, Handles Video Timing Control, 100-Pin PLCC Package. 

' : • • YCrCb to CCIR,~01/SMPTE RP125 Decoder, Handles Video Timing 
"' 

Recovery, Ancillary 0~1fut Port, Error Checking, 16-Bit YCrCb 110 Bus, YCrCb 

GB Output Look· p Tables, 100-Pin PLCC Package. 

TATION 

llBJTrue-Color RAMDAC VG Compatible, Compatible with Bt253 

Output Formats-24-Bit, 15-Bit and 8-Bit True-Color, 6/8-Bit Pseudo-Color, 



Multiprocessor software considerations 

The effort and 
ski lled personnel re
quired to build qual
ity real-time multi
processor systems 
dictate that an off
the-she lf real-time 
multiprocessor oper
at ing system be 

used. During selection, it 's extremely im
portant to ca refu lly consider all aspects 
of the solution. This should include the 
hardware, all the software support re
quired on the target, the development 
envi ronment, system performance, up
grade paths, the total project cost and 
the implementation time. 

The first key software considerat ion is 
the availability of reusable components, 
because of the savings that can be 
achieved when such components are 
purchased. Typical add-on components 
are a fi le system, terminal support, tape 
archive support, network support, net
work file system, remote procedure call, 
and their associated hardware support. 
Make sure that benchmarks are avail
able and can be measured to identify 
performance bottlenecks early on dur
ing design and eliminate rework. 

Industry standards are an essential in
gredient when designers are choosing a 
real-time operating system. The impor
tant standards to be considered are 
Orkid and Un ix. They offer advantages 
including vendor independence, ease of 
porting and high performance. There 
are three complete solutions avai lable 
that address both of these standards: 
the Motorola VMEexec environment, 
the Software Components Group 
pSOS+ with associated components, 
and the Multiprocessor Toolsmiths 
Unison real-time operating system. 

A third key consideration in the evalu
ation of a multiprocessor operating sys
tem is the resource constraints that exist 
in the proposed solution, and the ability 
of the software to deal with these con
straints. Generally, designers choose a 
processor and/or board for the job at 
hand in order to minimize price/perfor
mance. If the application has mixed re
quirements for signal processing, high
performance 1/0, and file support, a mix 
of processors is best; for signal process
ing use an i860 or an AM29K, for high
performance networking use a AM29K, 
and for moderate-performance 1/0 with 

a variety of functions, use an MC68K. 
One main software considerat ion for 

these mixed processors is that they all 
should run the same real -time operating 
system simultaneously, and this rea l
time operat ing system shou ld offer the 
ability to debug the complete applica
tion. If these processors run in this man
ner, the design, implementation and 
maintenance of the application soft
ware becomes substant ially simpler, and 
the effort required to upgrade perfor
mance is reduced to recompilation and 
minor rework. 

Another consideration in the area of 
resource constraints is the issue of appli
cation-induced bus or network satura
t ion. The operating system must be 
tai lorable to insure that performance 
criteria can be met. 

The fourth key software consider
ation is transparency for all system calls, 
or the ability to make all system calls in
dependent of the underlying processor 
that the software is executing on. This 

and system-level debugging, simulation 
capability for the target, and upper and 
middle computer-aided software engi
neering tools. These tools will insure 
that these complex applications can be 
completed quickly and easi ly. 

At the real-time operating system 
level, the debugger must support mixed 
processor debugging, debugging at the 
task and processor level, source- and as
sembly-level support, dynamic target dis
plays, a small target size and impact (to 
make sure that the debugger is useful 
during the critica l system integration 
phase), and remote debugging over 
multiple channels. 

The upper and middle CASE tools 
shou ld provide the capability to auto
mate and accelerate the process of de
velopment considerably. Some key fea
tures to look for are graphical system 
descriptions; automated drawing, place
ment and connection; automatic 
makefiles; automatic code generation; 
performance analysis; temporal behav-

APPLICATION 

l STANDAR D 1/0 

l UNIX 4.3 BSD 110 
-SERIAL 1/0 

1 
-NETWORKING 

PSEUDO DEVICE DRIVERS 
-FILE VO 

l pSOS+ 

MULTIPROCESSOR HARDWARE 

CASEworks/RT includes the Unison operating system, a superset of pSOS+ and 
VMEexec target modules. The architecture of all these solutions is identical, provid
ing vendor independence and easy porting. Unison offers transparent multiprocess
ing, industry standards, reusable components and a rich support environment. 

simplifies applications considerably since 
all processors have direct access to all 
110 services. It also simplifies system de
sign and scheduling, and supports mod
ular expansion to meet new require
ments or eliminate bottlenecks. 

The last key software area is tool sup
port. Users should look for complete en
vironments, not just a real-time operat
ing system. These environments should 
include mixed multiprocessor source-

ior analysis; standard interfaces, such as 
emacs and dbxtool; automatic docu
ment generation; and near real-time 
simulation. 

Taking this type of approach during 
evaluation will lead to a solution meet
ing both short-term and long-term re
quirements, reduce project risk to a min
imum, minimize cost, and insure that 
project development and maintenance 
time is minimized. 

Kim Rowe, MEng, president, Multiprocessor Toolsmiths 
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I MULTIPROCESSING 

somewhat different and therefore 
the definitions have to be a little 
different. Strang describes a system 
where a main processor is running 
Unix, or some other general-purpose 
operating system, and a secondary 
system is simultaneously running a 
communications protocol such as 
the Transmission Control Proto
col/Internet Protocol or X.25. 

"Simple intelligent I/O, in com
parison to multiprocessing solu
tions , generally only carries the net
working solution through the link 
layer of the seven-level ISO model," 
says Strang. "Processor boards, to fit 

the data on and off the cards fast 
enough. The problem is exaggerated 
when communications protocols 
such as FDDI (Fiber Distributed 
Data Interface), capable of transfer
ring data at 100 Mbits/s, swallow up 
the bandwidth. VME64 should pro
vide enough additional bandwidth 
to keep VME viable for at least an
other processor generation." 

Although Strang sees VME64 as 
a salvation for VME multiprocess
ing, his opinion isn't necessarily 
echoed by the vendors involved in 
solving real-time problems. "Be
cause of the type of transfers and the 

DY-4'S AV/CS ON AN SBC 
A typical single
board computer 
takes advantage of 
DY-4's Advanced 
VMEbus Interface 
Chip Set (AV/CS) 
with a 6809201 
0301040 processor 
and provides the 
full VME interface, 
master/slave 
capability and high 
bandwidth. The 
two main function
al units of the 
AV/CS chip set are 
the ASA control cir
cuit (ACC) and the 
data/address reg
ister file (DARF). 
The ACC handles 
interrupts and ar
bitration and con
tains local bus 
time-out. auto ID 
and various timing 
functions. The 
DARF provides the 
physical interface 
between the local 
MPU, local bus and 
VMEbus. 

EPROM I .I __ sE_if_~A_L_.,. 

DUAL-PORTED 
MEMORY 

VSB 
INTERFACE 

DATA/ADDRESS 
REGISTER FILE 

(DARF) 

i VMEBUS BUFFERS I 
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VMEBUS 

into a true multiprocessing environ
ment, have to be able to handle 
transactions through the transport 
layer." And while many multipro
cessing applications-particularly 
real-time applications-call for only 
a few block transfers over the bus to 
keep the nodes cruising along, com
munications boards frequently call 
for a lot more bandwidth. 

"VME64, the 64-bit data mode for 
speeding VME transfers in long con
tiguous blocks, looks like it will be a 
major benefit to many VME commu
nications applications," says Strang. 
"One of the major problems we have 
with VME now is that VMEbus 
bandwidth is so limited. In some 
cases, we've had to use VSB to get 

reality of memory speeds, it doesn't 
pay to do VME64 in high-perfor
mance real-time multiprocessing 
systems," says Radstone's Silver
man. There are few occasions in 
real-time transactions where large 
blocks of data have to be trans
ferred. And in those cases, it may not 
be advisable to tie up the system bus 
(VMEbus); doing so could cause 
problems in responding to real-time 
stimuli. It would probably be better 
to handle such transfers with the 
VSB or another external bus. 

I Tightly coupled systems 
The alternative to such loosely cou
pled multiprocessing systems is the 
tightly coupled system, sometimes 
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called a shared-memory multipro
cessing system. One of the keys to 
this approach-diametrically oppo
sed to loosely coupled-is that all 
data is shared. Basically, the tech
nology in shared-memory multipro
cessing is well known-the real trick 
is implementing it in a cost-effective 
way. 

The tightly coupled approach has 
become an answer to adding more 
Mips in cases where a single CPU 
was insufficient to meet the system 
requirements. Inherent in the con
cept of multiple closely coupled pro
cessors is the concept of symmetry: 
that all the processors in the system 
be identical. While from a hardware 
point of view it's quite possible to 
interconnect a variety of proces
sors-such as an 80486, 68040, 
MIPS R3000 and Spare-in a sys
tem, it's unlikely that many pro
grammers would volunteer to write 
code for such a combination. (As will 
be discussed, multiple different pro
cessors are both accepted and widely 
used in loosely coupled systems.) 

Inherent too in the concept of 
tightly coupled multiprocessing is 
the idea that it requires special soft
ware. Standard s ingle-threaded 
software will show no advantage 
running on a closely coupled multi
processing system since its program 
flow is sequential. To gain the ad
vantages of such architectures, soft
ware (either application or operat
ing system) must be partitioned to 
schedule different elements of the 
overall program to each of the in
cluded CPUs. And when writing 
such multithreaded software it's 
critical that programmers link tim
ing so that sequential operations are 
handled efficiently. Poor program
ming could result in one processor 
being idle during most of the time 
that it must wait for another to com
plete its calculations. 

The two major problems are how 
to schedule tasks among processors 
and how to handle such things as 
interrupts when a task is being par
titioned among multiple processors. 
Each company pursuing a sym
metric multiprocessing project is de
veloping its own set of rules to han
dle these problems. "At Intel there 
are efforts going on in the direction 
of symmetrical multiprocessing as 
well as in loosely coupled architec
tures," says Hyde. 

Intel's current effort in tightly 
coupled symmetrical processing is 
perhaps exemplary of what's hap
pening at other companies. "Though 



New world Record 
VMEbus Data Dash! 
VMIC's new NETWORKZTM is a 
high speed, high performance, 16 
chassis multidrop VME- to-VME 
parallel network that f ea tu res data 
transfers @ 20 Mbytes/s*, reflective 
memory, 3 interrupts, and a price 
that won't overload your budget! 

If your existing VMEbus network is too slow 
to keep up with your growing demands 
NETWORKZ™ is the fastest and most simple 
solution! In fact, newNETWORKZ™ is up to 
50 times faster than comparable computer 
products. You don't have to be able to read 
minds to know the best choice for your VME
to-VME network needs. VMIC's new NET
WORKZ™ will enable you to cross the finish 
line in world class, record breaking real time! 

• 2 Year Warranty • 24 Hour Customer Ser
vice Hot Line • 20 Mbytes/s Data Transfers 
(*5 foot cable) • Multidrop Capability (up to 
16 chassis) • No Processor Overhead or 
Involvement in Network Operation • Differ
ential Line Drivers & Receivers provide -t 7 V 
of Noise Immunity • A24:A32:D32:D16:D8 
Memory Access • A16:A24:A32:D8 Status & 
Control Access • Single 6 U Board 

New NETWORKZ™ transfers data by writ
ing to on-board global RAM. Data written 
into the 1 Mbyte of reflective memory is 
broadcast to all nodes on the network without 
further involvement of the sending or receiv
ing nodes. Data transfers from memory loca
tions on sending nodes to corresponding 
memory locations on receiving nodes. 
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In addition to transferring data between nodes, 
NETWORKZ™ will allow any processor in 
any chassis to generate a VMEbus interrupt 
on any other chassis. Three interrupts are 
available. The user may define function, 
priority, and vector for each interrupt. Any 
processor can generate an interrupt on any 
other VMEbus on the network. In addition, 
any processor on the network can generate an 
interrupt on all VMEbuses on the network 
simultaneously. It's time you network in 
world class, record breaking real time - call 
VMIC toll-free and see how fast we are! 
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In its latest single-board computer,1 
Radstone Technology uses a dual I l 
Motorola 68000 structure on a single 
card. The 68040 shares memory with 
both the 68020 and the VME subsystem 
bus, while the 68020 shares the system 
VMEbus. Bus snooping on the 68040 is 
used to maintain cache consistency be
tween the two processors. The card can 
serve as a stand-alone CPU in a dedi
cated system or as a node in a loosely 
coupled multiprocessing system. 

it's most likely to show up first in 
some personal computer implemen
tation, where there seems to be an 
insatiable thirst for performance (as 
well as a seemingly bottomless 
pocket)," says Hyde, "a similar ap
proach would be applicable to other 
buses." An earlier effort in the su
percomputer area, worked on jointly 
with Siemens and known as BIIN, 
was abandoned earlier this year. 

The current effort contains sym
metrical processing modules includ
ing a processor, a second-level cache 
controller, a bus controller and a 
currency unit. The currency unit is 
really nothing more than an inter
rupt controller with a fancy name, 
explains Hyde. The bus tying the 
memory to the bottom side of the 

second-level caches hasn't yet been 
defined. 

According Lo Hyde, Futurebus+ 
could be used only if the specifica
tion was "boiled down to a shared
memory, symmetric processing sub
set such as what the Multibus 
Manufacturers Group has been re
questing for over the past 18 
months. As it is , Futurebus+ comes 
with so much extra baggage that it 
couldn't easily fill the bill of the in
ternal cache-coherent multiprocess
ing bus." 

Interestingly, the Intel chip 
makers call the multiprocessing bus 
a "differentiation" bus. It's referred 
to as a differentiation bus because 
its actual implementation is deter
mined by the system maker. It can 
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be wide (64, 128 or 256 bits) for 
ultimate-performance systems, or 
smaller for more cost-effective im
plementations. Therefore, it's un
likely to become a standardized bus, 
at least on the silicon level. 

I Bus on bus 
Functionally, the differentiation bus 
as described by Intel doesn't differ 
significantly from the M bus defined 
by both Motorola in its 88000 archi
tecture and Sun in its Spare archi
tecture. Primarily a memory bus, 
the M bus is extremely processor
specific and has to be updated with 
each chip revision, so it's not likely 
to become a standard. 

Motorola (Phoenix, AZ) uses its M 
bus in its 88000 Hypermodule , 
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which it sells independently, and 
also on many of its top-performing 
VMEbus cards. Inherently the bus 
is cache-coherent and takes advan
tage of the cache-coherency features 
of the 88000 processor. The advan
tage of the M bus is that it allows 
tight coupling of the 88000 proces
sors without any impact on the sys
tem bus (in this case VME). 

A more open implementation of 
the M bus on a Spare processor in a 
tightly coupled multiprocessing sys
tem is Ironies' latest CPU product. 
The VMEbus board, says Schulman, 
comprises a VME interface using 
the VIC and VAC chips (the VMEbus 
Address Controller chip is simply a 
set of buffers required for certain 
interface functions), an intermedi
ate 680XO bus, a bridge to M bus and 
a Cypress Spare processor, MMU, 
cache, floating-point unit and mem
ory all connected via their own local 
bus- the M bus. He refers to the 
four chips plus memory as a "Spare 
cluster." 

"When the CY7604 MMU is re
placed with a CY7605 multiprocess
ing, cache-coherent MMU," says 
Schulman, "multiple Spare clusters 
can be tied together and share a 
common memory over the M bus." In 
Ironies' implementation, the M bus 
is 64 bits wide and has a transfer 
rate of 200 Mbytes/s. The M bus, 
thanks to Cypress' implementation, 
includes bus snarfing to maintain 
coherency of all the caches in the 
system. "The only other place such 
a snarfing protocol is used is in the 
896.1, logical layer of the Future
bus+ specification," says Schulman. 

Ironies' initial offering provides 
the basic CPU board with a single 
Spare processor offering 25-Mips 
performance. Additional Spare clus
ters can be added with the multipro
cessing, cache-coherent MMU. Be
cause of constraints on the size of 
the main board, though, and be
cause of the number of chips re
quired in each cluster, additional 
clusters don't fit on what's normally 
considered a daughterboard. 

"Instead, we use a secondary 6U 
VME-sized board, which we call a 
neighbor board, that actually plugs 
into the VME backplane but gets 
only power and ground from that 
backplane," says Schulman. Trans
fers from the main CPU-the one 
with the VME interface-to second
ary clusters occur across a separate 
ribbon cable, which allows for the 
high-speed 64-bit 200-Mbyte/s bus. 

Schulman warns, though, that 

even with the cache-coherent, 
shared-memory M bus, it's probably 
unwise to increase the number of 
processor clusters beyond four. The 
demand on the main memory-and 
therefore the bus traffic-could be
gin to have a significant impact on 
system performance . Should the 
size of the available cache be in
creased, he continues, it might be 
possible to increase the number of 
processors beyond four. 

I Application-dependent 
These solutions, whether a single 
CPU, an 88000 Hypermodule or a 
Spare M bus implementation such 
as that from Ironies, basically repre
sent one processing node in a sys
tem. It can be the only processing 
node in a Unix-based system such as 
a workstation, terminal or server, or 
it can be one of several CPU nodes 
in a real-time system. 

"Unix applications tend to be less 
specialized than real-time applica
tions-calling more often for a sin
gle high-speed CPU engine than for 
multiple medium-performance en
gines," says Joel Silverman, com
mercial products marketing man
ager at Radstone Technology 
(Montvale, NJ). "Further, because 
Unix systems don't have to provide 
deterministic performance, they can 
use things such as cache-coherency 
mechanisms, which can result in un
predictable response." For example, 
a processor in a cache-coherent sys
tem may have to update a cache 
before it's able to service an inter
rupt, resulting in a delay in the in
terrupt routine. 

For that reason as well as for 
problems involved in writing appli
cations programs, most real-time 
applications rely on loosely coupled 
multiprocessing architectures . 
Often such systems have one CPU
or a tightly coupled 'cluster' of 
CPUs-running Unix to serve as a 
housekeeping and communications 
center and multiple other CPUs 
running versions of the same system 
or different operating systems. 

I Looking to the future 
While Multibus II and VMEbus slug 
it out for dominance in the 32-bit 
market, Futurebus+ looms as a 
strong contender for a variety of 
multiprocessing applications. It's 
the only standard bus that has full 
provision for cache coherency across 
the bus, letting multiple CPUs be 
closely coupled on the backplane. 
Futurebus+ also has message-pass-
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ing capability, which lets loosely 
coupled architectures reside on a 
Futurebus+ backplane. And, as it's 
currently defined in profile A, the 
board is large enough to accommo
date a large component count per 
board, which might even lead to an
other level of multiprocessing. 

Furthermore , the Futurebus+ 
protocols are such that both loosely 
coupled and tightly coupled archi
tectures can coexist on Futurebus+ 
simultaneously. Nevertheless, while 
it would appear that the bus has 
everything-including a 64-bit 
backplane-there is perhaps not as 
much excitement surrounding the 
bus as could be expected, particu
larly from the traditional VME 
board makers and designers engi
neering real-time systems. 

No one seems bold enough to say 
that Futurebus+ won't happen, but 
there's apprehension about actually 
using the bus. Skeptics see cost as a 
major obstacle, while others believe 
that the profiles have been opti
mized for a workstation environ
ment and that everything-includ
ing the form factor of the existing 
profiles-will have to be revised be
fore Futurebus+ finds its way into 
the real-time control business . 

It's estimated that Futurebus+ 
won't develop a strong position until 
the existing buses-VMEbus and 
Multibus II-move closer to being 
technologically obsolete, and until 
an industrial profile emerges with 
complete support of the VME and 
Multibus II community. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

DY-4 Systems 
(613) 596-9911 . .. ..... Circle 203 
Force Computers 
(408) 370-6300 . . ......... . .. Circle 204 
Intel 
(503) 681-8080 ... . . ... ... . . .... Circle 205 
Ironies 
(607) 277-4060 . . . . Circle 206 
Motorola 
(800) 624-8999 . . . . . Circle 207 
Multiprocessor Toolsmiths 
(613) 727-8707 . .Circle 208 
Radstone Technology 
(201) 391-2700 . . ... Circle 209 
SBE 
(415) 680-7722 . . ...... . ... Circle 210 
VTC 
(6 12) 851-5000 ... ..... . .. . . .... Circle 21 1 



with IRON/CS hig ft~tftroug ft put solutions! 
Selecting a High Performance CPU may be the easiest part of your VMEbus design. But how do you overcome 

the REAL BOTTLENECKS to SYSTEM performance ... getting data in and out, across, and between chassis? -
not to mention the headaches in the design process itself. 

Ironies can help you burn through the high-data-flow haze .. not only with hot CPUs, but with a complete 
line of BOTTLENECK BUSTING BOARDS. 

1i, HIGH-THROUGHPUT SOLUTIONS 
--. FOR REAL-TIME /JO BOTTLENECKS 
HIGH SPEED OMA DAUGHTER BOARDS 
• 92 MByteslsec, sustained, real-time 

110 data rates directly into processor 
memory. 

• designed for the Ironies family of 
RISC processors 

PARALLEL 110 DAUGHTER BOARD 
• data rates up to 38 MBytes/sec 
• designed for use with Ironies Full 

Speed Data Transporter " 

Full Speed Data Transporter and Mulllelate Pipe/me are trademarks 
of Ironies Incorporated SUN ~tations 1s a trademark of SUN 
Microsystems. CASEwrxks/RT and 1n1euaoon KJolklt a1e trademarks 
ol Multiprocessor loo/smith Inc VXWorks is a trademark of Wmd 
Rrver Systems pSOS, pSOS+ are trademar~ of Soltware 
Components Groop 059 rs a trademark of M1eroware. VRTX is a 
trademarkolReadySys!ems 

© 1990 Ironies. Inc. 

~ HIGH-THROUGHPUT SOLUTIONS 
71 FOR VMEBUS CONGESTION 
FULL SPEED DATA TRANSPORTER 
• block transfer rates up to 32 

MBytes/sec across VMEbus 
• optimized for Ironies RISC and CISC 

processor boards 

VSB DAUGHTER BOARDS 
• alternate path for high speed data 

transfers between CPU, Memory and 
110 boards 

• designed for the Ironies family of 
RISC and CISC processors 

~ HIGH-THROUGHPUT SOLUTIONS 
• FOR INTERCHASS/S DATA 

TRANSFERS 
MULTICRATE PIPELINE" 
• 20-30 MBytes/sec, sustained, inter

chassis transfer rates 
• multiple system link for VMEbus 

chassis and/or VME compatible SUN 
Workstations •• 

HIGH SPEED OMA DAUGHTER BOARDS 
• 92 MBytes/sec transfers between 

processor boards or VMEbus chassis 
• designed for the Ironies family of 

RISC processors 

For more information on Ironies ' Hot Processor Boards, High Speed 110 Boards, High-Throughput Data 
Transfer products, Real-Time Target Systems, and High Productivity Development environments, contact: 

Ironies Incorporated phone: 6U7·277-4060 
798 Cascadilla Street fax: 6Ul-272-5787 

Ithaca, New York 14886 telex: 705742 

CIRCLE NO. 44 

~ HIGH-PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS 
• FOR REAL-TIME DEVELOPMENT 

• CASEworks/RT " 
• Integration Toolkit" 
• High Level Debugger 
• Application Simulator 
• Real Time Kernels 

- VXWorks" 
- pSOS, pSOS+ '" 
-OS9'" 
- VRTX'" 

• The most complete, highly inte
grated, and flexible Real Time tool set 

IRON/CS 
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I PRODUCT FOCUS/ High-resolution ADCs 

H ig h-resol ution 
ADCs gain speed 
and on-chip 
functions 
Jeffrey Child, Associate Editor 

A s devices on the digital side
from microprocessors to dig
ital signal processors-get 

faster and more complex, system de
signers hunger for faster and more 
accurate high-resolution analog-to
digital conversion. And to keep up 
with today's shorter design cycles, 
high-resolution A-D converter 
makers are integrating more func
tions on their latest monolithic and 
hybrid A-D converters. 

While hybrids hold a performance 
lead with new 16-bit parts sampling 
at rates up to 500 kHz, the latest 
monolithic A-D converters are rap
idly improving upon the specifica
tions of existing hybrids. In addition, 
new sampling techniques such as 
sigma-delta have given birth to some 
16- through 24-bit application-spe
cific converters with a cost edge over 
devices using more traditional con
version methods. 

"The specifications that were pre
viously only available in hybrid and 
modular devices are now available 
in monolithic form," says Ian Bruce, 
technical marketing engineer at 
Analog Devices (Norwood, MA), add
ing that they have appeared only in 
the last year or so. Analog's AD679 
and AD779 devices exemplify the 
trend in monolithic A-D converters 
toward increased performance and 
more on-chip functions. 

I Subranging architecture 
Both converters use a recursive 

subranging architecture. Part flash 
and part successive approximation, 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

this scheme allows the speed of flash 
conversion at high-resolution levels. 
These 14-bit devices offer a 100-kHz 
sampling rate and an input band
width of 1 MHz. Included on each is 
an S/H amplifier, a clock and bus 
interface circuitry. The AD679 and 
AD779 also have an on-chip +5 V 

110ne advantage of 
sigma-delta converters 

is that the filtering 
tracks exactly with the 

conversion rate. 11 

Craig Ensley, Crystal Semiconductor 

I I I 

reference-which is traditionally 
very difficult to provide in a mono
lithic device. Previously, a designer 
would have to match and test each 
supporting component, each with its 
own ac specifications. By offering the 
S/H amplifier, A-D converter and in
terface circuitry on a single chip, 
Analog has eased the designer's task 
substantially. 

Micro Networks (Worcester, MA) 
also offers a combined solution with 
its MN6400 A-D converter. This de
vice features self-calibration in addi
tion to its other functions. The 16-bit 
MN6400 is capable of digitizing an
alog input signals at a 50-kHz rate 
while providing 16-bit no-missing-

Part f lash and 
part successive 
approximation, 
t he AD679 and 
AD779 from 
Analog Devices 
are both 14-bi t 
A -D converters 
offering a 100-
kHz sampling 
rate and an 
input band
width of 1 
MHz. Included 
on each is an 
SIH amplifier, 
internal refer
ence, a clock 
and bus inter
face circuitry. 

code performance. Self-calibration 
upon power-up achieves specified 
performance, even in extended tem
perature range applications. 

The MN6400 offers a complete set 
offunctions, with an inherent track
and-hold amplifier function, analog 
input buffer, reference, clock and 
control logic circuitry, and a parallel 
data bus driver. All of these functions 
are contained in a single 28-pin dou
ble-wide hybrid DIP. When sampling 
1-kHz full-scale analog input sig
nals, the MN6400 yields an 88 dB 
SIN ratio and -98 dB harmonics. 

Despite the advantages of self-cal
ibration, some debate exists in the 
industry regarding its usefulness. 
"Self-calibrating A-D converters 
tend to produce good linearity and 
SIN ratios," says George Hill , mar
keting staff engineering specialist at 
Burr-Brown (Tucson, AZ). "But, even 
when an A-D converter is self-cali
brating, a user must still worry 
about the gain and offset from other 
parts of the system." Also, it's still an 
open question whether self-calibra
tion on power-up or a one-time cali
bration done at the factory provides 
the better SIN ratio and linearity. 

I Interfacing to DSP chips 
In addition to the trend toward inte
gration, there's a growing trend of 
interest in DSP chips among system 
designers . This interest coaxed A-D 
converter manufacturers such as 
Burr-Brown to develop an A-D con
verter specifically designed to sup
port DSP. Their goal was to provide 
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Analog Devices 181 Ballardvale St, Wilmington , MA 01887 (617) 937-1428 Circle 301 

AD679 14 100 1,000 NMC 0.56 y y monolithic $29.70 sampling ADC 

AD779 14 100 1,000 NMC 0.56 y y monolithic $29.70 same as above 

AD7871 14 83 41.5 NMC 0.06 y y monolithic $29.70 serial/parallel interface 

AD7872 14 83 41 .5 NMC 0.06 y y monolithic $29.70 complete serial interface 

AD9014 14 10,000 4.3 NMC 11.5 N N hybrid $2,800 -

AD77001 16 - 0.01 NMC 0.04 N N monolithic $15 sigma-delta, 10 µW low-power mode 

AD1382 16 500 2.0 NMC 2.8 y y hybrid $595 sampling ADC 

AD1175 22 0.02 2.0 NMC 1.8 N y module S495 -

Analog Solutions 85 W Tasman Dr, San Jose, CA 95134-1703 (408) 433-1900 Circle 302 

ZAD2716 16 100 1,400 0.5 2.3 y y module S220 -

ZAD1605 16 500 2,800 0.5 3.0 y y module $625 -

ZAD1610 16 1,000 5,300 0.8 6.2 y y module $825 -

ZAD2718 18 100 300 0.75 2.3 y y module $275 -

Ana logic 360 Audubon Rd , Wakefield , MA 01880 (508) 977-3000 Circle 303 

ADC3214 14 1,000 1.5 0.75 2.6 y y module $191 subranging ADC 

ADC3110 14 2,000 2.0 0.75 4.1 y y module $522.75 same as above 

ADC4344 16 1,000 10 0.75 4.0 y y module $685.50 2-pass subranging ADC 

AH30217 17 512 µs 0.3 0.026 0.6 N y hybrid $139 triple slope integrating ADC 

ADC5020 18 144 1,000 0.8 2.1 y y module $249 FFT tested 

ADC5120 20 48 142 2.0 2.38 y y module $361 FFT tested, oversampling ADC 

ADC5041 24 0.001 0.03 67 0.5 N y module $76.75 resolution and speed programmable, 6 
channels, UART interface 

ADC5042 24 0.001 0.03 67 0.5 N y module $79.50 resolution and speed programmable, 6 
channels, microprocessor interface 

Burr-Brown PO Box 11400, Tucson , AZ 85734 (602) 746-1111 Circle 304 

ADC71 16 20 - 2.0 0.55 N y hybrid $53.40 industry standard 

ADC76 16 60 - 2.0 0.525 N y hybrid $95 same as above 

ADC700 16 60 - 2.0 0.645 N y hybrid $103.90 microprocessor interface 

ADC701 16 500 - 1.0 2.0 N y hybrid $475 same as above 

PCM78 16 200 - - 0.6 N y hybrid $32.50 audio applications 

PCM1750 18 200 25 - 0.2 y y monolithic - same as above 

DSP101 18 200 100 0.002 0.25 y y hybrid $29.95 to DSP102 has 2 channels 
DSP102 $37.45 

ADC604 12 5,000 10,000 - 6.1 y y hybrid $1 ,100 14-bit accuracy 

Crystal Semiconductor 4210 S Industrial Dr, Austin, TX 78744 (512) 445-7222 Circle 305 

CS5014 14 56 - 0.25 0.12 y N monolithic $45 successive approximation 

CS5016 16 50 - NMC 0.12 y N monolithic $69.20 same as above 

CS5101 16 100 - NMC 0.28 y N monolithic $57.60 same as above 
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Crystal Semiconductor 4210 S Industrial Dr, Austin, TX 787 44 (512) 445-7222 Circle 305 

CS5102 16 20 - NMC 0.044 y N monolithic $39.70 same as above 

CS5126 16 100 24 NMC 0.28 y N monolithic $39.90 same as above 

CS5317 16 20 10 NMC 0.22 y y monolithic $29.40 same as above 

CS5322/3 24 - 0.5 NMC 0.22 y y monolithic $269.70 delta-sigma, 2-chip set 

CS5324 24 - 0.5 NMC 0.15 y N monoli thic $217 delta-sigma 

CS5326/7 /8/9 16/18 50 20 to 22 NMC 0.45 y y monolithic $70.56 to delta-sigma for digital audio 
$97 

CS5336/7 /8/9 16 50 20 to 22 NMC 0.4 y y monolithic $56.40 to same as above 
$73.40 

CS5501 16 4 0.01 0.125 0.025 y N monolithic $18.20 delta-sigma 

CS5503 20 4 0.01 NMC 0.025 y N monoli thic $27.70 same as above 

CS5505 16 0.02 0.01 0.125 0.002 y y monolithic - same as above 

Date I 11 Cabot Blvd, Mansfield, MA 02048 (508) 339-3000 Circle 306 

ADS-930 16 500 8,000 1.0 2.1 y y hybrid $374 full military temperature range, on-board 
FIFO, overflow pin, 3-state outputs 

ADS-976 16 200 6,000 1.5 1.6 y y hybrid $245 on-board FIFO, 3-state outputs, standard 
ADC-76 pinout 

ADS-942 14 2,000 6,000 0.5 2.9 y y hybrid $374 32-pin DIP 

ADS-941 14 1,000 6,000 0.5 2.8 y y hybrid $337 same as above 

ADS-928 14 500 6,000 0.5 3.1 y y hybrid $299 overflow pin, 3-state outputs, 32-pin DI P 

ADS-924 14 300 4,500 0.5 1.4 y y hybrid $199 32-pin DIP 

ADC-908 14 1.0 - 0.5 2.7 N y hybrid $243 on-board clock, overflow pin, 3-state out-
puts 

ADC-914 14 0.3 - 0.5 0.925 N y hybrid $175 24-pin DIP 

Dymec 8 Lowell Ave, Winchester, MA 01890 (617) 729-7870 Circle 307 

2840 20 0.01 0.01 0.1 1.2 N y hybrid $69 variable conversion time/sample rate 

2824 24 0.001 0.01 0.1 1.3 N y module $199 variable conversion time, 2 channels 

Fujitsu Microelectronics, IC Division 3545 N First St, San Jose, CA 95134 (800) 642-7616 Circle 308 

MB87020 16 50 2,500 - 0.5 y y monolithic $22.91 on-board DAC 

ILC Data Device 105 Wilbur Pl , Bohemia, NY 11716 (516) 567-5600 Circle 309 

ADC-00145 14 5,000 10,000 0.5 4 y y hybrid $1 ,250 75 dB S/N ratio, 80 dB spurious-free 
dynamic range 

Micro Networks 324 Clark St, Worcester, MA 01606 (508) 852-5400 Circle 310 

MN6290/91 16 20 10 0.5 1.15 y y hybrid $180 84 dB S/N ratio, - 88 dB harmonics, multi-
range 

MN6295/96 16 50 25 0.5 1.32 y y hybrid $187 84 dB S/N ratio, - 88 dB harmonics, multi-
range 

MN6400 series 16 50 12 1.0 0.74 y y hybrid $175 self-calibrated bus-driver circuit, multi-
range 

MN5284 series 16 50 µs - 0.5 0.255 N y hybrid $249 15-bit NMC 
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Micro Networks 324 Clark St, Worcester, MA 01606 (508) 852-5400 Circle 310 

MN5290/91 16 40 µs - 0.5 0.810 N y hybrid $175 military temperature range 

MN5295/96 16 17 µs - 0.5 0.945 N y hybrid $194 -

MN5280 16 100 µs - 0.5 1.4 N y hybrid $169 -

MN5282 16 50 µs - 0.5 1.4 N y hybrid $187 -

MN5420 20 320 160 - 6.7 y y module $1 ,295 auto-ranging 

Motorola DSP Operation 6501 William Cannon Dr W, Austin , TX 78735-8598 (512) 891-2030 Circle 311 

DSP56ADC16 16 100 45.5 0.5 0.4 y y monolithic $42 12-bit samples at 400 kHz, single 5 V 
supply, zero-glue interface to DSP 

National Semiconductor 2900 Semiconductor Dr, Santa Clara , CA 95052 (408) 721-5000 Circle 312 

ADC12441 13 55 20 0.5 0.07 y N monolithic $13.90 self-calibrating, ±5 V operation 

ADC12451 13 83 20 0.5 0.11 3 y N monolithic $14 .90 self-calibrating, ±5 V operation 

ADC1 241 13 59 32 0.5 0.07 y N monolithic $15 .90 self-calibrating, ±5 V operation 

ADC1251 13 87 32 0.5 0.113 y N monolithic $1 7.50 self-calibrating, ±5 V operation 

Prema Precision Electronics 4650 Arrow Hwy #E5 , Montclair, CA 91763 (714) 621-7292 Circle 313 

5601 25 20 s - - 0.6 N N module 

Sipex 6 Fortune Dr, Billerica , MA 01821 (508) 663-7811 

SP9478 14 500 250 1.0 

HS9476 16 50 200 2.0 

HS9516 16 10 50 0.5 

HS9576 16 58 -

interface logic on the A-D converter 
to simplify connection to DSP chips. 
To make that same interface out of 
discrete logic would, according to 
Hill, take 24 14-bit logic packages. 
Typically this would require an 
ASIC, he maintains . 

The single-channel DSP-101 and 
the dual-channel DSP-102 are com
plete successive-approximation con
verters. Both d evices p rovide 
sampling and conversion at rates up 
to 200 kHz. Internal reference, tim
ing/clock circuit and all of the DSP 
interface logic are included on these 
devices. With 18 bits of serial data 
output, the DSP-101 lets users drive 
16-, 24- or 32-bit DSP ports. The 

1.0 

2.75 y y hybrid 

1.5 y y hybrid 

1.2 N y hybrid 

1.1 N y hybrid 

two-channel DSP-102 offers conver
sion with either two 18-bit ports or a 
mode to cascade two 16-bit conver
sions into a 32-bit port as one word. 

I Sigma-delta sampling 
Another emerging trend in high-res
olution A-D converters is one toward 
using a technique called oversam
pling-or sigma-delta. This sam
pling method provides a more appli
cation-specific solu tion t h an 
successive approximation or other 
conversion methods. In sigma-delta 
a fast 1-bit converter oversamples 
the input signal. The sigma-delta 
converter then does some DSP on 
that signal to produce a 16-bit paral-
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$360 true continuous integration 

Circle 314 

$385 - 80 dB S/N ratio, 3-state outputs, military 
versions available 

$195 military version available, - 92 dB spurious-
free dynamic range 

$268 military version available 

$1 20 military version available 

lel outpu t representation of the in
put. The signal is t hen sampled at a 
high data rate and produces a low
frequency parallel digital outpu t. 

Using a sigma-delta converter 
forces some trade-offs, however. At a 
low cost, sigma-delta converters offer 
high resolution, high accuracy and 
stability. The disadvantage, how
ever, is speed. Sampling rates in the 
low kHz range and input bandwidths 
typically aroun d 10 Hz tend to re
strict these devices to specific appli
cations. The AD77001 from Analog 
Devices, for example, is a 16-bit 
sigma-delta A-D converter with an 
input bandwidth of 10 Hz. Devices 
such as th is are useful in data-acqui-



WE'D LIKE TO MAKE AN EXTREME 
CASE FOR BUYING OUR CPU CARDS. 

YOU COULD SAVE THOUSANDS 

N286 high-speed 80286 CPU Board 
The fastest AT equivalent processor of its kind 

C386 80386 CPU Board with cache 
memory 

V2GA (1024x768) Video Controller 
Card. 

MACR0·4 Macrocard 
Displaces 3 less-funct1onal AT boards. 

o Runs MS/DOS~ PC/DOS~ OS/Z~ XEN IX;' 
PC-MOS'" and other O/S and software. 

Executes the most powerful programs with 
blazing speed. 

With internal cachmg for superior speed . 
• Up to 1024x768 pixels with 256 si multaneous 

colors from a palette of 262, 144 

• Used with any TMS CPU card, it forms a 
complete computer, freeing slots fo r other 
func tion cards • Choiceof l0, 12.5, 16or20MHz speeds. 

• Surface mount techno logy and mmimal 
parts cou nt for high rel, high MTBF. 

• Six layer board with disc rete ground and 
VCC planes enhances signal integrity. 

o Runs MS/DOS~ PC/DOS~ OS/2~ 386 
UN IX;• XENIX," PC-MOS" 
and compatible O/S and software. 

• Choice of 25 MHz or 33 MHz speeds. 

• 16-bit data path to the C PU 
• 512 K and I MByte DRAM memory 

configurations available . 

• User-programmable , menu-driven 
configuration with high- speed super VGA 
(1024x768) resolut io n. 

• 80387 /Wc1tek 3167 math co-p rocessor • Up to 32-bit memory data bus. • Up to l MByte video memory. 
• Two seria l and pa rallel po rts, with built in 

LIM and EMS. 
socket 

• 64K on-board cache , expandable to 128K. 
• Analog and Digital outputs • 2 RS232/serial and one parallel port. 

• Up to 4MByte RAM installable on-board . • 2 sen al , I parallel port 
• Field upgradable "Flash" BIOS 

• Auommodates downward register 
compat1bd1ty with EGA/CGA/MOA and 
Hen;ules ' ~ standards 

• Floppy and hard d1sk controller support for 
multip le dnves . 

• VLSI Chips and Technologies NEAT'" chip 
s' t for improved 1ntegrat1on • I or 2~1Byte RAM upgradable to 16MBytes 

on-board 
• Extended graphics mode drivers included for 

all ma1or programs 

Extreme Value. No one makes as many rugged, 
mission critical CPU and option cards as we do, 
and no one can match us on quantity prices. So for 
quality cards at the best prices for quantities of 100 
or more, call Texas Microsystems. 

Extreme Support. No one offers a better level of 
support, including advice and consultation during 
system design . All our boards are guaranteed for 
twelve months. And no one has more application 
engineers to respond to your needs. 

Extreme Performance. All our cards deliver 
performance equal to, and in many cases better 
than, cards used in leading desktop systems. And 
they deliver that performance under the most 
extreme conditions, even after hours enduring the 
industry 's toughest test regime. 

Extreme Discounts for Large Orders 

Extreme Choice. No one has a bigger choice 
of options for the industrial and mission critical 
market than Texas Microsystems. CPU cards from 
8088 to 80486, at various speeds and on-board 
RAM configurations. Macrocards that can do the 
work of up to three standard AT cards. Solid State 
Winchester: Disk cards that emulate hard drives, 
without the limitations. And a V 2GA Video 
Controller ca rd with internal caching for superior 
performance. 

If you're looking for the best value in industrial 
CPU and option cards, and you're looking to buy in 
quantities in excess of 100, calling the 800 number 
below could save you thousands. 
Mission Cri1ical Mi cros is a trademark or Texas Microsystems Inc., all 01 hcr trademark s 
mcnlioned arc registered, 1rademarked or scrvicemarkcd by lhcir respective manufacture rs. 
• Low volume rese llers - ask abou t ou r special VAR programs. 

C386125 N286116 V'GA MACRO 4 
~P'U1~1Dtc1 ·..,r~~M8RAM) 

0ty1 • $3020 $16'0 $450 $1;?95 

Oty 100 (per UM) $2085 $1145 $310 S895 1-800-627-8700 
CIRCLE NO. 46 
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sition systems dealing with small 
changes in input-such as tempera
ture-reading or seismic systems. 

While several companies are 
working on sigma-delta parts with 
bandwidths in the 20-kHz voice band 
frequencies, at least one has an ac
tual sigma-delta A-D converter 
available today. Targeted for the 
multimedia system designer, the 
CS5336 from Crystal Semiconductor 
(Austin, TX) is a 16-bit, two-channel 
sigma-delta A-D converter with 50-
kHz sampling and input bandwidths 
from 20 to 22 kHz. At this level of 
conversion speed, the advantages of 
sigma-delta come back into play. 

"One advantage of sigma-delta 
converters is that the filtering tracks 
exactly with the conversion rate," 
says Craig Ensley, vice-president of 
marketing at Crystal. "Changing the 
chip's master clock inherently 
changes the sampling rate and the 

Continued on page 96 

AnalogVME 
DA TEL offers the broadest line of high-performance A/D and 
DI A VME boards for data acquisition and control. One example 
is our Model 601 smart AID giving 12-bit accuracy at 300 KHz 
for applications such as FFT's or DSP. All units are ruggedized 
for industrial use with direct sensor 1/0. 

Call (508) 339-3000 or write for DA TE L's new VME 
brochure. 

DVME-+- NO. CHANNELS BITS NOTES 

611 1612 32Sl16D A I D, 2 DI A(612) 12-14-16 Software PGA 

601 16Sl 8D A I D, 5 TIL, 1 RS-232 12-1 4-16 300 KHz 68010 CPU 

624,6,8 Upto8DI A 12-14 Optional Isolation 

INNOVATION AND EXCELLENCE IN PRECISION DATA ACQUISITION 

DA TEL, Inc., 11 Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield, MA 02048 (508) 33~3000 
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The CS5101 from 
Crystal Semicon
ductor is a 16-
bit, 100-kHz A-D 
converter featur
ing industrial 
grade, two-chan
nel performance. 
Self-calibration 
guarantees 
integral non
linearity below 
±0.0015 percent, 
full-scale at 8 µs. 
Three timing 
modes are pro
vided for easy in
terface to micro
computers and 
shift registers. 

X.25 SDLC 
QLLC HDLC 

ADCCP PAD 

• C source code 
·ROM-able 

• Full porting provided 
• No OS required 

No one wants to waste time and effort reinventing 
the wheel. That's why OEMs worldwide have been 
coming to GcoM since 1980 for their datacom 
software needs. 

Source code is included with each license, and 
we'll customize the software to run on just about 
any system you choose - at no extra charge ! 

Then we'll provide training for your technical 
staff and unlimited telephone support during the 
application integration , testing and deployment 
phases. 

So if you have better things to do than reinvent 
the wheel , call us today for complete information 
on our line of communications protocol software 
products. 

GcoM, Inc. 
1776 E. Washington 
Urbana, IL61801 
(217) 337-4471 
FAX (217) 337-4470 
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NETWORl<ING 

FOOi, TOKEN-RING AND ETHERNET 
COMMUNICATIONS 
The need to network has never been greater. Diverse processing 
platforms, distributed architectures, client-server, departmental and 
workgroup environments all contribute to increased demands on the 
network. System and network designers need a proven source of 
technology solutions for the wide range of networking and 
communication application problems they face. 
lnterphase delivers those solutions. 
FDDI, TOKEN-RING AND ETHERNET SOLUTIONS 
lnterphase has long led the industry in high-performance VMEbus 
peripheral controllers, and that same leadership is now evident in 
networking node controllers. lnte~phase has FDDI, Token-Ring and 
Ethernet solutions for virtually any VMEbus system application 
challenge. 
PROVEN FOOi SPEED AND INTELLIGENCE 
lnterphase's FDDI JOO Mb/s offerings are a logical choice for the 
industry The V/FDDI 3211 Falcon received UnixWorld magazine's 
Product of the Year designation and was the industry's first 6U 
VMEbus FDDI solution. lnterphase's newest FDDI product is the 
V/FODI 4211 Peregrine, a RISC-based high-performance node con
troller capable of link level operation or on-board protocol processing. 
The Peregrine provides single or dual attach configurations, with 
SMT [Station Management Software) running on-board, all in one 6U 
VME slot. 
TOKEN-RING RESULTS 
The V/Token-Ring 4212 Owl is an ultrafast Token-Ring node control ler 
based on the partitioned architecture of lnterphase's proven Eagle 
class of controllers. The Owl facilitates connectivity of UNIX® systems, 
workstations, supercomputers or any other VMEbus system into 
an IBM® environment using IEEE 802.5 Token-Ring. This multiple 
processor design provides ari elegant queued interface to the system 
supporting IEEE 802.2 LLC, and a flexible 4 or 16 Mbit interface to the 
Token-Ring network. 
ETHERNET CHOICES 
lnterphase also offers two Ethernet design options. The V/Ethernet 
4207 Eagle 32-bit protocol platform is the high-performance stan
dard for the industry and offers on-board TCP/IP support. The 
V/Ethernet 3207 Hawk is designed specifically for cost-sensitive 
VMEbus applications. 
GET YOUR NET WORKING NOW 
No matter what your networking need- FDDI, Token-Ring or Ethernet 
- lnterphase is ready to provide the solution. For more information 
call today 

(214) 919-9000 

1:+~rtr~~r~~~~ 
OPEN SYSTEMS CONTROLLERS '" 

Disk • Tape • Networking 

13800 Senlac • Dallas, Texas 75234 • (214) 919-9000 • FAX: (214) 919-9200 • NASDAQ-NMS:INPH 
lnterphase International 

Astral House. Granville Way • Bicester. Oxon OX6 OJT • (01144) 869-321222 • FAX (01144 ) 869-247720 
© 1990 lnterphase Corporation lnterphase 1s a reg istered trademark of lnterphase Corporation Open Systems Controllers 1s a trademark of 

lnterphase Corporat ion Specifications sub1ect to change without notice UNIX 1s a registered trademark of AT&T 1n the United States and other 
countries IBM 1s a registered trademark of International Business Machines 
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What's the best kept secret in 
the VME industry? 
The Cal mos '" VME chipset ... in military and 
commercial production for over two years. 

This versatile VME chipset solution provides: 

• IEEE 1014/VMEbus Rev C compliance 
• Full VME bus interface implementation 
• Pin-for-pin compatible migration to VME-64 

Part of the Newbridge Microsystems complete 
open bus product line extending all the way to 
Futurebus+, the Calmos VME chipset delivers 
the features you need today to build high
performance systems now and in the future! 

• NEWBRIDGE 
NEWBRIDGE 

MICROSYSTEMS 
Newbrldge Microsystems • A D1v1s1on of Newbndge Networks Corporation. 

603 March Road. Kanata. Ontano. Canada K2K 2M5 
Tel (613) 592-0714 • 1-800-267-7231 · Fax (613) 592·1320 
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SUPERCOMPUTER 
PERFORMANCE 
Get up to $1,000 for 
YOUR OLD ACCELERATOR BOARD* 
When you purchase the ALACl?ON AL860 AT or VME Bus Accelerator 

• Intel i860 RISC microprocessor rated at 80 
MFLOPS at 40 MHz (66 MFLOPS at 33 MHz) 

• 2 to 64 Mbytes of 0 wait state local memory 

• Optional SCSI and DT-Connect interfaces, 
and 120 Mbyte/sec interconnection bus 

// l l/1 

71 Spitbrook Road , Suite 204 • Nashua , NH 03060 
Telephone: (603) 891-2750 • FAX: (603) 891 -2745 

·contact ALA CRON for details. 
Trademarks of respective ho lde rs: Intel, AT. i860. 80x86, OT-Connect 
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Continued from page 94 
filtering rate." This allows a multi
rµedia system designer to adjust the 
CS5336's input frequency to match 
tqat of the input device-CD-ROM, 
digital audio tape player, or modem, 
for example. Unlike successive-ap
proximation A-D converters, sigma
delta converters let in less noise. 

While most 16-bit, 500-kHz sam
pling A-D converters are packaged in 
either large 3x5-in. modules or two
chip hybrids, the latest A-D con
verter from Datel (Mansfield, MA) 
offers those specifications in a single 
40-pin hybrid. Called the ADS-930, 
this sampling A-D converter is based 
on a two-pass, subranging architec
ture. Key to the performance of the 
ADS-930 are proprietary laser trim
ming techniques and an advanced 
gate array. Requiring ±15-V and +5-
V power supplies, the ADS-930 dis
sipates power at 2.1 W typical and 
2.4 W maximum. There is no require
ment for an additional -5-V power 
supply. Also featured is a differential 
input that can reject common mode 
noise resulting from sensitive 
ground layouts. 

What's more, the ADS-930 offers 
an on-board FIFO memory capabil
ity-a unique feature among high
resolution A-D converters. This 16-
bit-wide, 16-word-deep FIFO can be 
simultaneously filled and emptied. 
Two control pins on the ADS-930 let 
the user access memory when half 
full or on command. • 
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TDU-1200F 

We're widening the 
scope of hard copy 
recording. 
Raytheon has added a series of wide "flatbed" models to 
its quality line of thermal hard copy recorders. The new 
TDU-1950FandTDU-1200Funits, in 19.5 inch(49.5 cm) 
and 12 inch (30 cm) configurations, respectively, provide 
enhanced vertical integration of data for a broad range of 
specialized applications . 

The flatbed models join Raytheon's established family of 
"free fall" thermal recorders - theTDU-850, with an 8.5 
inch (21 cm) printing width, and theTDU-1200, with a 12 
inch (30 cm) printing width. 

Raytheon's thermal recorders produce high resolution 
copy at high speeds and can generate full tonal images up 
to 256 multi-shade levels of true grey. Alternately, they 
can display digital data in crisp graphic or alphanumeric 
form using an optional IEEE 488 interface. 

Traditional uses include CRT hard copy, military surveil
lance, spectrum analysis, LOFAR gram displays , ultra
sonic production control, and facsimile transmissions . 
New and evolving applications include support for 
computer assembly testing and chromosome analysis 
in genetic research. 

TDU's print on paper, plastics or transparencies. They 
feature clean, odor-free, maintenance-free operation. 

Make hard copy easy with today's most versatile and 
reasonably priced thermal recorders. Call or write 
Marketing Manager, Production Components, 
Raytheon Company, Submarine Signal Division, 
1847 West Main Road, Portsmouth, RI, USA 
02871-1087. Phone 401847-8000. 
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I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

COMPUTERS & SUBSYSTEMS 

I Modular VME image-processing board 
meets varied requirements 

When creating an image-processing 
system, designers typically need to 
mix and match boards with varying 
input, processing and display capa
bilities, configuring them to meet 
specific application requirements. 
This can have drawbacks because 
the specific processing capabilities 
are likely to overlap, producing ele
ments that are redundant. 

The amount of flexibility required 
in an image-processing system will, 
of course, vary among OEMs. While 
one OEM user might need to per
form simple arithmetic operations, 
another may want to do more com
plex histogram transformations. Or 
perhaps a user wants to process im
ages without displaying them. 
These varied requirements demand 

a modular single-board, pipelined 
image processor for specific applica
tion requirements. To meet these 
needs, Datacube has developed 
MaxVideo 20, a single-board VME
based image processor. 

Built around a 640-Mbyte/s cross
point switch, this image-processing 
engine boasts an effective process
ing performance of 3,500 Mips. Op
tional plug-in modules let users per
form, in real time, point, arithmetic 
and spatial transforms. Occupying 
two slots of a VME backplane, Max
Video 20 is backward-compatible 
with Datacube's previous-genera
tion MaxVideo family. 

Forming the heart of the Max
Video motherboard is a crosspoint 
switch that links together all of the 
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processing elements on the board. 
With 32 8-bit inputs and 32 8-bit 
outputs, this path-switching mecha
nism links the optional video inputs, 
pipelined processors and graphic 
output sections. 

A basic configuration of the board 
has a lkxlkx8-bit triple-ported re
gion-of-interest (ROI) image mem
ory, a 12-bit in/16-bit out lookup ta
ble and an arithmetic logic unit. 
Configured this way, image data can 
be transferred to and from other 
VME image processors over 
Datacube's Maxbus interface. In ad
dition, two MaxVideo 20 boards can 
be connected via the P2 expansion 
bus. 

Datacube has also developed sev
eral modules that let the board act 
as a single-board image processor. 
Among these are an advanced pipe
lined processor, optional pipelined 
processors, and additional ROI im
age memory. An analog scanner 
module facilitates the input of video 
images, while an analog generator 
module supports the display of 24-
bit RGB true-color images . These 
modules let images be digitized, pro
cessed at frame rates and displayed 
in real time. Both the video digitizer 
and display controller are supplied 
as modules. While the video digit
izer option supports standard and 
nonstandard cameras up to 26 MHz, 
the display controller can show im
ages as large as lkxlkx24 bits. 

I lmageFlow software 
Datacube has incorporated such ele
ments to develop ImageFlow, a soft
ware library of C-callable functions. 
ImageFlow uses icons to let the user 
view the board as a collection of im
age-processing elements. Using soft
ware commands, these elements can 
be assembled into one or more 
pipelines. 

ImageFlow solves the problem of 
specification and control of multiple 
complex-image-processing pipelines 
required to perform real-time video
rate imaging applications. The soft
ware produces optimized, event
dri ven code that fully supports 
real-time operation of MaxVideo 
hardware. It's compatible with all 
MaxVideo products, including the 
high-precision 16-bit pipelines in 
newer products. ImageFlow func
tions are applied consistently 

Continued on page 100 



Speed 1 Perl ormance , , , 
the SuperCard™ family of i860 rector Processors 

CSPI 

The second generation of i860-based SuperCards'M is here .. . 
vector processors with GigaFLOPS system capability, 
concurrent 1/0 via secondary buses, large math libraries, 
FORTRAN and C development software ... and, best of 
all, the best price on the market. The SuperCard family 
is compatible with VMEbus, ATbus, EISAbus and 
TURBOchannel platforms for hosts like Sun, HP, Motorola, 
Compaq, and DEC. .. here's what you get: 

• 1024 complex FFT in 0.8 msec. 
• 80 MFLOPS to 1.5 GFLOPS 
• 160MB/sec1/0 
• Large memories 
• pSOS+ Multiprocessing 
•CASE Tools 

To find out how SuperCard can work for you, call: 
1-800-325-3110 or 617-272-6020, (Fax 508-663-0150) 
or write CSP!, 40 Linnell Circle, Billerica, MA 01821. 

SuperCard is a trademark of CSP Inc., i860 is a trademark of Intel Corp. 
TURBOchannel is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 
pSOS+ is a trademark of Software Components Group, Inc. 
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Continued from page 98 
across the entire MaxViedo product 
line, so the addition or reconfigura
tion of hardware has minimal im
pact on the application program. 

Concealing the hardware com
plexity from the application pro
grammer, ImageFlow automatically 
resolves all data transfer timing and 
pipeline delay parameters, which 
are inherent characteristics of pipe-

COMPUTERS & SUBSYSTEMS 

lined image processors. The soft
ware supports one-shot and contin
uous data transfers. These can be 
performed immediately or in re
sponse to a user-specified event. 

Other key components of Image
Flow include an error handler, a con
figuration file reader, and graphics 
and generalized input functions. 

Available this month, a fully con
figured Max Video 20 system costs 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

I GaAs gate arrays integrate over 
1 OOk usable gates 

The first two devices in the Vitesse 
FX series of gallium-arsenide gate 
arrays have 102,000 and 195,000 
gates and typical gate utilizations 
that vary from 50 percent to 70 per
cent. Fabricated in Vitesse's H-GaAs 
III process, the VGFXlOOK and the 
VGFX200K provide 196 and 256 sig
nal I/Os, respectively, all configur
able to ECL, TTL or GaAs levels. 

The GaAs FX series has advan
tages over both ECL and BiCMOS 
gate arrays, according to Bob Nunn, 
director of gate array products at 
Vitesse. "Compared with ECL, the 
FX series offers a level of integration 
that is unheard of, while offering all 
of ECL's speed at a fraction of its 

power,'' Nunn says. "Compared with 
BiCMOS, FXarrays provide up to 10 
times the performance and, with the 
static power consumption of the 
GaAs Direct-Coupled FET Logic 
(DCFL), lower power than BiCMOS 
for applications operating at greater 
than 80 MHz." An unbuffered two
input NOR gate in the FX series has 
a worst-case delay of 50 ps (un
loaded) and consumes only 0.14 mW 
of power. Typical power dissipation, 
assuming a 50 percent gate utiliza
tion, is 14 W for the VGFXlOOK and 
25 W for the VGFX200K. 

Unlike CMOS or BiCMOS, DCFL 
GaAs circuits have a power dissipa
tion that's independent oflogic state 
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$10,000 in quantity; the unit price 
is $24,000. A single-user license fee 
for ImageFlow is priced at $6,000. 

Datacube 
4 Dearborn Rd 
Peabody, MA 01960 
(508) 535-6644 

Circle 354 

-Jeff Child 

or frequency of operation. In normal 
operation, the current consumption 
of a DCFL logic gate is constant. (A 
NOR gate is composed of a pull-up 
depletion FET and one or more pull
down enhancement FETs. ) Current 
is steered either into the pull-down 
FET in a logic low condition or into 
the gate to source diode of a subse
quent logic gate in a logic high con
dition. When calculating the power 
dissipation of the DCFL-based GaAs 
FX series, therefore, the power dis
sipation reported for an individual 
logic macro is valid for any fre
quency at which it can operate. 

Vitesse claims that the density of 
the FX series will reach 350,000 raw 
gates, or over one million transis
tors, by early next year. The avail
ability of embedded RAM blocks of 
various configurations is also ex
pected at that time. Typical access 
times for the RAM embedded in the 
GaAs arrays will be 3 ns. 

The VGFXlOOK comes in either a 
211-pin ceramic pin grid array or a 
264-pin ceramic LDCC. The 
VGFX200K is available in a 344-pin 
ceramic LDCC. The typical NRE 
(nonrecurring engineering expense) 
charge for the VGFXlOOK is 
$125,000, with production prices 
ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 cents per used 
gate. Design inputs are being ac
cepted now, and production volumes 
will begin shipping in the first quarter 
of 1991. 

-Barbara Tuck 

Vitesse Sem iconductor 
741 Calle Plano 
Camarillo, CA 93012 
(805) 388-3700 
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I 8-bit MCU gets 16-bit math speed 
When a cost-sensitive design 
switches from 8- to 16-bit, the deci-
ion is almost al ways painful. It's 

often forced by some design require
ment-usually speed. The addition
al cost of a 16-bit microcontroller 
and the time needed to retool for a 
new architecture cannot be taken 
lightly. Many customers and more 
than a few vendors have been care
fully analyzing the pressures that 
force a move to 16 bits, and they've 
been trying to find an alternative to 
going all the way. 

"When we surveyed our custom
ers, we found that 80 percent of the 
time the reason they looked at 16-bit 
MCUs was speed-specifically mul
tiply and divide speed," reports Paul 
Vroomen, director of consumer prod
ucts at Zilog. This data suggests 
that a stock 8-bit MCU with addi
tional arithmetic hardware might 
just save a lot of people from having 
to make the 16-bitjump. Now Zilog 
has decided to test this theory with 
a part: the Z86C93. 

The design starts with what is 
possibly the fastest-and least ap
preciated-MCU architecture in the 
industry. The Z8, introduced years 
ago with a rich, register-intensive 
architecture and very fast execu
tion, was ahead of its time in concept 
and blazingly fast. Today, with 20-
MHz parts available, the family is 
still a performance leader. 

The 86C93 uses an existing ROM
less member of the Z8 family, the 
86C91 as a core, and adds peripher
als to achieve a pin-compatible, fast
math relation. The choice of a ROM
less first product was dictated, 
according to Vroomen, by market 
needs. ''We see this part as particu
larly important to the SCSI disk 
market, where logical-to-physical 
translations require fast multi
plies," he says. "MCUs in this appli
cation typically use about 64 kbytes 
of code, far too much for on-chip 
ROM, and so most of the parts that 
go into SCSI disk controllers are 
ROMless." 

To the core, Zilog has added a 
16x16 hardware multiply/divide 
unit. In a 20-MHz part, the new cell 
can produce a 32-bit product from 
two 16-bit arguments in 1. 7 micro
seconds, and can come up with the 
r sult of a 32x16 divide in 2 micro-

seconds. These figures give the part 
16-bit arithmetic performance bet
ter than thatofmostfull 16-bitMCUs. 

Zilog chose to design the new 
hardware not as an extension of the 
ZB ALU, but as a peripheral device 
in the part's extended register 
space. This means that the 86C93 
remains code-compatible with other 
Z8s. A multiplication or division is 
initiated by putting the arguments 
into specific general registers via 
any of the Z8's register-oriented in
structions, and then setting a com
mand bit. 

In addition to the arithmetic 
hardware, the 86C93 carries a new 
set of three timers, all considerably 
more powerful than those on the 
predecessor 86C91. One of the new 
timers can clock at one-half, rather 
than one-eighth, of the crystal fre
quency, giving the 86C93 time reso
lution superior to that of nearly any 
other 8-bit MCU. 

To go with the faster hardware, 
Zilog felt that a new compiler was in 
order. "Existing C compilers for the 
ZB have been based on the accumu
lator-oriented model used in other 
microcontrollers," explains Vroo
men. "They didn't really take advan
tage of the ZS registers, and so they 
only delivered about 60 percent of 
the chip's real performance. Now 
we've had a compiler developed spe
cifically for the Z8, using the regis
ters properly and even including 
features like an instruction-use his
tory file that improves code effi
ciency over time. The vendor claims 
to be seeing code with 95 percent 
efficiency." 

Another support issue addressed 
by Zilog is real-time emulation. At 
20 MHz, MCUs can be notoriously 
difficult to emulate. The company 
has attacked the problem by adding 
three additional pads on the die to 
bring out emulation controls. 

The 86C93 is sampling now and 
will go into production in January. 
The 12-MHz version of the chip, in 
PLCC, will cost $4. 75 in thousands. 

Zilog 
210 Haci enda Ave 
Campbell, CA 95008 
(408) 370-8000 
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High 
Performance 
Digital 
1/0 

For 
PC/AT 
Systems 

• NEW ASIC Provides Point By 
Point Input and Output 
Programmability 

• High Current for OPTO 22 or 
Equivalent Isolation Modules 

• Event Sense lnterrupts -
8 (ZT 14CT73) 32 (ZT 14CT72) 

• Device Drivers 
• High Reliabi lity 

-40°C to 85°C Temp Range 
• 2 Year Warranty 
• Sizes from 48 to 192 pts. 

ZT 14CT73-48 PTS. 
(half size card) 
$240 List 
$145 Qty. 100 

ZT 14CT72-192 PTS. 
(shown) 

$540 List 
$325 Qty. 100 

805·541 ·0488 
FAX 805·541·5088 
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just think ... 
just think of what the last 30 years have been 
like ... and what the next 10 will be ..... . 
the next 10, when the transformation of 
electronics is virtually complete and the world 
has become digital. 

Distributors and carburetors in automobiles have given way to 
microprocessor-controlled ignition and fuel-injection systems. By the year 
2000, they'll be joined by automatic braking systems, collision avoidance 
systems, and navigation systems. 

Radar, with its simple, sweeping CRT display, has given way to 
sophisticated digital signal processing systems that can find, identify, 
characterize and track aircraft in friendly or hostile skies. 

The telephone and all its switches have given way to digital PBXs and 
FAXs, and by the year 2000 will have given way to the integrated digital 
services network (!SD NJ , fiberoptic transmission and digital 
videotelephones. 

Music aficionados may deplore the passing of the LP but the Compact 
Digital Disc and DAT (digital audio tape) have brought a quality and 
functionality to home entertainment undreamed of in the traditional analog 
era. Couple this with digital signal processing and listeners will be hearing 
the real thing by the year 2000. 

And when they're not listening to real music, they'll be watching digital 
television in the form of HDTV or some variation, and interacting with 
their TVs in a way that will make the distinction between TV and computers 
a blur. 

And at work, in the factory, they'll be supervising computerized 
machines and robots that displaced older electromechanical controlled and 
operated tools: they'll be overseeing chemical processes where messages about 
temperatures and pressures and chemical mixtures are transmitted over 
digital networks, analyzed and then adjusted to yield optimum products. In 
hospitals, physicians and nurses will be capturing the tiny signals from 
spinning or splitting atoms and looking at complex, enhanced images of 
organs deep inside the human body and at the biological processes going on 
in those organs. 

just think ... what the last 30 years have been like ... and what the next 
10 will be . . . the next 10, when the transformation of electronics is virtually 
complete and the world has become digital. 

A little more than 30 
years ago a 
transformation began 

in the electronics industry that 
would change forever the nature of 
electronic products and systems. 

The transformation started with 
the invention of the integrated 
circuit and the introduction of 
the first simple, commercial 
digital ICs. 

In the 30 years since Computer 
Design was chartered to cover 
the emerging computer industry, 
digital ICs have transformed 
computers from data processing 
monsters confined to special 
rooms into basic workhorses 
controlling aircraft, manufacturing, 
instrumentation, and more. 
These changes have been more 
awesome, more compressed in 
time, and more profound than 



~~STEMS 
The Last Thirty YeatS & The Next Decade 
January 1991, Computer Design Celebrates Its 30th Year 
With A Major Analysis Of The Systems Era 

those brought on by the 
development of the steam engine, 
the telegraph, the automobile or 
the vacuum tube which started the 
electronics age. What began 30 
years ago was the digitization of 
electronics and, even more 
important, the digitization of the 
world we live in. 

The next 10 years will see the 
completion of this digitization of 
our world. 

Computer Design has the unique 
ability to provide this editorial 
perspective because it was created 
with the express purpose of 
covering the transformation of 
electronics into digital, computer
based products and systems. 
Computer Design has covered 
the transformation with 400 
consecutive issues dedicated to 
pointing the way; to looking at 

the technology and design 
directions that were driving the 
transformation. 

The editorial package for this 40-
year look at the transformation of 
electronics -1960 to 2000-is 
being jointly developed by John 
Miklosz, Computer Design's 
Associate Publisher /Editor-in
Chief, Stephen Ohr, a well
respected longtime reporter of 
electronics and computer 
technology, and the entire 
Computer Design senior 
technical staff. 

Don't miss this opportunity to 
celebrate with us. Show your 
company's commitment and 
the role it will play in the next 10 
years: the decade in which the 
transformation will become 
virtually complete. 

Vital Details 

Issue Date: January 2, 1991 
Space Closing: December 3, 1990 
Material Closing: December 7, 1990 
Bonus: Two personalized hard cover 

issues for each advertiser. 
Extra Copies: Available by advance 

special order. 

See your Computer Design District 
Manager for details and reservations. 

Special offer for 1962/ 3 
charter advertisers: If your 
firm is one of the farsighted 
firms that saw the advent of the 
systems influence and 
appeared in Computer Design's 
first issues., contact your 
Computer Design Salesperson 
on how you can have an extra 
ad in this January 1991 issue 
at 1962/ 3 rates. 

Serving Today's Computer-Based Electronics OEM COMPUJIR Technology 
and Design 
Directions DISIGN 

A Penn Well Publication 
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I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

I PCB tool targets high-density, 
mixed-technology architectures 

The latest release of the Crystal 
Design System, Version 2.1, from 
Shared Resources adds an engineer
ing change system, 3-D spacing 
checker and Gerber data viewer and 
editor to its existing capabilities. 

The tool set contains a transmis
sion-line sequencer that sequences 
nets to multiple rule sets and auto-

matically determines the need for 
multiple values of terminators, in
cluding assignments using min
imum-length wires. In addition, the 
system contains a set of database 
checking routines that test for 
proper component use and net con
struction. 

Other features let users view a 
single net or wire and determine its 
length, view all nets or wires con
nected to a single component or 
group of components and view all 
nets of a given class of wires in a 
specific area. The tool also allows 
movement of a component or group 
of components with automatic re
sequencing of all nets. 

The new engineering change sys
tem lets the user automatically in-

corporate wiring and component 
changes in a completely routed de
sign without rerouting unmodified 
wires . Changes are incorporated 
using the transmission line, cou
pling and length rules from the orig
inal design. 

The 3-D spacing checker com
pares routed Gerber data with spac-

ing and clearance rules to ensure 
that no violations are created. Spac
ing checks can be simultaneously 
performed on all circuit layers of a 
board, including vias , component 
holes, mounting holes and keep-out 
areas. 

The Gerber viewer and editor lets 
users view any combination of Ger
ber layers on a color graphics dis
play. The editor can pan and zoom 
the circuit board surface and 
measure feature sizes and clearance 
with a built-in ruler. Gerber seg
ments can be moved and changed in 
size as needed to resolve clearance 
problems. The tool can also be used 
with the 3-D spacing checker to dis
play areas of spacing violations. 

Designed for routing high-speed, 
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high-density circuit boards, the 
Crystal Design System can place 
and route multilayer designs with a 
component density of up to 200 pins 
per square inch. The system allows 
a broad range of technologies to be 
used in any combination and can 
handle buried and blind vias. In ad
dition, the tool set features an ECL 
transmiss ion-line management 
routing system with a multilayer 
router tha t addresses problems in 
board layout that stem from the 
dense packaging of pin grid arrays 
and surface-mount devices. 

Crystal's pre-route analysis and 
transmission-line engineering sub
system can be used interactively 
with a simulator to ensure that all 
critical paths are properly managed 
for time delay and transmission-line 
structure prior to routing. This as
sures that routing will comply with 
transmission-line rules. 

The Crystal Design System is 
available now with prices starting at 
$50,000 depending on configuration 
and platform. Previously only avail
able for Apollo workstations, Ver
sion 2.1 offers a port to Sun Micro
systems ' Sparcstation working 
under X Windows. Delivery is four 
weeks after receipt of order. 

Shared Resources 
304 7 Orchard Pkwy 
San Jose, CA 95 134 
(408) 434-0444 
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- Mike Donlin 

Trademark Information 
UNIX is a registered trademark 
of AT&T Bell Laboratories. 
PAL is a registered trademark 
of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. 
SMART-POWER is a registered 
trademark of Nartron Corp. 
CDA and BurstRAM are 
trademarks of Motorola, Inc. 
SCOPE and ASSET are trade
marks of Texas Instruments, Inc. 
IRIS POWERVISION is a trade
mark of Silicon Graphics, Inc. 
RealTimeX is a trademark of 
Concurrent Computer Corp. 
Zone Bit Recording is a 
registered trademark of 
Seagate Technology, Inc. 



"Stop! Hands Off! 
We've got an easier, more accurate way to calibrate 

and configure data acquisition boards!' 
-Fred Molinari, President 

GLOBAL LAB'" Data Acquisition software with "Hands-Off' 
control for the DT2831 Series. 

Put down that screwdriver! GLOBAL 
LAB'" Data. Acquisition software fully sup
ports the DT2831 Series "Hands-Off' de
sign, so setup, installation, calibration, and 
maintenance are 100% mouse/menu-driven. 

Once you've installed your DT2831 
Series board, you can forget it With 
GLOBAL LAB;· all DT2831 operating 
parameters are controlled via software 
menus. No manual adjustments-no 
jumpers, no pots, no hassles! You get 
greater reliability, improved productivity. 

In addition to supporting "Hands-Off' 
control, GLOBAL LAB'" provides numerous 
data acquisition, signal processing, and dis
play functions. For advanced signal process
ing, ask us about GLOBAL LAB'"'s add-on 
STATPACK'" Signal Processing Module. 

Call today for a GLOBAL LAB'" demo 
package.Use it with a DT2831 Series 
board, and we think you'll agree nothing 
comes close to "Hands-Off' data acquisition. 

Call (508) 481-3700 
In Canada (800) 268-0427 

-
Also available-New GRAPHPACK~ Printing Module 
provides customized laser quality output. 

DAR TRANSLATION® 
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA 01752·1192 USA, (5081481·3700, Fax (5081481·8620, Tix 951646 
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingham, Berkshire RG112QJ, U.K., (7341793838, Fax (7341776670, Tix 94011914 
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 Bietigheim·Bissengen, West Germany 7142·54025, Fax 7142 ·64042 
International Sales Offices: Australia 121699·8300; Belgium 121466·8199; Brazil 11240·0598; Canada (4161625·1907; China 111868·721 x4017; Denmark 42 274511; Finland 1013511800; France (1169077802 ; 
Greece (11361·4300; Hong Kong 151448963; India 122123·1040; Israel 52·545685; Italy 12182470.l; Japan 131502·5550, 1315379·1971, 131355·1111 ; Korea 121718·9521; Netherlands (701399·6360; Norway 121 
5312 50; Poland (221580701; Portugal (11545313 ; South Africa (121803-7680; Spain Ill 555·8112; Sweden 1817617820; Switzerland (11723·1410; Taiwan 1213039836 

GLOBAL LAB, STATPACK and GRAPHPACK are trademarks and Data Translation is a registered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 
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Computer Design Magazine Edition 

UPCOMING ISSUES 
Watch for these Special Features & Events in Computer Design Magazine 

MONTH 

January 1 

February 1 
Buscon-W 

March 1* 

SPECIAL REPORT TECHNOLOGY FOCUS 

30th Anniversary Issue - The Evolution Of Electronics Into Computers 
COMPUTER DESIGN editors 

Workstation buses 
Warren Andrews 

Fuzzy logic in 
embedded control 
Tom Williams 

FDDI ICs - Ron Wilson 
Design capture - Mike Donlin 

Mixed CMOS, ECL & BiCMOS - Barbara Tuck 
LAN controllers ICs - Ron Wilson 

PRODUCT FOCUS 

Logic analyzers 
Jeff Child 

High-speed D-A 
converters 
Jeff Child 

VME CPU boards 
Jeff Child 

April 1 
Electro 

PCB layout tools 
Mike Donlin 

Communication with standard buses - Warren Andrews 
Designing ASICs for testability - Barbara Tuck 

Static RAMs 
Jeff Child 

May 1* 
CICC 
Comdex 

June 1 
DAC 

July 1 

August 1* 
Siggraph 

September 2 
Buscon-E 
ESC 

October 1* 

November 1 
Wescon 
ITC 

December 2 

Superfast processors 
Ron Wilson 

Design synthesis 
Barbara Tuck 

CASE for real-time 
programming 
Tom Williams 

Mixed-signal ASICs 
Barbara Tuck 

Enhanced-performance 
standard buses 
Warren Andrews 

32-bit microcontrollers 
Ron Wilson 

System simulation 
and verification 
Mike Donlin 

High-level design languages - Mike Donlin 
Object-oriented programming - Tom Williams 

Mil-Spec standard buses - Warren Andrews 
Disk controller ICs - Ron Wilson 

Mezzanine buses - Warren Andrews 
Device modeling - Mike Donlin 

Display controller ICs - Ron Wilson 
Software-management tools - Tom Williams 

CAD frameworks - Mike Donlin 
RISC in real-time - Tom Williams 

Fast PLDs - Barbara Tuck 
RISC-based CPU boards - Warren Andrews 

High-density ASIC packaging - Jeff Child 
Multiprocessing in real-time - Tom Williams 

Migrating PLDs to full ASICs Accelerators to boost standard-bus performance 
Barbara Tuck Warren Andrews 

8- and 16-bit microcontrollers - Ron Wilson 

*Starch Readership Study Issue 

PENNWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY • ONE TECHNOLOGY PARK DRIVE • WESTFORD, MA 01886 • 508-692-0700 

For more information, contact any of us ... 

PUBLISHER: David L. Allen, 508-392-2111 • ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER Tim L. Tobeck, 516-883-8815 • SALES OFFICES: 
PORT WASHINGTON, NY. Eleanor Hobbs, 516-883-8815 • WESTFORD, MA, Tim Pritchard, 508-392-2217 • 
MATTESON, IL George Mannion, 708-748-7565 • SPRING. TX, Eric Jeter, 713-353-0309 • SANTA ANA, CA, Tom Boris, 
Greg Cruse, Ph il Cook, 714-756-0681 • PALO ALTO, CA, John Sly, Bill Cooper, 415-965-4334 • SURREY, ENGLAND, 
David Round, 81-686-7655 • PARIS, FRANCE, Daniel R. Bernard, 1-43-54-55-35 • MUNICH, GERMANY, Johann Bylek, 
089-903-88-06 • MILAN, ITALY, Luigi Rancati, 02-7531445 • TOKYO, JAPAN, Sumio Oka, 03-502-0656 • SINGAPORE. 
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE, Anne Goh-Taylor, 734-9790 • SEOUL, KOREA, Jay G. Seo, 776-2096 

Emulators 
Jeff Child 

Op amps 
Jeff Child 

Multibus CPU boards 
Jeff Child 

DR A Ms 
Jeff Child 

Device programmers 
Jeff Child 

Flash EPROMs 
Jeff Child 

STD CPU boards 
Jeff Child 

High-resolution A-D 
converters 
Jeff Child 

COMPUTIR 
DISIGN 

A Penn Well Publication 



I NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

SOFTWARE 

I Image scaler/rotator teams with 
software in development toolkit 

A single-chip image scaling and ro
tation engine has been teamed with 
a software toolkit to allow designers 
to develop electronic document im
agi n g systems . The Bt710 or
thogonal rotator/scaler chip from 
Brooktree incorporates an a lgo
rithm that can scale bi-level (2-bit) 
images to produce a 4-bit gray scale 
result . The value of gray scale docu
ment images is that on gray scale 
and color monitors, a gray scale im
age h as the effect of anti-aliasing the 
image and thus shows enhanced im
age quality. 

The Bt710 provides autonomous 
operation by means of two DMA 
channels that manage read opera
tions from source buffers and write 
operations to destination buffers. 

The DMA channels lend them
selves to the data-flow-intensive na
ture of scaling and rotation as op
p osed to the instruction flow 
orientation of conventional proces
sors. Once the Bt710 is pointed to 
the beginning of a source buffer, it 
will read the source data, rotate and 
scale the image, and write it to the 
destination buffer until the task is 
complete. In addition to reducing 
CPU overhead, th e DMA feature 
makes it possible to do continuous 
operations in a system where the 
main CPU may have to respond to 
random interrupts. 

I Scaling range 
The Bt710's scaling range is from 

approximately 6 percent scale down 
to 760 percent scale up from the 
original size. In addition to scaling, 
the chip can perform orthogonal ro
tation, cropping and bitbl t (bit 
boundary block transfers) for pre
cise placement of images in frame 
buffers. During the scaling process, 
the Bt710 computes a 4-bit gray 
scale value that indexes a lookup 
table. The lookup table can be 1-, 4-
or 8-bit pixels. By loading appropri
a te values in the lookup table , cer
tain global operations such as inver
sion can be performed instantly. 

To aid system developers with de
sign and prototyping of peripherals 
as well as applications, Brooktree 
ha s also announced PixelVu, an 
open architecture imaging software 

toolkit that can emulate the func
tions of the Bt710 exactly, albeit 
much more slowly. PixelVu is a set 
of C routines that can be called by 
the developer's program. In addition 
to scaling and rotation operations a 
la the Bt710, PixelVu can also com
press and decompress images ac
cording to CCITT Group 3, lD , 2D, 
and Group 4 image standards . 

PixelVu is designed to be portable 
and is available for three different 
platform environments : MS-DOS 
and Microsoft Windows 3.0, Macin
tosh under Quickdraw, and Sun 
platforms running X-Windows and 
Sun Unix. In addition , PixelVu aims 
at device independence by using ob
ject-oriented programming struc
tures to support devices and system 
resources. An image is obtained 
from some image object (such as a 
scanner object or a file object), ma
nipulated and sent to another image 
object (such as a display). The base 
toolkit contains many standard ob
jects, and additional devices can be 
supported via user-defined custom 
image objects. 

Brooktree is also supplying a 
Bt710 evaluation kit that consists of 
an AT add-in board containing the 
Bt710, demonstration software and 
documentation. The evaluation kit 
is priced at $995. The Bt710 chip 
itself is currently sampling and is 
available now at a (100-piece) quan
tity price of$132. The PixelVu devel
oper's kit-the software toolkit-for 
the PC platform to run under MS
DOS and Windows 3.0 is priced at 
$1,990; the Macintosh version is 
priced at $2 ,490 ; and the Sun 
Unix/X-Window version is priced at 
$2,290. - Tom Williams 

Brooktree 
9950 Barnes Canyon Rd 
San Diego, CA 92121 
(619 ) 452-7580 
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IMAGE 
PROCESSING 

THAT 
MEASURES 

WITH 
UNEQUALED 
ACCURACY! 

SCIENTIFIC • MEDICAL • DEFENSE 
•RESEARCH• INDUSTRIAL 

If you need to extract quantitative data or 
measurements from images. IM.AUE ANALYST 
provides the accuracy you expect. 

• Macintosh II-based application for image capture, 
enhancement, processing. analysis, publishing 
and 1/0 communication with either frame grab or 
PICT and TIFF image fi les. 

• Calibration technique compensates for system 
induced distortions. 

• More processing algorithms and sub-pixel techni
ques than any other package insures optimum 
accuracy including feature extraction, edge 
detection, conwlution, morphology, correlation, 
gray scale, vectors. 

• Three levels of user interface: 
1. Click and drag for over 70 image processing and 
analysis tools. Interactive and automatic 
sequencing. 

2. MacRAIL ® Developers Environment- An inter
pretive language for engineers and technicians to 
add your own algorithm or access our extensive 
imaging library. 

3. C Libraries-For the professional imaging 
programmer. 

call fur our Technical Summary Package 

• I ._ • 

• __. IMAGE -
ANALYST® 
duTOmGTIX 

508-667-7ro0. ext 208 
755 Middlesex Turnpike , Billerica, MA 01821 

•• Authot1m!Valut Added kstller 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, OUTPLACEMENT AND POSITIONS WANTED 

Recruitment Advertising Managers: 

Eastern U.S. 
Sue Nawoichik (508) 392-2194 

Western U.S. 
Tom Murphy (213) 372-27 44 

POSITIONS WANTED ADS 
Free 1" ad to subscribers 
seeking full-time employ
ment. Just include 50 words 
of copy and your subscription 
label. We'll run your ad in 2 
consecutive issues. 
Available to non-subscribers 
or consultants/companies at 
$125 per column inch. Mail 
your position wanted ad to: 

COMPUTER 
DESIGN 

Technology 
and Design 
Directions 

Positions Wanted 
One Technology Park Dr 

PO Box 990 
Westford , MA 01886 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

Let ACT assist your design team. 
• We specialize in developing microprocessor based pro
ducts and embedded software. • We can help with part 
of your project or handle the entire development. • Facili
ties include Micro Development Systems, 121CE. 
CAM/CAD and PCB layout system . • Analog and digital 
circuit design (video, FPGA, PAL, FUR). •Bus develop
ment for Multibus, VME, PC, MCA, LAN & STD. 
APPLIED COMPLrrER TECHNIQUES, INC. 
3914 Del<alb Dr. Orlando, FL 32809 (407) 851 -2525 

Industrial and manufacturing Engineer with fif 
teen years of experience in designing, manufac
turing and marketing Audio equipment including 
experience with various CAD systems, com 
puter analysis , test equipment, injection and 
vacuum molding. Truly understand the difficul
ties of trouble shooting and getting products on 
the market. Danny 0. Quinn, 6322-A Seven 
Springs Blvd, Lake Worth , FL 33463. 

CAREER 
CONNECTIONS 

POSITIONS WANTED 

DATA COMMUNICATION ENGINEER. 3 years 
experience. MSEE, PhD CE Candidate , dis
sertation: "Integrated HSLANs." Proficient in C, 
Fortran, Basic, UNIX, MS/DOS. Research in 
FDDI, DQDB, etc. PBX experience, OSI , HSLAN 
simulations/studies , Test strategies. Fiber-Op
tic Network LLC/MAC Integration Testing . In
terest: Network Archi tecture/Analysis , Future 
Voice/Data/Video HSLAN so lutions. Vincent 
(407) 487-7131 . 

MIS Management. 13+ years DP management 
experience. HP & IBM hardware from PC to 
mainframe. Manufacturing and CAD applica
tions . MS Degree. Desires FL, GA, or CO 
location. P.O.B. 870775 New Orleans, LA 70187 

HARDWA RE/SOFTWA RE DESIGN ENGI
NEER. 25+ years experience. Digital , Analog & 
software in microprocessor-based applications. 
A ll software languages , communications , 
graphics & signal processing . Larry Dersh, 10258 
Fairhil l Drive, Spring Valley, CA 92077. (619) 
670-3817. 

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT/PROJ ECT MAN
AGEMENT/MATERIALS MANAGEMENT Pro
fessional with M.B.A. (in finance) and B.S. (in 
mechanical engineering) with over 20 years 
experience in the telecommunications and 
aerospace industries seeks permanent career 
position. Ph. (201) 791 -3734 (Leave message). 

Real-Time Embedded Systems Engineer. Six 
years of software/firmware design experience in 
assembly and C using Intel , Motorola, Zilog , etc . 
Eight years of hardware design experience, 
including Programmable logic design . Would 
like to relocate to the southwest . Jody Weber 
30033 13th Ave . S. Federal Way, WA 98003. 
Ph. (206) 839-3863 

Seasoned executive from High Tech MFG, 
Operations and R & D. Start up, Turn around . 
QA skills as Director, Manager or Mfg. Mgr. 
Plant Mgr., Entrepreneur skills , P. E. licence. 
Contact Paul Savko, 5869 Rowanberry Drive, 
Elkridge, MD 21227. (301 ) 796-1049. Open 
Relocation , Salary 75k+ Range. 

Closing Dates for upcoming 
magazine issues 

Issue 
January 1 
February 1 

March 1 

Closing dates 
January 4 
February 1 

March 8 

HARDWARE DESIGN ENGINEER , Ph.D 15 
years of experience in digital (discrete/micro
processor) seeks challenging position which will 
benefit from years of technical and managerial 
experience, circuiUsystems design (primarily 
control) , project management and engineering 
appl ication in microcomputers, "C ." Hassan 
Hakimian, 10000 Imperial Hwy#H212, Downey, 
CA 90242. (213) 803-4882. 

MANAGER. 24+ years experience in Design/ 
DevelopmenUlmplementation of systems for 
mainframes, networks and desktops looking for 
challenging position. BS in Systems/Accounting , 
with strong experience in supporting commer
cial and government contracts as Project Man
ager including preparation turn-key proposals. 
W illing to relocate in US or overseas. Call Dave 
at (703) 644-7419. 

- HELP WANTED -

SOFTWARE ENGINEER: For manufacture of com
puterized emission tomography systems used for 
image display of metabolic body functions as an aid 
to diagnosis in cardiology, neurology and oncology by 
presentation of an in vivo quantrtication of regional 
perfusion and metabolism. Work as a software en
gineer on overcoming present limitations of positron 
emission tomography (PET) camera , involving data 
loss and activity decay. To design software for: (a) 
three dimensional volumetric imaging with several 
scans, (b) fast imaging with high count rate capability 
for short-lived isotopes, and (c) high resolution for the 
heart (whole body) and brain. Involves research into 
digital image processing techniques such as image 
segmentation , image enhancement, etc., to re
generate images using digital image processing to 
support correction, utilizing masking and filtering the 
subimages and regions of interest. Design object
oriented knowledge base to generate statistics 
among images and provide patient infonnation, using 
data-driven software with features such as inheritance 
and data integrity. Applying object-oriented software 
methodology integrate different systems into a whole 
knowledge base. Design and implement a new 
image analysis software window system with human 
interface. Provide network-transparent platform run
ning on multi-station environment. 

Salary: $34,000 per annum. 40-hour work week. 

EDUCATION: Must have Master 's degree in Com
puter Science. Must have at least one graduate-level 
course in both (1) digital image processing, and (2) 
knowledge base. Apply at Texas Employment Com
mission, Houston, Texas, or send resume to the Texas 
Employment Commission, TEC Building, Austin. 
Texas 78778, Job order #61 22871. Ad paid for by 
equal employment opportunity employer. 
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SYSTEM SHOWCASE 

EMS 4.0 
4Meg 

1 /2 size card. 
Simple. Reliable. 
Very compatible. 

$695.00 
Oesi&ned. Manuracund, Sold .,d Scrvleed by: 

~Inc. 
Voice . . . (612) 345-4555 
FAX .... (61 2) 345-5514 

Modem .. (612) 345-4656 

907 N. 6th St., Lake City, MN 55041 

CIRCLE NO. 183 

QUICK-TURN 
PC BOARDS 
INSTANT QVOTES 

Bl' PHONE 
1-800-234-1556 

Single/Double Sided - 1 Day 
Multi-Layer - 2 Days 

MIL Approved 
Gerber Input / Floppy or Modem 

AVANTI CIRCUITS, INC. 
{Ml 17650 North 25th Avenue 
~ Phoenix, Arizona 85023 

(602) 863-7729 & 234-1556 
Fax (602) 375-1909 

BBS/Modem (602) 234-1737 

CIRCLE NO. 186 

PROM ICE emulates 8 bil ROMs lrom 2716-27080, or 16 bit ROMs 27C1024 
or 27C2048. (Inquire about emulalmg olher ROMs. Non-JEDEC ROMs 
require custom cable.) • sophisticated LoadlCE '· Host Software down· 
loads, uploads and edits ROM contenls, supporls MS·DOS, UNIX, MAC 
& VMS. Software sources are included • Bi-directional Serial lmk, auto
baud lo 57.6KB-loads 1 Mbll m 25 secs. • Bi·direcl1onal Parallel port 
(option)-loads 1 Mbil in 4 sec. • Emulale up lo 2 ROMs per unil, daisy· 
chain up to 256 AOMs from one port! • New! Analysis Interface '• 
(option) implements a ROM-based UART for sophisticaled debugging. 

(il'amlllal' rn 1161 Cherry Sireet 

lnglne []SI ~~.~'~1~94010 
____ _ _ 1-'-nt: 41s1s9s-22s2 
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SCHEMATIC CAPTURE TO PCB LAYOUT $795 
Before buying P-CAO, PAOS-2000, PROTEL, etc you owe it to 
yourself to check out our End-to-End ONE SYSTEM Solution 1 

Comnare Snecs for yourself ... 
GUARANTEl:D lo out·peiWrm other PC based systems costing much 
more with Superior Analog, SMT & Digital features such as: 

O Integrated Schemalic Capture & 2 Sided SMT support(Not an add-on). 
O Integrated 2·D Drawing ed1lor for mechanical, Outline, Fab, etc dwgs. 
o Design PCB from a host ol Netlist formats , or on the fly without a nett1st 
O Unltd gnds, pads & trace S1Zes;GND plane shapes, 1µm resolution etc 
D Curved & straight traces. Parts, Blocks, etc rotation in 1° mcrements. 
O Foiward& Backward annotation, On-line DRC, SCH/PCB diff. check etc 
o Dynamic EMS memory support (Not 640K L1m1ted) for large designs. 
o User definable Menus, Keys, & Macros; Gerber & Laser plots included'. 
o A choice of 3 optional powerlul Autorouters assures 100% completion. 

,; ~tt~;rr~~~J':~~:l~i~~~g:~N~r" s1bt~u0S'X' &8~A~~1 ~N'L~I 
,; 30 (45 Intl.) days Money back Guarantee. 

INTERACTIVE CAD SYSTEMS, 2352 Rambo Ct, Santa Clara, CA 95054. 
Call (408) 970-0852 Fax: (408) 986-0524 

CIRCLE NO. 184 

FROM CAD TO FINISHED 
PROTOTYPE PCB 

- Without the wait 
- Without chemicals 
- Without outside expenses 

Call Instant Board Circuits at 
(415) 883-1717 to order your free 
BoardMaker™ video and literature. 

CIRCLE NO. 187 

18 SLOT 
RACKMOUNT 
AT SYSTEM 

T he QPC-7300, 
an e ighteen s lo t 
industri a l rac k
m o unt 286/386 
AT sys tem , fea

tures a low profile (7" of vertical rack 
space) enclosure for a standard 19" rack. 
300 Watt power supply, fo ur half-he ight 
drive bays, and positive a ir fl ow coo li ng 
sys te m are s tand a rd . O pti o na l s plit 
backplane supports two systems. Fully 
featured single board computers support 
DOS and REAL TIME operating sys tems. 

Qualogy, Inc. 
1751 McCarthy Blvd. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 

(408) 434-5200 (800) 722-4976 
CIRCLE NO. 190 
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Program 
Your Chips 
In Sets of 4 for $495.00 

Special offer Now Includes: 
Free UV eraser, CUPL starter Kit and 
a $300.00 Rebate with the PDT-1 
Universal Prograrruner System\Kit. 

LOGICAL 1-800-331-7766 
D•VICH, INC. CIRCLE NO. 185 

X.25 SDLC 
QLLC HDLC 

ADCCP PAD 

• C source code 
·ROM-able 
• Full porting provided 
• No OS requ ired 

GCOM, Inc. 
1776 E. Washington 
Urbana, IL 61801 
(217) 337-4471 

Specialists in Computer Communications 
FAX 217-337-4470 

CIRCLE NO. 188 

C for the 8051 
Compare: 

Benchmark Results-Sample program: 
Eratosthenes Sieve Program from BYTE (1/83), 
expanded with 1/0 and interrupt handling. 

FRANKLIN Archimedes 
SOFTWARE MCC51 ICC51 
C-51 v2.1 v1 .2 v2.20A 

Linkage time 6sec 9 29 
Execution t ime 0.88 sec 9.00 11 .45 

Total code size 1726bytes 3798 5318 
Compilat ion time 17sec 18 12 
Sieve module 541 bytes 1021 736 

size 

Call now for your free DEMO disk. 

*FR1\~hl,~ 
888 Saratoga Ave. #2 · San Jose , CA 951 29 

(408) 296-8051 •FAX (408) 296-8061 
CIRCLE NO. 191 



SYSTEM SHOWCASE 

SBX ANALOG 1/0 
GET A COMPETITIVE EDGE! 

Density - up to 16 ND inputs & 8 D/ A outputs on one 
single width card_ Speed - throughput rates up to 59 kHz. 
Intelligence - many preprogrammed modes. Input filters, 
prog. gain amps, sample-holds. FIFO l/O buffer.; & many 
other features too nwnerous to mention here. 

ROBOTROLCORP 
925 W. San Martin Ave, PO Box 990 

San Martin, CA 95046 
(408) 683-2000 

CIRCLE NO. 192 

Don't Get Zapped! 
High inrush current can destroy .your sensitive VAX 
CPUs and peripherals In less time than It takes to 
nip a switch . 

THE SOWTION? 
Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD™" 
the smallest power distribution • 
and control system available. Z·.IJ NE 
POWER UP WITH - - - / 

Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay ™ circuitry 
sequences your power·up to protect your systems 
from the spikes and surges, EMI & RFI , that destroy 
your hardware and erase your data. And our 
remote on I off and emergency shutdown gives the 
power control back to you. 

All Pulizzi Engineering MTD TM controllers are 
compatible with DEC and UPS systems. 
PRICES FROM $453 TO $317 

DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY! 
PVLIZZI ENGINEERING INC. 

3260 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6865 
(714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062 

CIRCLE NO. 195 

PC/ A TTMPROCESSORS 
FOR PASSIVE BACKPLANE SYSTEMS 

A COMPLETE FAM ILY OF BOARDS FOR THE 
OEM AND INTEGRATOR: 

• 286SBC - 12MHZ, 4MB, VGA. IDE, FDD, P. S 

• 386SX - I 6/20MHZ. 4MB. IDE. FDD. P, S 

• 386DX - 20/25MHZ, UP TO IOMB 

MANUFACTURING QUALITY PRODUCTS 
IN THE U.S. FOR 15 YEARS 

TRENTON TERMINALS INC. 
2900 CHAMBLEE TUCKER ROAD 

BUILDING 10 
ATLANTA, GA 30341 

(404) 457-0341 FAX (404) 457-0349 
CIRCLE NO. 198 

INTRODUCING RACK MOUNT AND 
RUGGED SUN SPA RC WORK STATION 

IBI 
SYSTEMS. INC 

STANDARD FEATURES 
INCLUDE: 
* SPARC ENGINE I+ 

CPU WITH 8MB RAM 
* 200MB HARD DISK, 

150MB TAPE DRIVE 
* I.44MB FLOPPY, 

2 RS-232 ANDS BUS 
PORTS 

* SCSI-2 AND ETHERNET INTERFACE 
* 16 INCH RACK MOUNT COLOR MONITOR 
* KEYBOARD, MOUSE AND SunOS 4.1 
* DESIGNED TO MEET NEMA 12 

OPTIONS: CD-ROM, 16/64 MB RAM , REMOVE
ABLE HARD DISKS. FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
CONTACT: 

181 SYSTEMS INC., 6842 NW 20 AVE 

FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33309 
305-978-9225 FAX: 305-978-9226 

TELEX : 529482 IBI SYSTEMS 

CIRCLE NO. 193 

Elegant, concise, fast & standardized 

FLC>ATINGr POINT 
libraries for embedded applications 

Based on the IEEE 754 standard. FPAC (32 b it) 
end DPAC (64 bit) libraries ore mature. well 
documented. and fully tested. The libraries ore 
fully ROMoble end include the following: 

• Basic Operations • ASCII Conversion 
• Square Root • Integer Conversion 
• Trigonometnc • Logonthmic 

U S Software supports most Intel. Motorola. 
Zilog and Hitachi micros. including 80X86, 
80386. 680XO. 80960. 8051. 8096. 68HC11. Z80. 
6809 and 6301. 

For additional information. please contact: 

U S SCFTW'ARE 
United States Software Corporat ion 
14215 t-NJ Science Pork Drive 
Portland. Oregon 97229 
800-356-7097 
503-641-8446 
503-644-2413 (FAX) 

CIRCLE NO_ 196 

SCHEMATIC CAPTURE-FREE DEMO DISK 

OrCAD/SDT III: the most popular elec
tronic design tool in the world. Over 150 
drivers for printers/ plotters/ graphic cards, 
6200+ unique library parts, utilities for elec
trical rules checking, B-0-M generation 
and converting netlists to over 30 different 
formats are included for only $495. 

Call (503) 690-9881 

CIRCLE NO. 199 

Precision Time 
Plug-ins 

by TRUETIME 

VME · Multibus · PC 
TIME CODE 

Time in various formats 

STNCHRONIZED CLOCKS 

Available in a number of 
sizes and configuratio ns, 
these boards provide l 
millisecond time synchroni
zation referenced to UTC. 

is furnished to the host 
computer over its particular 
bus. Time resolution to 1 
microsecond is available. 

3243 Santa Rosa Avenue • Santa Rosa. CA 95407 

(707) 528-1230 • FAX 707-527-6640 • TELEX 176687 

1;1•• 
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Multibustm AT.COMPATIBLE SBC 

Multibus I is now PC/AT'm Compatible with 
MAT 286 which includes all of the functions 
of a 10 MHz AT motherboard, plus 2 serial 
ports, a pa rallel port, two SBX inteifaces, 10 
28-pin EPROM sockets, and up to 4M of 
parity checked, dua l ported DRAM . A 
daughter card, MATxSYSIO, adds EGA, 
floppy, and SCSI inteifaces. 

Single Board Solutions, Inc. 
20045 Stevens Creek Blvd, Cupertino, CA 95014 

( 408) 253-0250 

Multibus'm Intel Corp. PC/AT'm IBM 

CIRCLE NO. 197 

8 
· Multi-Tasking 

EXECS 
U S Software offers hi-performance 
software tools for embedded 
applications. 

Get the full details by calling: 

800-356-7097 
503-641-8446 
503-644-2413 (FAX) 

U S SOFTW'ARE 

United States Software Corporation 
14215 NW Science Park Drive 
Portland. Oregon 97229 

CIRCLE NO_ 200 
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For Versatile VME Solutions ... Tum to SBE 
You need a wide variety of 

versatile VME solutions. You need the 
capability to customize standard 
configurations. You need software 
and support. You need SBE. 

SBE 's commitment to providing 
solutions for your OEM needs can be 
found in every SBE VMEbus 
product-VMEbus interface chips, 
single-board computers, high
performance communications 
controllers, and VMEbus systems 
integration solutions. 

SBE VMEbus boards are designed 
to address a broad range of real-time 
data processing, control and data 
communications applications. All are 
modular, offering 1/0 and memory 
expandability. This includes the 
VPU-25 68020-based lndustryPack* 
engine with over 20different1/0 
expansion modules, including DI A, 
latching relays, and a custom inter
face design kit. 

And, we offer VMEbus products 
with a full software support program: 
board support packages for the 
popular real-time kernels, TCP/IP for 
the VLAN-E Ethernet LAN controller, 
and X.25 available on the VCOM-4 
high-speed multiprotocol serial 
communications controller. 

Plus . . . comprehensive docu
mentation and prompt engineering 
response for your specific OEM 
requirements. 

For over 10 years, major com
panies have turned to SBE for versa
tile solutions. You can, too. Contact 
SBE, Inc., 2400 Bisso Lane, Concord, 
CA 94520, orcall 1-800-347-COMM 
for more information. 

*Industry Pack is a trademark of Greenspring Compu ters, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 56 

Communications & 
Real-time Solutions 



Embedded control challenge of the 90s: 
Applications are increasingly burdened with the 

overhead of friendliness. Even so, users expect 
everything to happen immediately, if not sooner. 

As a result, applications with embedded micro
processors need more computing power than ever. 
Our CY7C611 SPARC RISC controller gives you 
the power to create, at a price that fits your 
application. 

It performs.At25 MHz, our CY7611delivers18 
sustained MIPS. 

It handles interrupts brilliantly. Asynchronous 
and synchronous traps let you jump to trap routines 
with 200 ns worst case response. 16 prioritized inter
rupt levels let you tailor your application. You get 
136 32-bit registers that you can divide into register 
banks for fast context switching. 

It has hooks. Connect our CY7C602 concurrent 
floating point unit for 5 MF'LOPS. Use our CY7C157 
Cache SRAM for a zero wait state memory system. 
1-(800) 387 7599 m Canada (32) 2 672 -2220 m Europe. t 1990 Cypress Semiconductor. 

3901 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134 Phone- (408) 943-2600, Telex: 821032 
CYPRESS SNJ UD, TWX: 910-997 0753. Trademarks: SPARC Sun Microsystems, Inc. 

Use our CY7C289 512K PROM for glueless, virtually 
waitless program storage. 

It is extendable. You get a large address space, and 
support for multitasking and multiprocessing. 

It is affordable. We're talking a few dollars per MIPS. 
And it is SPARC. You can choose from a multitude 

of SPARC platforms to operate as native development 
platforms. You work with the world's most popular 
RISC architecture. You can expect faster evolutions, 
to keep your design current well after it is designed. 

The whole story-from data sheet to User's Guide
is yours for a fast, free phone call. 

Free SPARC RISC User's Guide. 
Hotline: 1-800-952-6300~ 

Ask for Dept.( 11 K 
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